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ABSTRACT
Introduction: Wushu, Chinese martial art, consists of modern and
traditional groups of styles. Previously it was researched that modern and
traditional martial arts have different outcomes. Since traditional wushu is said to
be rooted in Chinese values, its environment is a unique place to research
psychological collectivism. Moreover, mental toughness is a new topic in the field
of martial arts, and its connection with psychological collectivism was only
researched on the society, not personality level.
Methods: This mixed methods research consisted of qualitative Study 1 and
quantitative Study 2. Study 1 aimed to understand, what is the experience of
psychological collectivism in traditional wushu training. Semi-structured
interviews were conducted with eight European adult participants of traditional
wushu and were analyzed using Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis. In the
Study 2, 277 European adult respondents (111 modern wushu and 166 traditional
wushu practitioners) filled in the Sport Mental Toughness Questionnaire and
Psychological Collectivism Questionnaire. To research the relationship of
practicing modern or traditional wushu with psychological collectivism and
mental toughness, several steps were taken. First, the Exploratory and
Confirmatory Factor Analysis were run to test both models. Next, the final model
was tested using Structural Equation Modelling. Model comparisons, path
analysis and effects were completed.
Results: In Study 1, five themes emerged from the data. The first described
how kung fu (traditional wushu) provided structure and direction for the
interviewees. Also, it described how practitioners better adapted to the outer
world and their ability to switch from being gentle to being ruthless. The second
theme described perception of time. The third one explored the kung fu
community, provided a probe into the group identity, and looked at how
positioning closer to the master provided better learning options; the community
served as the knowledge keeper. The fourth theme explored bridging gaps in
communication. Finally, the fifth theme discovered seriousness of the
practitioners, who had to endure mentally and physically torturous training. In
Study 2, during the structural equation modeling the final model was confirmed as
well as differences in the two groups of modern and traditional wushu. Moreover,
it was found, that the number of joined competitions or years of training did not
result in a significant path with mental toughness, but perceived level of skill did.
The relationship between psychological collectivism and mental toughness was
found only in the traditional wushu group, limited to a marginal p level.
Conclusion: Psychological collectivism was explored in traditional wushu
and helped to understand the structure and functioning of the wushu community.
The seriousness of its members served as a commodity, to negotiate better
position in the group. In the quantitative study, this seriousness seemed to be
connected with the perceived level of skill. This variable resulted in the
significant path with mental toughness. It is suggested that the social environment
of the serious practitioners, who put themselves through demanding training,
helped to develop mental toughness. This development is not based on the number
of years in training, but rather on the way the practitioners perceive themselves.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Background
Chinese Wushu, or kung fu as it is called in the West (Wang, 2010) is part
of martial arts. Recently, modern disciplines of wushu were shortlisted as one of
the new sports for the Olympic Games in 2020. Although it was not finally
chosen, the popularity of this sport discipline is rising.
Wushu being originally Chinese, it bears certain heritage of the
characteristic Chinese culture and philosophy (International Wushu Federation,
n.d.). However, the sport has expanded to the world and to different cultures as
well as gained significant interest of researchers. Since the 1960's the focus was
directed towards the socio-psychological effects when practicing traditional
martial arts. Accordingly, it was asked how traditional training could be used in
therapies (Daniels & Thornton, 1992; Movahedi, Bahrami, Marandi, & Abedi,
2013; Lantz, 2002). Later, modern martial arts and combative sports were
explored rather than traditional styles. Nowadays, martial arts are becoming a
current topic again, with the interest of authors around the world in many different
research areas (Daniels & Thornton, 1992; Heiny, 2012; Kuan and Roy, 2007;
Layton, Higaonna, & Arneil, 1993; Najafi, 2003; Twemlow & Sacco, 1998).
Wushu as Chinese martial arts is a superior name for many styles. It can be
compared to the term of “budo” in Japanese martial arts. Wushu is divided into
two big groups: modern and traditional wushu (International Wushu Federation,
n.d.). Modern wushu is a sport discipline in which the athletes practice the forms
or the full-contact fighting for the purpose of competitions. The forms (sets) are
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artificially created with reference to characteristics of certain traditional styles. On
the other hand, traditional wushu has a long history and its purpose was primary
for self-defense (Liang, 2010). Nowadays the practitioners train both forms and
fighting. The movements are not required to look nice, but the athlete needs to be
able to apply them in a realistic situation. The training is considered life-long and
contains certain cultural and philosophical aspects.
This is in congruence with the definition of traditional martial arts. As such,
both external and internal aspects of training are present, that is practice of forms
(sets) and fighting skills, together with recognition of the origin and some form of
spiritual development (breathing exercise, meditation, philosophy) (Nosanchuk &
MacNeil, 1989; Back & Kim, 1984; Theeboom &Van Stiphout 1993).
In 1986 Trulson first suggested that traditional martial arts have very
different outcomes than modern ones. In his study he conducted training sessions
with two groups. In the first one, philosophy, meditation and moral code were
taught. In the second one, the modern approach without these values was
highlighted. The training outcome was significantly different. The group trained
in the traditional way wanted to maintain training even after the experiment and
experienced positive changes in their personal development. The hypothesis that
the effects of traditional martial arts could extend beyond physical outcomes was
also explored by those who found a positive impact on personality traits (Richman
& Rehberg, 1986) or later by Najafi (2003). Najafi’s participants in traditional
martial arts showed higher level of humility and hope than modern martial arts’
participants. Traditional martial arts became also a supporting background for
dealing with delinquency (Zivin, Hassan, DePaula, Monti, Harlan, Hossain &
Patterson, 2001) or coping with aggressiveness (Nosanchuk & MacNeil, 1989).
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Some of the studies contributed to exploring positive benefits in the social
sphere (Daniels & Thornton, 1992; Movahedi, Bahrami, Marandi, & Abedi,
2013). Researchers got interested in behavior and ethics during the training
(Twemlow & Sacco, 1998) and cooperative rather than competitive ways of
thinking Layton et al., 1993; Vlachos, 2015). Recently, it was also considered as
a possibility in family therapies (Lantz, 2002).
In a phenomenology study, Partikova (2014) uncovered specific issue:
Teachers of traditional wushu experienced a certain shift in understanding their
role in community (from individualism towards collectivism), which was
unexpected, because they were all of Czech nationality (which tends to be rather
individualistic) (Hofstede & Hofstede, 2005). This assumption needs to be further
explored. However, the individual level of collectivism (psychological
collectivism) may differ from the societal level. It was proved by Trafimow,
Triandis and Goto (1991), that individualistic and collectivistic attributes of self
are sampled in two cognitive structures, which means one can possibly be
collectivistic or individualistic in any culture, depending on the situation.
Therefore, the researchers adopted the term psychological collectivism, to clearly
distinguish their personality oriented approach from the previously society
oriented approach (Hui and Triandis, 1986; Hui, Triandis & Yee, 1991; Jackson,
Colquitt, Wesson & Zapata-Phelan, 2006). So called psychological collectivism
actually gained attention in the sport field too, when Evans, Eys and Bruner
(2012) proposed a model of interdependence in the individual sport and
recognized its three sources: task interdependence, group outcome or individual
outcome. Donkers (2015) found a relation between enjoyment and intention to
return with psychological collectivism, moderated significantly by
3

interdependence. In addition, Donkers stated that “elite individual sport athletes
indicate that teammates are a primary source of motivation, social facilitation,
social comparison, and teamwork” (p. 24).
Exploring psychological benefits of training martial arts recently led to an
interest in mental toughness. Studies of mental toughness in wushu are, however,
limited. Kuan and Roy (2007) looked for a correlation with task and ego
orientation and found a positive relation of high task and moderate ego and
negative energy control. It was assumed that martial arts could be a unique
environment in terms of mental toughness (Heiny, 2012). The aspects of fullcontact practice, body to body, dealing with violence and negative energy make
martial arts a fruitful area for testing the mental toughness and, its development,
as well as exploring the application and influences of mental skills training.
Mental toughness in martial arts (not only Chinese wushu) is a current topic of
sport research (Mînjină, 2014; Bhardwaj, Singh, & Rathee, 2014; Singh &
Solanki, 2015; Azaiez, Chalghaf, Cherif, & Achour, 2013).
It is assumed there are different kinds of mental toughness (Bull,
Shambrook, James, & Brooks, 2005). Minnix (2010) has conducted research to
understand specific components for setting mental toughness in wushu. These
components are anticipation, learning attitude and ethics. However, Minnix’s
findings remain to be validated.
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Statement of Problem
Despite the awareness of existence of the modern and traditional wushu and
even their dividing in a sport field, there is lack of their comparison. Although
both categories of modern and traditional wushu have a great number of
practitioners in the world, there is a research gap in exploring their difference.
Already Trulson (1986) in his “Martial arts training: A novel ‘cure‘ for juvenile
delinquency” stated there is a different outcome in practicing traditional or
modern martial arts. The content of training differs too, which is grounded in the
definition of the traditional martial arts: training must involve forms, fighting,
internal aspects (meditation, breathing exercises, etc…) and recognize its origin
(as derived from the definition of traditional martial arts, proposed by Kim &
Back, 1984; Nosanchuk & MacNeil, 1989; Theeboom & Van Stiphout, 1993;
Trulson, 1986).
As previous research has already established, the traditional martial arts
training can be very helpful in therapy and personal development. For instance, its
popularity has grown especially in the field of youth delinquency or coping with
aggression (Nosanchuk & MacNeil, 1989; Zivin, Hassan, DePaula, Monti, Harlan,
Hossain & Patterson, 2001). Also, there are researches dealing with its positive
influence in social skills and behavior (Daniels & Thornton, 1992; Movahedi,
Bahrami, Marandi, & Abedi, 2013; Twemlow and Sacco, 1998). The topic of
social life and community is very strong in traditional Wushu. As stated above,
researchers started to explore psychological collectivism (where the community is
significant) in the individual sport. Moreover, traditional wushu is a unique
environment because of its additional values of transferring cultures, philosophies
or relations between students and teachers (International Wushu Federation, n.d.).
5

Therefore, there is an existing research gap in exploring if the psychological
collectivism and understanding the relation of the individual to the community are
the important factors in the personality grown, caused by the training of
traditional wushu, including the mental strength sphere.
Recently, the topic of mental toughness has entered the field of martial arts
and combative sports. In 2010 Minnix measured mental toughness for wushu and
found unique components for these martial arts. Tibbert, Andersen and Morris
(2015) explored a relation of becoming mentally tough and identifying one's role
in a society. Moreover, it was found that collectivism may influence the level of
mental toughness significantly (Anshell, Williams and Hodge, 1997; Cox and Liu,
1993; Gucciardi, Zhang, Ponnusamy and Stenling, 2016; Zheng, Smith and
Adegbola, 2004). However, this applies to the macro level of collectivism. It is
still unknown if there is any relationship between psychological collectivism and
mental toughness, as well as if the mental toughness will manifest differently in
the modern and traditional wushu, due to their different content.

Research Questions and Hypotheses
The aim of this study is:
To explore traditional wushu among European practitioners
and contributes to its definition
The research question is:
Qualitative research (study 1): What is the experience of psychological
collectivism in the context of traditional wushu training?
Secondary question: What does the described experience impact?
6

Quantitative research (study 2): What is the relationship between practicing
traditional and modern wushu to psychological collectivism and mental
toughness?
Research hypotheses for the quantitative study are:

1.

Length of wushu training would evidence positive relations with
psychological collectivism and mental toughness.

2.

Mental toughness would evidence positive relations with psychological
collectivism

3.

Training of traditional wushu would evidence stronger relations with
psychological collectivism than the training of modern wushu.
Proposed model:

Figure 1: Proposed Model
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Purpose of Study
The purpose of this mixed methods research (partially mixed sequential
equal status design) is to investigate psychological collectivism and mental
toughness in traditional wushu among young adult Europeans.
The study was conducted into two parts: First, qualitative component,
exploring and grounding the phenomena of psychological collectivism and mental
toughness (secondary) in the qualitative data. Interpretative Phenomenological
Analysis (IPA) was used, as a special tool to explore complexity and novelty
(Smith and Osborn, 2004). The second part made use of the quantitative approach
to propose a model using the Structural Equation Modeling (SEM), namely the
Multiple Indicator-Multiple Cause Model (MIMIC) and Multiple Group Model,
when treating both groups of traditional wushu and modern wushu practitioners as
two groups to compare their results in terms of psychological collectivism and
mental toughness.

Significance
This study contributes to three different areas. As Vlachos (2015) already
noted, the purpose of traditional wushu has changed over time. “It is commonly
accepted that martial arts begun as war‐ oriented, self‐ defense systems and later
flourished into more intricate and sophisticated ideas during more peaceful times”
(p. 38). This research will contribute to exploring new definition of traditional
martial arts for the modern era. Both modern and traditional divisions of wushu
are getting more attention and probably will get even more if modern wushu
successfully enters the Olympic Games in 2024. Cross-sectional study allows
comparing these two divisions of wushu and explores their differences in the
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outcome of self-orientation (individualistic of collectivistic) and mental
toughness. The examination of similarities and differences are not yet well
established.
Second, studying what happens during the process of training will help in
the area where the importance of martial arts is already established: selfdevelopment and therapies. The exploration of psychological collectivism in an
individual sport discipline is a new and valuable direction. It was already stated
that martial arts were used in family therapies, aggressiveness coping,
delinquency or various aspects of personal development. While it is convincingly
established that the training helps in these areas, the relative significance of
collective versus individualistic attributes of self remain unclear. The traditional
martial arts bring philosophy into play and define one's place in a community. But
most importantly they bring their cultural and philosophical origin to practitioners
regardless of what nationality the athlete is. Not only does this study contribute to
the possible and effective usage of traditional martial arts training in selfdevelopment and therapies, but the knowledge of how to use the sampling of self
attributes can be further used in different areas, not only martial arts. However,
martial arts can be a fruitful field because it can shed light on certain values or
philosophy that would otherwise be difficult to understand (Wile, 2014).
Finally, mental training in martial arts and sports in general is a current
issue. When exploring a correlation between psychological collectivism and
mental toughness, this could be new and particularly valuable information for
construing mental toughness training in the future. In addition, mental toughness
as a topic in martial arts training is not well explored yet. This study contributes to
the research in this area.
9

Particularly, this study will contribute to the members of helping
professions, especially those who work with the client directly. This includes
therapy and self-development areas. Secondly, this study will enrich the
knowledge in the sport field: of the coaches and mostly researchers. Better
understanding of traditional wushu will be also be of interest to the general reader.
Moreover, since the Sports Mental Toughness Questionnaire (Sheard, Golby &
van Wersch, 2009) was used, this study contributes to the discussion on the
multidimensionality of the mental toughness concept.

Definition of Terms
For the purpose of this study, the following terms are defined:
Martial arts. Martial arts are operationally defined as systems “that blend
physical components of combat with strategy, philosophy, tradition, or other
features, thereby distinguishing them from pure physical reaction” (Green &
Svinth, 2010, p. xix). Commonly, martial arts are divided according to their
country of origin, for example Korean, Chinese or French.
Wushu. This is operationally defined as the term for all Chinese martial arts
(International Wushu Federation, n.d.). This term does not yet mark a specific
style, instead wushu consists of hundreds of styles (Kennedy & Guo, 2005). It is
nowadays divided into traditional and modern wushu (International Wushu
Federation, n.d.).
Traditional wushu is operationally defined as a type of wushu (Chinese
martial arts styles), an origin for modern wushu, with long history and bearing
cultural and philosophical aspects of Chinese society (International Wushu
Federation, n.d.). The purpose was originally self-defense (Liang, 2010) and
10

particular systems are transited from master to students (Kennedy & Guo, 2005).
Since interviewees of this study mainly used the term “kung fu”, these two terms,
“kung fu” and “traditional wushu” are used interchangeably in the following text.
In addition, traditional kung fu is supposed to contain practice of forms,
application drills, knowledge of the history and lineage and any kind of holistic
self-development, as derived from the definition of a traditional martial art style
(Back & Kim,1984; Nosanchuk & MacNeil, 1989; Theeboom & Van Stiphout
1993; Trulson, 1986).
Modern wushu is operationally defined as an exhibition and a full-contact
sport derived from traditional wushu. Practitioners focus on two separated
categories: taolu (routines) and sanda (fighting). Modern wushu is dated to 1949
and was developed to standardize the traditional wushu (European Wushu Kung
Fu Federation, n.d.).
Kung fu is operationally defined as “profound notion referring to moral
edification obtained through long-standing wushu training” (Zhang, 2014, p. 156),
and often used to refer to traditional wushu (International Wushu Federation,
n.d.).
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Table 1
Differentiation of Martial Arts Terms
Martial Arts
Systems of physical combat, strategy, philosophy and tradition (Green &
Svinth, 2010).
Wushu
Martial Arts from China (International Wushu Federation, n.d.).
Traditional Wushu

Modern Wushu

Self-defense based Chinese martial

Martial arts derived from the

arts systems, including both fighting

traditional wushu, differencing into

and routines practice (International

either sport fighting or exhibition

Wushu Federation, n.d.; Liang, 2010).

routines with highlighted

Kung Fu

performance-like aspects (European
wushu kung fu federation, n.d.).

Synonym for traditional wushu,
emphasizing mastering the skill
through a long-term practice (Zhang,
2014).
__________________________________________________________________
Athlete is operationally defined as “a person who is very good at sports or
physical exercise, especially one who competes in organized events” (Cambridge
English Dictionary, (n.d.). For the purpose of this study, since in the traditional
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wushu the competitions are not the main goal, there will be also an overlap with
the term of practitioners.
Practitioner is operationally defined as “someone involved in a skilled job
or activity” (Cambridge English Dictionary, (n.d.). Please see the chapter on
Methodology regarding the limitations of this study's participants’ selection.
Mental toughness is operationally defined as “unshakeable perseverance
and conviction towards some goal despite pressure or adversity” (Middleton,
Marsh, Martin, Richards and Perry, 2004, p. 6).
Collectivism is operationally defined as “a preference for a tightly-knit
framework in society in which individuals can expect their relatives or members
of a particular in-group to look after them in exchange for unquestioning loyalty”
(The Hofstede Center, n. d.). It refers to a society scale of collectivism, using the
so-called macro approach (Kim, Triandis, Kagitcibasi, Choi & Yoon, 1994).
Individualism is operationally defined as “a preference for a loosely-knit
social framework in which individuals are expected to take care of only
themselves and their immediate families” (The Hofstede Center, n. d.). It refers to
a society scale of individualism, using a so-called macro approach (Kim, Triandis,
Kagitcibasi, Choi & Yoon, 1994).
Psychological Individualism is operationally defined as the tendency to
choose to get ahead of the others and a preference to lead rather than to agree on a
common thought. The rights of the individual are highlighted as well as the
independency; idiocentrism (Triandis, 2001). It refers to a personality scale of
individualism, in so called micro approach (Kim, Triandis, Kagitcibasi, Choi &
Yoon, 1994).
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Psychological Collectivism is operationally defined as the tendency to
internalize norms of people's in-groups and being a member of one or more,
preference for consensus and solidarity and understanding hierarchy and oneself
as changeable in a stable environment; allocentrism (Triandis, 2001). It refers to a
personality scale of collectivism, in so called micro approach (Kim, Triandis,
Kagitcibasi, Choi & Yoon, 1994).
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
In the literature review first the sport field of wushu and particularly
traditional wushu will be explained. Next, the theoretical framework will be
introduced. In the framework, there are two main areas: mental toughness and
psychological collectivism. Finally, selected significant theories will be brought
up, such as the importance of realizing the role of individualism and collectivism
in the measuring of mental toughness and psychological collectivism in individual
sport disciplines.

Wushu
Wushu is the name for the Chinese martial arts, although there are some
misunderstandings in the naming. In the West, most common name is “kung fu”
(Wang, 2012, p. 1). Assuming kung fu and wushu are the same disciplines, that is
not necessary true.
There are two kinds of wushu. One is modern wushu, a competitive sport
discipline with exact rules and scoring. Modern wushu consists of two main
disciplines: taolu (set routine) and sanda (combat sport). Some call modern wushu
just “wushu”, especially the old generation of traditional wushu practitioners.
Traditional wushu has a long history and the main purpose was a selfdefense. “At root, martial art is about skill with violence” (Lorge, 2012, p. 5).
Lorge stated, wushu is actually an art of effective violence. Although the
performance of a traditional set routine can be as harmonious and elegant, the
combative purpose differentiates traditional wushu from dancing. The most
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common names are traditional wushu (especially inside sport organizations) or
kung fu.
Wushu itself is not a style of martial arts, as it is often assumed. Wushu
conversely consists of hundreds of styles (Kennedy & Guo, 2005). Each style has
its own history and founder. Starting from this foundation, there is frequently a
record of transferring the system from a master to student(s) (Kennedy & Guo,
2005). Traditional wushu not only includes applications of its techniques and their
usage (compared to the modern wushu) but is also significant in some
psychological benefits, as stated in the later chapter. Traditional wushu is assumed
to become a way to improve one's emotional and psychological well-being and
provides the practitioner with a particular philosophy.
Traditional Wushu
As noted before, self-defense was the main factor for developing traditional
wushu, an origin that survives via the Chinese character for wu: 武. In the
character the meanings for “stop” and “halberd” can be seen. It was already stated
that “effective violence” is one definition for traditional wushu, but the meaning is
not to attack; rather, it is to “stop the halberd”, stop the violence (Wildish, 2002).
The second character of shu 术 (術 in traditional characters) is understood as
“art”, the knowledge and principles.
There are hundreds of styles in the traditional wushu. According to Wang
(2010) we can divide them into seven families or groups of styles: Shaolin,
Wudang, Emei, Nanquan (southern styles), Taijiquan, Xingyiquan and
Baguazhang. However, the complexity of the typology is enormous and it is
common among the practitioners to adopt various methods of typology, which are
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both emphasized and criticized. For example, internal and external styles, family
based or formal institution based forms, etc.
Nowadays, the purpose of traditional wushu has changed. There is no more
need for defending one's life. The application moved from usage in a fight
towards usage in daily life (Zivin et al., 2001, p. 445). Fuller (1988) stated martial
arts became sophisticated arts in a time when warriors did not need their martial
skills.

Martial Arts
Wushu is an all-encompassing term for all martial arts with an origin in
China. The term includes both traditional and modern approaches (International
Wushu Federation, n.d.). Martial arts in general are “systems that blend the
physical components of combat with strategy, philosophy, tradition, or other
features, thereby distinguishing them from pure physical reaction” (Green and
Svinth, 2010, p. xix). According to the authors, the research areas consist of a
wide spectrum of topics, including anthropology, history, literature, arts, kinesics
and sociology.
According to Wetzler, there are five common qualities (dimensions) of
martial arts: “Preparation for a violent conflict, play and competitive sports,
performance, transcendent goals (such as philosophy or self-development) and
health care” (2015, p. 26). Martínková and Parry (2016) distinguish these
categories: close combats (that use pragmatic methods of fighting), warrior arts
(that focus on using fighting techniques in self-defense, while pursuing an honor
code of behavior), martial arts (that emphasize fighting technique but also self-
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development), martial paths (that highlights philosophical systems) and martial
sports (that have competitions as goal of practice).
Martial arts are a fruitful field for the researchers' attention. Unfortunately,
there is a lack of research focusing only on Chinese wushu. The existing body of
literature is limited. However, for example Jennings, Brown and Sparkes (2010)
researched wing chun (a style of traditional wushu) and explored its practice as a
way of secular religion. Their study focused on the sacralization through daily
practice. On another note, Farrer (2018) studied societies in training groups of
Chinse traditional martial arts in Singapore. He mainly researched the false
connection between real fighting and symbolism of the forms, but he also noted
the presence of rituals that remained alive, for example the bai si ceremony, the
life-long disciple’s oath to the master. Amos (1993), in his extensive research in
Hong Kong and southern China in the 1980s on social structure, explored
brotherhoods and secret societies in the training groups. Amos noted, that tight
social connections in the groups came from the need in the past decades for
members to rely on each other in case they lost a job. These kung fu families
brought not only securities, but also obligations, such as oaths of loyalty or
compulsory participation in social events and activities.
Nevertheless, most of the remaining studies focus on non-Chinese martial
arts, or the authors even combine several styles of martial arts together, with no
reference to the country of origin. For that reason, research in the field of general
martial arts are included in this literature review. Even when the authors did not
provide enough material for the wushu, they often recognize if the martial art is
traditional or not. Since this study is focused on the traditional wushu, traditional
martial arts' studies are taken into account preferably.
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With the early study of Trulson (1986) traditional martial arts became a
target for research. It is therefore necessary to define what is meant by “traditional
martial arts” and how to categorize the martial arts accordingly.
Definition of Traditional Martial Arts
Three approaches to recognize traditional martial arts will be introduced, as
they were noted by Vertonghen, Theeboom and Cloes (2012). The first one is
dated to 1984. According to Back and Kim (1984) a traditional martial art has to
meet four conditions. First, it must recognize its origin. Second, it must include
the practice of fighting. This refers to the purpose of self-defense. Third, forms
and fighting drills are one of the training's content. And finally, it concerns some
kind of spiritual development.
Nonsanchuk and MacNeil (1989) and Trulson (1986) stated that traditional
martial arts have to contain three aspects. First, a form, or a routine (usually
referred as kata for Japanese and taolu for Chinese styles). Second, some kind of
meditation has to be present. The third aspect is a philosophy for that particular
style.
Finally, Theeboom and Van Stiphout (1993) put forward that the training
has to be holistic and include both internal and external, aspects concerning both
the movements and the mental skills and philosophy.
These definitions helped to structure the demographic part of the
questionnaire used in Study 2 of this research. To be able to compare modern and
traditional wushu, it was important to understand and define what they are. In
short, traditional practitioners had experience with both forms and fighting, with
some kind of self-development or health emphasis and knew their lineage. In my
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own opinion, it is the balance of both forms, as the inherited knowledge of the
style, and fighting, in terms of putting into practice in the present, that defines the
frame of traditional martial arts.
Related Research Areas in the Field of Traditional Martial Arts
The following researches are exploring different effects from practicing
martial arts. Although the aim of this work is traditional wushu, amount of papers
focusing on it is very small. Therefore the field of Asian traditional martial arts
has been used.
Recently, mental toughness also became an actual topic in the field of
martial arts and wushu particularly (Kuan & Roy, 2007). The sub-chapter
focusing on the mental toughness researches in martial arts can be found in the
chapter of mental toughness.
Difference in Outcomes for Traditional Martial Arts
Traditional martial arts can affect individuals in a very specific way,
different from the modern combative disciplines. One of the most famous and
highly cited researches is conducted by Trulson (1986). In his study he used the
style of taekwondo, Korean martial arts. Three groups of juvenile delinquents
were trained in taekwondo for 6 months: group I in the traditional way, group II in
the modern “version” not including any philosophical aspects and group III was a
control group. Not only group I showed a decrease in aggressiveness and increase
in self-esteem and social adroitness, but also the students maintain training even
after the experiment. Group II showed an opposite effects and group III no
improvement at all. This important study gives the messages that the traditional
aspects of training, such as history, social context, philosophy or meditations are
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making differences between the modern and traditional variations of martial arts.
This was also supported by the research of Najafi (2003). Richman and Rehberg
(1986) believe that the psychological benefits are one of the most important
factors why traditional martial arts could persist for so many years.
The length of the training is crucial. Traditional martial arts have been
always connected with a way of life and well-being and therefore it was
understood one has to maintain practicing for many years to decades to reach the
desired quality. Not only the physical skill is improving with the time; Richman
and Rehberg (1986) conducted their study to explore self-esteem and found out
that the longer time the individual spent in the training, the higher self-esteem he
had.
Delinquency or Coping Aggressiveness
Zivin et al. ( 2001) studied the target group of boys at high risk for
deliquency and their improvement in lower aggressivness and higher self esteem
after taking the class of traditional martial art. In this case, kempo as the style was
used and the boys were given 30 sessions. To examine their improvement, several
measuring were made: Sutter-Eyberg Student Behavior Inventory, self-report
scales of the Piers-Harris Self-Concept Scale, measures of attentional self-control
from the Intermediate Visual and Auditory Continuous Performance Test. The
results found increase in self-esteem and decrease in aggressivness.
Nosanchuk and MacNeil (1989) also studied aggressivness. The authors
stated not only that students' aggression is decreasing with traditional martial arts,
but even that with the modern martial arts (combative sports) the aggressivness is
increasing.
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Social Sphere, Behavior and Ethics
Traditional martial arts have been also compared to other sports in
measuring the level of hostility (Daniels & Thornton, 1992). The results indicated
that students of traditional martial arts have decreased level of assaultive and
verbal hostility in the Buss-Durkee Hostility Inventory. However, the authors
noted that increase is stronger with years spent on training. Nosanchuk and
MacNeil (1989) also suggested there is an importance of length of the training. In
their study, they explored the level of aggression to be lower for the traditional
martial arts school participants than for those, who joined a modern school. The
score further decreased with the amount of years spent on practicing.
The social impact due to learning martial arts is not a new topic. The
research of social-psychological benefits started in 60's (Vertonghen &
Theeboom, 2010). The community or martial arts family, as some researches or
participants call it, is a big source of influence. In the traditional wushu, the
school is truly similar to a family. There is a teacher with his or her students. The
students are divided into younger and older, due to the time spent on practicing. A
newcomer then gain many older brothers and sisters. The teacher is not a final
level of the lineage, instead his teacher is alike grandfather to the students and so
on. Bowman (2016b) explains this idea of linage as passing knowledge from the
master to the student, who becomes the inheritor and later pass this knowledge the
new generation, too. Accordingly, the traditional martial arts got the attention first
in the researching of socio-psychological effects. In contrast, recently the focus is
redirected towards the combative sports and modern martial sports (Vertonghen &
Theeboom, 2010).
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In the beginning of the relations with other stands an individual's code of
behavior and moral code. The importance of this cannot be overstressed in
traditional martial arts. In a famous work of Twemlow and Sacco (1998), they
highlighted that martial arts training includes a strict code of behavior and ethics.
This is the tool for self-regulation and is not only influencing the individual, but
also the learning group. The respect and cooperation are taught by helping and
teaching the others (younger sisters and brothers). Vlachos (2015) supported this
observation by noting that students are actually encouraged to help each other
rather than compete. It was even suggested, that a competition within the
community is suppressed (Layton et al., 1993).
The cooperation versus competition is truly an underlining factor in learning
the role of community in the life of such athlete. In another research (Movahedi et
al., 2013) the authors aimed children with autism spectrum disorders. They found
out that after long-term practice of kata or form of a traditional martial art the
children improved in the skill of social interaction. They also observed that after
30 days of no practice the social dysfunction was significantly lower than in a
post-intervention time and in the control group. Lantz (2002) also examined social
benefits from practicing martial arts. The participants of his study were couples
and families training aikido, taekwondo and karate for at least 4 months. Final 12
topics of the study included respect, friendship, training for life or respect for life.
The author then suggested the martial arts training should become an option in a
marital and family therapies. One of the participants highlighted the friendship of
her son with the rest of the children and the friendship between children and their
families. “It is like we have a big karate family” (Lantz, 2002, p. 573).
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As stated in one of the latest studies, martial arts can cause improvement in
establishing positive relationships and therefore positively influence
psychological well-being (Croom, 2014). According to the author both personal
and social life can benefit from martial arts. He reminds the importance of the
partner and being a partner: During the training, not only the athletes have
partners, students on the same level practicing the same form or kata. But also
during the contact applications and fighting a partner is needed. The two sparring
partners not only perceive the feelings, pain or mood of themselves but also of the
partner. This let the relations between students become strong and reliable.
On the note of connecting martial arts and well-being, precisely
psychotherapies, Gleser and Brown (1988) compared judo practice with verbal
therapies: they built on several aspects, such as going with resistance and not
against it, acceptance after period of observation, the relationship of studentmaster and client-therapist, or breaking client’s/student’s balance. Even though
this paper is aged, in its time it was novel. Similarly, Weiser, Kutz, Kutz and
Weiser (1995) worked on the connection of martial arts and verbal psychotherapy
and observed that a martial arts school served as a safe environment, being
separated from the world outside, where one can grow in the group’s hierarchy,
explore self and ventilate aggressive energy. Furthermore, there is an accepting
group of training partners on this isolated place.
Martial arts offer relations which one can be part of, with both benefits and
responsibilities. Lantz (2002) highlights that for some children only the belonging
to the social group can make a big difference. As follows, they need to learn how
to behave in such group and to cooperate with a partner in a respectful and
considerable way.
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It is also pointed out that during such partner exercise, the intimacy is
present as well as the reception of each other (Green, 2011). The author suggests
this create such trust and friendship, where one can share his thoughts freely. He
compares this to a brotherhood in army and proposes these kinds of relationships
built during hard trainings are unique and rarely possible outside the community.
A phenomenological research was conducted with nine kendo (Japanese
martial art) practitioners to describe their living experience. Besides the findings
dealing with the mastery of the technique, other aspects were found important:
strong relationship with the teacher, display of manners and learning of life
lessons. In the study it was described that such strong and positive relationship is
conducted not only inside the schools but also among the rivals. The practitioner
revealed the explanation of such bond: “We have something special, like a more
strong connection or strong [spirit] or something inside. But I don’t know if I can
find exactly [a] word for that” (Sato, 2011, p. 75). Athletes learn to cooperate with
the partner in a contact sparring as well as to respect their class mates: they are not
only taught by the coach but also by the older students. Without proper manners
and respect to the partner such student can refuse to teach the less advanced one.
The community therefore serves as a supportive social group to become part of,
where the behavior is monitored.

Mental Toughness
The theory of mental toughness highlights the importance of mental skills.
Not only a successful athlete needs to have a high standard of the physical skill
needed for his sport, but the ability to cope with the pressure, the opponent or the
training can have a decisive word in his sport career and mental health.
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The first idea of mental toughness was however not inside the sport science.
Raymond Cattell included tough-mindedness in his Sixteen Factor Questionnaire
(Cattell & Mead, 2008, Crust, 2007). This questionnaire did not have anything
common with the later mental toughness theory in the sport science. In Cattell's
study, tough-mindedness was considered as one of the personality dimension and
also defines the opposite dimension which is tender-mindedness. The low range of
tough-mindedness is described as “receptive, open-minded, intuitive”, whereas
high range as “tough-minded, resolute and unempathic” (Cattell & Mead, 2008, p.
136).
In order to find the definition for mental toughness in the sport science,
Jones (2002) made a great contribution. In his highly cited research he was asking
for the definition of mental toughness and its attributes of the ideal performer. To
gain the definition, he worked with ten highly experienced international athletes
(3 women and 7 men) from different sports. Those included: swimming, sprinting,
artistic and rhythmic gymnastics, trampoline jumping, middle-distance running,
triathlon, golf, rugby union, and netball (Jones, 2002, p. 207).
His research was conducted in three stages. The first stage included a focus
group interview, the second stage included individual interviews with these
athletes and the third stage included a ranking of definition and attributes. The
attributes for ranking in the third phase were found in the first two qualitative
phases of study: the focus group and individual interviews. In these interviews,
the athletes were asked to imagine themselves as the ideal tough minded
performer or to connect this image to someone they know. Also, they were asked
to be aware of their own experience as athlete and all factors it brings. This
approach included the experience of the athlete not only what they believe they
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got when they found themselves mentally tough, but also what they needed in
order to have higher level of mental toughness. Jones believed the experience is
crucial. He connected his study with the personal construct theory, where the
individual constructs theories in order to understand and find meaning of the
world. We can therefore see a strong connection between the questions which the
athletes were asked - about their experience and their own understanding- and the
personal construct theory.
The definition gained from this well-known qualitative study had two parts:
the general and specific. To be mentally tough therefore means:
“Generally, cope better than your opponents with the many demands
(competition, training, lifestyle) that sport places on a performer. Specifically, be
more consistent and better than your opponents in remaining deter- mined,
focused, confident, and in control under pressure” (Jones, 2002, p. 209).
Jones also identified 12 attributes of mental toughness. They are:
1.

“Having an unshakable self-belief in your ability to achieve your
competition goals.

2.

Having an unshakable self-belief that you possess unique qualities and
abilities that make you better than your opponents.

3.

Having an insatiable desire and internalized motives to succeed.

4.

Bouncing back from performance set-backs as a result of increased
determination to succeed.

5.

Thriving on the pressure of competition.

6.

Accepting that competition anxiety is inevitable and knowing that you
can cope with it.

7.

Not being adversely affected by others’ good and bad performances.

8.

Remaining fully-focused in the face of personal life distractions.

9.

Switching a sport focus on and off as required.
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10. Remaining fully-focused on the task at hand in the face of competitionspecific distractions.
11. Pushing back the boundaries of physical and emotional pain, while still
maintaining technique and effort under distress (in training and
competition).
12. Regaining psychological control following unexpected, uncontrollable
events (competition-specific)” (Jones, 2002, p. 211).

The qualitative approach seems to be applicable in order to define mental
toughness. In another important research (Middleton et al., 2004a) a grounded
theory method was applied to gain the definition. In this case, the highlighted was
the process of learning from the participants in order to understand what the
meaning of mental toughness is.
Thirty-three athletes and coaches were invited to join the research,
compared to Jones (2002) in whose research only athletes were expected to have
something to say. Middleton introduced his definition of mental toughness as
multi-dimensional and consisting again of 12, altough different, components.
What is extraordinary in this study is the fact he found to the grounded
theory: “Mental toughness exists in relation to overcoming adversity (Middleton
et al., 2004a, p. 3).” Middleton pointed out that in order to develop mental
toughness an individual needs to face and overcome difficulties. These can be:
pressure, physical pain connected with physical effort, injury, reverse in a
competition...etc.
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Semi-structured interviews, as used in this case, gave the opportunity to
uncover topic which are not questioned in the first place. This may often lead to
unexpected findings, which may be also this case.
Middleton's 12 components of mental toughness are: “self-efficacy, mental
self-concept, potential, task specific attention, perseverance, task familiarity,
personal bests, task value, goal commitment, positivity, stress minimisation, and
positive comparisons” (Middleton et al., 2004a, p. 4).
The mental toughness itself is therefore defined as “an unshakeable
perseverance and conviction towards some goal despite pressure or adversity”
(Middleton et al., 2004a, p. 6).
Another core definition was made by Thelwell, Weston and Greenlees
(2005), who decided to examine Jones's definition. They conducted two
researches. In the first one, 6 soccer players were asked to define what was mental
toughness and what were the characteristics of such mentally tough player. Out of
this research the definition was gained and proved in the second research, where
43 participants confirmed it. The result included 10 attributes of mental toughness
by Thelwell, Weston and Greenlees (2005) are:
1.

Having total self-belief at all times that you will achieve success.

2.

Wanting the ball at all times (when playing well and not so well).

3.

Having the ability to react to situations positively.

4.

Having the ability to hang on and be calm under pressure.

5.

Knowing what it takes to grind yourself out of trouble.

6.

Having the ability to ignore distractions and remain focused.

7.

Controlling emotions throughout performance.
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8.

Having a presence that affects opponents.

9.

Having everything outside of the game in control.

10. Enjoying the pressure associated with performance (p. 330).
The definition by Thelwell, Weston and Greenlees conducted from the
interviews with soccer players is:
Mental toughness is having the natural or developed psychological edge that
enables you to always cope better than your opponents with the many
demands (competition, training, lifestyle) that soccer places on the
performer/specifically, be more consistent and better than your opponents in
remaining determined, focused, confident, and in control under pressure.
(Thelwell, Weston, & Greenlees, 2005, pp. 328-329)
Thelwell has supported Jones definition of mental toughness and further
enriched it with two points: The environment and experience during the formative
years are crucial in the development of mental toughness. Second, part of the
mental toughness is self-presentation strategy and behavior towards the opponent
in order to affect him, too (Crust, 2007; Thelwell et al., 2005).
The difference compared to Jones's definition is that the ability to cope
better than the opponent is needed always, not only generally. “Soccer players
claimed that to be mentally tough you should ‘always cope better’ than your
opponents with the demands of the game rather than ‘generally cope better‘”
(Thelwell et al., 2005, p. 329).
One of the pioneer definition from the beginning of era of mental toughness
was offered by Loehr (1986). He defined mentally tough athletes as someone who
is able to maintain calm, relaxed and energized under pressure. Loehr also
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highlighted the ability of such athletes to increase positive energy while
overcoming difficulties. In this case, there are certain similarities with the
previous study (Thelwell et al., 2005). Loehr also suggested his own 7 attributes
of mental toughness, which are self-confidence, negative energy control, attention
control, visualization and imagery control, motivation level, positive energy
control and attitude control.
Loehr's research was conducted in 1986 which is indeed much older than
the previous studies. However, even though some adjustment have been made in
the mental toughness definition by many researches, Loehr's study is remarkable
and pioneer and many authors even nowadays refer to him. Even in the following
models we can see strong relation with Loehr's study.
4 C's Model
As Crust (2007) pointed out in his detailed reviews, there is a connection
between hardiness and mental toughness which is a background for the 3 C's as
well as 4 C's model.
The 4C 's model is a well-known model of mental toughness and theoretical
source for MT48 questionnaire, one of the most common tools to measure mental
toughness (Clough, Earle & Sewell, 2002). But before defining the 4 C's model, it
is needed to go back to the 3 C's model to which 4 C refers to.
The author of this 3 C's model is Kobasa. In her study (Kobasa, 1979) she
has examined the hardiness and defined three attitudes of hardiness:
“commitment, control and challenge” (p.3). The hardiness is term from the
existential psychology and refers to the ability to maintain being healthy under
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high stress. As Crust (2007) noted, for some researcher hardiness is also part of
mental toughness attributes.
Kobasa's term commitment refers to involving individuals in the activity.
This kind of involving increase their level of hardiness. Second attitude is control
in the term of maintaining influential while being under pressure. Finally,
challenge is the preference for changeable lifestyle rather than without changes.
These three attitudes: challenge, control and commitment became a 3 C's model.
In this model, high stress/low illness is connected with high hardiness and
therefore “stronger commitment to self, an attitude of vigorousness toward the
environment, a sense of meaningfulness, and an internal locus of control”
(Kobasa, 1979, p. 1).
This model was also supplemented by noting of Maddi (2004) who
suggested that these attributes should not be understood as one prevailing the
others. Instead Maddi highlighted the importance of scoring high on all three.
Furthermore, in another study (Clough et al., 2002) Clough connected this
existential psychology model to the sport science. In this study, Clough stated that
hardiness is “an individual trait that acts as a buffer between life stressors and
individual's reaction to them” (Clough et al., 2002, p. 35). The result is 4 C's
model, which besides of control, challenge and commitment contains the attribute
of confidence. This fourth C is the way how to transfer the model of 3 C's to the
sport science environment, according to the authors. However as Crust pointed
out, not enough justifications have been made to defend the moving from
hardiness toward mental toughness. Also, he noted that confidence could be as
well included in the prior 3 Cs. The outcome for Cough's model of 4 C is the
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Mental Toughness 48 Inventory (MT48), consisting of 48 items. This
questionnaire will be later discussed in the sub-chapter dealing with the
measurement of mental toughness.
The Role of Environment in Mental Toughness
With the rising interest for the measuring of mental toughness in different
sports, Bull's research team came with a crucial assumption (Bull, Shambrook,
James & Brooks, 2005). They suggested that there are actually different kinds of
mental toughness, not only one applicable to everyone and every sport. An
example has been made: in the game of golf there are needed different skills than
for car racing. And thus we are still talking about mental toughness. In this case,
there could be an absolute control in a critical moment versus being mentally
tough enough to take risks.
As it was also mentioned, not only the discipline of sport matters. Another
difference could be for example sport or athlete level with one peak performance
(Olympics) and in contrast athlete, who has a season full of important
competitions. In the term of endure the regular pressure during the training there
may be different skills needed.
Bull et al. (2005) therefore suggested to further examine mental toughness
not only as a a general construct, but also as specific one for the kind of sport or
athlete. According to this assumption there is nothing such as one unified type of
mental toughness. Crust (2007) noted this may be important in the future
researches not only to clarify the definition of mental toughness but mainly in the
measurement.
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In order to search for specific attributes of mental toughness Bull et al.
(2005) conduct their study in the field of cricket game. The aims of this research
were to understand what is mental toughness in the cricket concretely and to find
out how mentally tough players developed their mental toughness. The authors
have asked coaches to write down the names of the most mentally toughest
players in the 1980's and 1990's. The result was a list of 101 individuals out of
which 15 athletes have been finally chosen. 12 individuals out of 15 were willing
to join the research and were interviewed in focus groups. Final themes were
gained from the analysis of this qualitative research.
“Developmental factors, personal responsibility, dedication and
commitment, belief and coping with pressure” became general dimensions for
structuring global themes of this study (Bull et al., 2005, p. 216). Further, general
dimensions and global themes were structured toward a framework including
tough character, tough attitudes and tough thinking. As Bull and colleagues noted,
correlation with these three categories can be found in the studies of other
researches. “The global themes presented here can readily be compared to Jones
et al.’s attributes of self-belief, desire/motivation, dealing with pressure and
anxiety, focus (performance related and lifestyle related), and pain/hardship”
(Bull et al., 2005, p. 217). The authors as well say the similarity to Jones's study
can serve as trustworthiness of their own work.
The result of this study suggested focusing on the opposite part of the
development process and that is the environment. The athletes should be given
such environment they could develop strong character, attitude and thinking. Bull
et al. (2005) named this approach “indirect” and put a strong emphasis on the
athlete as individual.
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Figure 2: Mental Toughness Pyramid (Bull et al., 2005, p. 216).

To summary, the first attempt to identify mental toughness was made by
Cattell in 1957, however not yet in the sport field. Loehr in 1986 explored
mentally tough athlete and described them as those who can remain energized and
calm under pressure (Loehr, 1986). In the modern era, Jones focused on soccer
players and defined them as following: “Generally, cope better than your
opponents with the many demands (competition, training, lifestyle) that sport
places on a performer. Specifically, be more consistent and better than your
opponents in remaining deter- mined, focused, confident, and in control under
pressure” (Jones, 2002, p. 209). In 2004, Middleton defined 12 components of
mental toughness (Middleton et al., 2004a). Clough and his team (Clough et al.,
2002) took another existing model, the 3 C's model, which was originally an
existential psychological theory of hardiness (Kobasa, 1979), and by adding one
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more component of “confidence” Clough used it in the sport field. The final 4 C's
model consisted of: commitment, challenge, control and confidence. In 2005,
there was a pioneer work about how much is the environment influencing the
athletes and their ability of being mentally tough (Bull et al, 2005). These are the
attempts of discovering the mental toughness in the sport field.
Mental Toughness in Wushu and Martial Arts
The phenomenon of mental toughness has entered the research field more
than 20 years ago but we cannot say the same thing about mental toughness in the
sport discipline of wushu. There is a pioneer research which applied this theory
onto the modern wushu. Kuan and Roy (2007) have introduced their work which
became famous and often citied. They have examined 40 wushu athletes during
one championship in Malaysia. The athletes answered the Task and Ego
Orientations in Sport Questionnaire (TEOSQ) and Psychological Performance
Inventory (PPI).
Kuan and Roy (2007) have used the cluster analysis to examine the relation
between goal profiles and mental toughness. They have found a positive relation
within the high task and moderate ego profile and negative energy control, as well
as positive energy control. Another interesting relation was found between the
group of medalists and their higher score on self-confidence and negative energy
control (Kuan & Roy, 2007).
Although the sample size was not numerous, this research is crucial for the
future examining of the mental toughness. The reason is that wushu as the sport
discipline is becoming very slowly a field for examining different sport
psychology theories. It may be due to its difficult gripability as a sport discipline.
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Wushu consists of big variety of sub-discipline and sub-styles and therefore it
may be problematic to look at the topic holistically.
Applying the measurement of mental toughness on judo (Japanese martial
arts) Heiny (2012) discovered that mental toughness and self-esteem could be
protective factors for aggression. A negative correlation between self-esteem and
mental toughness on one side and aggression and hostility on the other side was
described. In this research both males (94) and females (46) took part. The author
has noticed the growing study of the mental toughness and decided to apply it on
the martial arts, which was the main goal. The context of the martial arts in the
regards of measuring mental toughness is “unique”, according to Heiny.
Certainly there is a lack of researches in this area. Not only this fact was
reflected by Chen and Cheesman (2013), but also as the authors noted, their study
is the only one psychological research on the MMA (mixed martial arts) athletes.
This discipline requires certain body contact and is realized in an octagon
(“cage”). Because of a high emotional and stress demands the authors therefore
asked, if there is any correlation between the mental toughness and a level of
performance. Dividing the athletes in three groups (professional, semiprofessional and amateur) a significant difference was found between them. As
expected, professionals scored higher than semi-professionals and those scored
higher than amateurs. These findings suggested the athlete has to develop specific
mental skills during the career and has to score high on them in order to succeed
and increase the level of the competitions' difficulty. The authors accordingly
appeal on further research dealing with mental toughness in martial arts and
inclusion mental toughness training into the workouts. This opinion is also shared
by Mînjină (2014).
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Not so optimistic about mental skills in martial arts are Solanki and Singh
(2013) who have tested difference between tae-kwon-do (Korean martial arts)
athletes and cricket players. As the combination may seem irrelevant, the results
are surprising. In this research, cricket player scored higher in handling pressure,
reboundability and motivation and overall mental toughness. The authors
suggested it may be because of the importance of the team in a competition,
whereas taekwondo athletes face the challenges alone. The team may play a
crucial role in motivation and dealing with pressure.
In other research, wrestling athletes took part in a research ragarding mental
toughness and concentration. Finally, no signifficant correlation was found. The
authors therefore claimed mental toughness and concentration did not influence
each other. However the idea of increasing mental toughness during the career
was supported. International level athletes and therefore more advanced ones
scored higher than those on a national level (Bhardwaj, Singh, & Rathee, 2014).
Singh and Solanki (2015) were interested in the differences in mental
toughness between judo and tae-kwon-do athletes. In their study, 40 athletes were
randomly selected (50% male and 50% female). However, no significant
correlation was found between the style and the mental toughness score. This may
suggest the style of martial arts is not so important in the improving of mental
toughness, nevertheless in order to achieve appropriate conditions it is needed to
choose such which is in balance with individual's opinion and philosophy.
Even though the authors did not find any difference, they decided to take the
gender into account. That is not very common in the martial arts studies. On the
one hand, it could provide important data and lead to future research fields. But
also the area of martial arts maintains more masculine community. Therefore it is
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difficult, and in some styles/disciplines almost impossible to reach equal
representation of the genders in the research.
In the research mentioned before, Bhardwaj, Singh and Rathee (2014)
studied mental toughness of wrestlers. They found that females had higher score
in the Mental Toughness scale than males.
An opposite result has been found by Azaiez, Chalghaf, Cherif, and Achour
(2013). In the study, 12 mental skills were tested within both male and female
athletes of judo, box, wrestling and karate. There was no significant difference
found in the results of Ottawa Mental Skills Assessment Tool between the genders
during both competition and training. However, this study reveals there is a lack
of managing skills of fears, emotions and stress. This bring us again to the
importance of including the regular mental skills training into the training
program.
As stated in the section explaining the wushu, competitions may not be the
main motivation for undergoing a martial training. Actually, the amount of those
who are not interested in competition is not negligible. To explore this target
group Minnix (2010) conducted a two-phased study. In the first phase,
questionnaire was used to explore three areas within 174 non-competition based
martial arts athletes. The areas where: the importance of mental toughness, to
evaluate unique mental toughness components for the Chinese martial arts and
finally to find underlying factors. In the second phase of the research, 20
participants were interviewed. Minnix's findings suggested the high importance of
all components of mental toughness in the training and found three unique ones
for the Chinese martial arts. They are anticipation, learning attitude and ethics. In
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the second phase, the findings were enriched for key themes in the importance of
mental toughness in Chinese martial arts training: conviction, commitment,
conditioning, readiness to perform, distraction control and shifting focus of
attention (Minnix, 2010).
In the conclusion, we can see the growing research of mental toughness in
martial arts and combative sports. The sport field is not very frequently aimed,
therefore the number of papers focusing on the mental toughness in wushu or in
martial arts generally is so far very low. As from the last mentioned research
(Minnix, 2010) it can be seen, the need for mental toughness training may be very
specific. We can also admit, there are not enough researches in this field to map
out the needs and outline a training program of mental skills in martial arts.
And yet many authors highlighted that such mental skills training program
is very important and wanting. Mental toughness may be seen even more crucial
in martial arts, not only if the pressure of competitions and performance is
assumed, which is alike in many other sports. But more importantly the contact
fighting (or even full-contact), sometimes long life-term learning and negative
energy control during the fight when focus is critical may be very demanding.
Recent Research Directions in Mental Toughness
Since 2013, the main stream in researching mental toughness has gone into
different directions. Even though it is still novel in the field of martial arts, in
other sports mental toughness is researched frequently. For example, a mental
toughness intervention program was developed for English football referee (Slack,
Maynard, Butt, & Olusoga, 2015). This Mental Toughness Education and
Training Program (MTETP) was successfully applied through workshops during 8
months. The four participants (three referees and their coach) reported an
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improvement in their scores in MTQ48 questionnaire. This study was an
important pioneer in applying mental toughness training on referees, not only
athletes.
In another study, mental toughness construct was compared to resilience and
emotional intelligence and to sport motivation and self-efficacy (Nicholls, Perry,
Jones, Sanctuary, Carson & Clough, 2015). The result suggested that
combination of resilience, EQ, motivation and self-efficacy influences to
overcome the pressure and stress rather than coping only. The findings supported
that mental toughness plays a role of a mediator between resilience and EQ. It was
found that mental toughness can serve as a mediator between resilience and EQ.
The relationship is bidirectional. In the second part, it was supported that there is a
positive path between mental toughness and self-efficacy, but a negative path
between mental toughness and controlled forms of sport motivation. The authors
therefore suggested a further research on the mental toughness and sport
motivation. “For example, we found that there was an insignificant regression
path between mental toughness and intrinsic motivation. Intrinsic motivation is
the most autonomous form sports motivation, and this finding was contrary to our
hypothesis” (Nicholls et al., 2015, p. 15).
Another study is focused on negative or positive youth sport experience and
its contribution to the mental toughness. Gucciardi (2011) stated there is a positive
relation of time (years of training, hours of training per week) to the desire to
achieve, attentional control and global mental toughness attribute. At the same
time, the Cricket Mental Toughness Inventory was validated as a measure tool in
the group of adolescent players. It was found that main contributors to the
development of mental toughness are initiative experiences and interpersonal
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experiences. It must be noted that the research was conducted in the group of 13
to 18 years old athletes. Among the adolescent, socialization is reaching a crucial
significance, playing an important role in the psychology development and
transition into the adulthood (Nurmi, 2004; Ryan, 2001). It would be therefore
beneficial to compare the results with another age group of participants the role of
interpersonal relationships.
Crust and Swann (2011) tested if two mental toughness questionnaire
measures in fact the same components. They used the MTQ48 and the SMTQ. A
strong positive correlation (r = .75) was found among the higher order mental
toughness components, however the correlation among lower order components
was strong but much lower (r = .49–.62). The authors therefore suggest that these
two questionnaires do not test the same components.
Adolescent cross-country runners were tested in an innovative study to find
out if the basic psychological needs theory relates to the mental toughness
(Mahoney, Gucciardi, Ntoumanis & Mallett, 2014). The race time was noted, and
the MTI and BPNT questionnaires were administrated. The authors found a
positive and strong relation between the coaching climate and psychological
needs. According to this study, the psychological need of satisfaction is positively
influencing the mental toughness. As they have also noted, this is the first paper to
deal with this information. Mental toughness correlated positively with positive
affect and negatively with negative affect and race times.
Same authors' team (Mahoney, Ntoumanis, Mallett, & Gucciardi, 2014b)
has published another study examining motivational theory applied on mental
toughness. The authors have highlighted the self-determination theory as
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applicable on the mental toughness concept and that it may contribute to the
understanding of mental toughness. They have pointed out three concepts which
connect the two aimed theories. There are: striving, surviving, and thriving. The
authors suggested including these concept to the base of mental toughness theory.
In addition, correlation between mental toughness and motivation of tennis
players was also investigated by Gucciardi, Jackson, Hanton and Reid (2013). The
result proposed an important relationship between mental toughness and
motivational variables dispositional in nature, contextualised and contingent upon
features of the environment.
Crust (2007) criticized that researches are mostly focused on elite athletes.
Following, Madrigal, Hamill and Gill (2013) decided to develop a tool to measure
the mental toughness for the college athletes as target group. 271 athletes
completed the Mental Toughness Scale questionnaire. During the factor analysis,
the items amount was reduced from 54 to 11. In the second part criterion,
divergent and convergent validity was established. However, as authors noted,
this was only a pilot study and therefore it is needed not only to test the
questionnaire in a longer term (they have used 1 week period of consistence) and
to compare the results of elite athletes and collegiate athletes. This tool could be
(after proper testing) more useful for the end-user, such as athlete himself. The
problem of excluding non-athletes in the research was also reported in the study
by Crust, Swann, Allen-Collinson, Breckon and Weinberg (2014) conducted a
phenomenological research in an exercise setting. Founding a relative consistency
with the elite sport, they described the thinking and behavior of the mentally
tough individual in the exercise setting (non-elite sport setting).
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A longitudinal case study was conducted to explore the experience of one
Australian football athlete (Tibbert et al., 2015). Interviews were conducted
within 14 months. The athlete went through the process where he observed a
hyper masculine culture which he finally accepted, as well as physical abuse as an
effective tool to become more mentally tough. This case study narrative what does
the mental toughness mean for the subculture (Australian football) and how the
individual had to deny his own belief in order to be accepted. The authors noted
that even though it could be important to take over the norms of the subgroups, it
may as well be harmful for the mental and physical being of the individual.
It can be seen that there are further efforts to identify the mental toughness,
mainly for specific sport concretely. This was already suggested by Bull et al. in
2005 in their famous paper Towards an Understanding of Mental Toughness in
Elite English Cricketers. Also, we can see as well the two directions in the
researches of mental studies. One is focusing deeper in the developing of a proper
testing method for the mental toughness. The application on non-elite athletes is
the second one (Crust, 2007).
Moreover, Gucciardi, Hanton, Gordon, Mallett and Temby (2015) suggested
that mental toughness may be unidimensional. In their research, they found a
limitation in construct validity of the previous multidimensional constructs of
mental toughness. Gucciardi et al. noted in his study, that some of the factors
overlap and therefore suggested that a multidimensional model would be more
valid. Supporting this idea with an excellent model fit and good factor loadings,
they are the setting a new stream in understanding mental toughness. In their
work, they have related mental toughness to performance, thriving or goal
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attainment. However, as they as well acknowledged, there is a need to examine
more, whether mental toughness could be measured as unidimensional.
Testing Instruments for Mental Toughness
Sport Mental Toughness Questionnaire
A new scale called Sports Mental Toughness Questionnaire (SMTQ),
(Sheard, Golby & van Wersch, 2009) was invented with the reference to the
existing below listed scales. The scale contains a three factors model; namely
confidence, constancy and control. 509 athletes of 26 sports joined the study. In
the confirmatory factor analysis, the proposed structural model was confirmed,
furthermore internal consistency reached .80, .74, .71 for the three factors.
This scale is a valid tool for testing mental toughness, emphasizing that
participants came from a big variety of sports and competing on different levels,
starting from regional up to the international level.
Big advantage of this scale is its length; the questionnaire consists of 14
items only. The subscale for confidence is measured by 6 items, and the
remaining constancy and control are measured by 4 items.
Mental Toughness Questionnaire
The Mental Toughness Questionnaire (MTQ48) is based on Clough's own
theory of 4 C's model (Clough et al., 2002). The model, which has been explained
in a previous chapter, consists of four attributes: challenge, control, commitment,
and confidence.
In the questionnaire there are 48 items scored on 5-point Likert scale (from
strongly agree to strongly disagree). In order to create this tool, athletes, coaches
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and sport psychologists joined the research. One of the result was also a minor
MT18 questionnaire, which can be used for the end user, the athlete. The testretest coefficient has been measured as 0.9 (Clough et al., 2002). Further, internal
consistency of the four subscales were measured by Crust and Clough (2005). The
scores are: .73, .71, .71, and .80.
However, criticism is directed toward the 4 C's model. According to Crust
(2007) the transfer from hardiness towards mental toughness and its relation have
not been clarified enough by the author so far.
Psychological Performance Inventory
Based on the core definition of mental toughness was established another
well-known questionnaire called Psychological Performance Inventory (PPI). This
tool is connected to Loehr's definition and therefore examines two key points: if
the athlete is able to increase positive energy when facing difficulties and the right
way of thinking which may lead to a solution (Crust, 2007).
The PPI consists of 42 items. The 7 subscales are self-confidence, negative
energy, attention control, visualization and imagery control, motivation, positive
energy and attitude control. Again, the 5-point Likert scale is used.
Middleton, Marsh, Martin, Richards and Perry (2004c) were exploring the
construct validity of PPI and examined a poor model fit. Besides that, also Loehr's
definition seems to be less clear and precise than the later ones by Middleton,
Bull or Jones (Crust, 2007). It is believed the theoretical framework is not strong
enough.
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Mental Toughness Inventory
Another frequently used questionnaire is therefore invented by Middleton
(Middleton, Marsh, Martin, Richards and Perry, 2004b). The Mental Toughness
Inventory (MTI), consist of 36 items. It examines 12 components which are selfefficacy, potential, mental self-concept, task familiarity, value, personal bests,
goal commitment, perseverance, task focus, positivity, stress minimization and
positive comparisons. The reliability coefficients scored from .82 to .94. It is
considered as reliable and widely used in the field.

Collectivism and Individualism
In this chapter, first the original direction of individualism and collectivism
in a society scale is explained in order to introduce the psychological collectivism,
which is crucial for this study.
The role of individual is perceived differently in the world. “The squeaky
wheel gets the grease,” which refers to an American proverb, stands in the
opposite of “the nail that stands out gets pounded down” in Japan (Markus &
Kitayama, 1991, p. 224). In one country, the individual's rights are highlighted, in
another talking about them cause disagreement. The culture psychology has
observed that the perception of self and who I am differs in cultures. This theory
is called Individualism and Collectivism. Certainly, the first breakthrough was
conducted by Geert Hofstede, when he measured and compared degree of
individualism across the world. Later, doubts appeared if it is possible to
generalize the individualism or collectivism of individuals based on the culture
they belong to (Hsu, 1971). Nowadays it is confirmed that one has both abilities to
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become individualistic or collectivistic, but it depends on the context which makes
him to sample the specific attributes of self (Triandis, 1995).
Individualism and Collectivism in the Society Scale
Geert Hofstede was a pioneer in cross-culture psychology. He made an
extensive research which later became a background for all individualism versus
collectivism theories. He conducted a research for IBM to explore values and
concerns and compare them around the world from 1967 to 1973 (Hofstede &
Hofstede, 2005). 11 7000 employees of IBM took part in this research. The results
of this world-wide study were 4 dimensions, where the fifth and sixth one were
added later as well. These were: power distance, individualism, masculinity,
uncertainty avoidance and later added long term orientation and indulgence. With
these dimensions he was able to describe a single culture and compare it to the
others. For the purpose of this work, I will further focus only on the dimension of
individualism.
Hofstede found there are big differences in the role of individual within the
group in different cultures. In the individualistic society the interest of the
individual is higher than the interest of the group and the strength of the individual
lies in his ability to be independent. The family is small; the child is raised in a
small family circle including the parents and siblings (nuclear family), other
members of the family are not seen so often. The child thinks about himself as “I”
soon: This “I”, their personal identity, is distinct from other people “I”s, and these
others are classified not to their group membership but according to individual
characteristics (Hofstede & Hofstede, 2005).
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On the other hand, collectivistic society refers more to the power of the
group instead of the single member. The family unit is bigger and lives closer
together (extended family). The members define themselves not only as “I” but as
“we”, according to the relations they have to the group. Also, it is expected to
have life-long allegiance to the in-group. The in-group is a group of people, where
a common faith is shared (for example a family or some kind of social group such
as working team). The members are able to experience the interdependence,
unlike out-group members (Markus & Kitayama, 1991).
This is an opposite concept to the individualistic society, where the
individual need to become independent on his family as soon as possible.
This structure influences not only the defining of "I", but also values, rules
and roles, the expectations of the society and behavior. In the center is the selfconcept. Either the individual defines himself as someone belonging to the group
and therefore uses the group characteristics to define self, or sees the differences
between the individual and the group and values the uniqueness of the individual
being.
As Hofstede noted (1984), this was closely described in the work of Hsu,
who suggest that "the western concept of individuality does not exist in Chinese
tradition (p. 150). Hsu further refers to the term “jen”, which refers to Chinese ren
(人) and describes not only the man himself as individual but including the
connections to his environment. Hsu's work will be discussed later in this chapter.
In conclusion of the basic description of individualism and collectivism
concept, the individual in the individualistic society is likely to become
independent very soon. The members of individualistic societies highlights their
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uniqueness and what distinct them from the others. On the other hand, the strong
relationship with the group members is valuated in a collectivistic society and the
family plays a more crucial role, life-long. The maintaining good relationship is
more important than for example a result of a team work. Where does individual
stands in the group helps him to define himself. Nevertheless, it is important to
take into account economic and social background, which this macro theory
seldom does. For example, working class in China would probably stick together
stronger than modern young people of nowadays, who do not turn to each other
for livelihood when they lose jobs, which is the case of the first mentioned (Amos,
1993).
Not only individual defines himself according to his memberships. “How
strong is your guanxi (relationships, connections)?” (Hwang, 1987, p. 949) is a
question that may help Chinese to orientate in a social situation. Where does the
individual stay in the social group? That is almost equal to the question of Who is
he?
However, Triandis (2001) made a breakthrough with his assumption that
there are more kinds of these collectivism and individualism. “For instance,
Korean collectivism is not the same as the collectivism of the Israeli kibbutz
(Triandis, 2001, p. 909).” He further distinguishes horizontal individualism,
horizontal collectivism, vertical individualism and vertical collectivism.
The horizontal attribute refers to one's position in a group and the group's
cohesion (Triandis, 1995, p. 44). Vertical attributes refers to one's duty to the
group and one's sacrifice for it. As it is already named in the “vertical” itself, this
accepts a hierarchy and inequality in a society. On the other hand, horizontal
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highlights the equality. In other words, terms “different self” and “same self” can
be used, as noted by Triandis. There are four groups of description, which address
a specific self:
1.

Achievement oriented (vertical individualism)

2.

Cooperative (horizontal collectivism)

3.

Dutiful (vertical collectivisms)

4.

Unique (horizontal individualism) (Triandis, 1995, p. 47)

Triandis further sees a connection with Hofstede's finding. Hofstede noted
that there is a correlation between his individualism and power distance
dimension. The power distance dimension represents a hierarchical structure of
society where higher standing members have power over the lower standing. The
dimension is given in a degree how much is this hierarchical power present.
According to these findings most collectivistic societies are vertical and
individualistic horizontal (Triandis, 1995, p. 47). In that case, USA would be
mostly horizontal individualistic, Japan mostly vertical collectivistic, England
mostly vertical individualistic. But all four scores have an important role how to
exactly image the ideal self of a member of such culture. For example: USA: 40
percent horizontal individualism, 30 percent vertical individualism, 20 percent
horizontal collectivism and 10 percent vertical collectivism.
One can however ask a question how reliable it is to base the presumption
of individuals’ level of collectivism and individualism on their country’s level.
Hofstede has opened a discussion if in an individualistic culture all its members
are expected to be individualistic and conversely. This issue is discussed in the
following subchapter and it is the base for the theoretical framework of this study,
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which is based not on the society as shown above, but on the personality as
explained below.

Psychological Collectivism and Individualism
The new direction of cross-culture psychology got to a difficult question: Is
the point of view the culture or the individual? As the researches made their own
statements, we can further divide this direction of searching for collectivism and
individualism aspects into two branches: the micro and the macro approach (Kim,
Triandis, Kagitcibasi, Choi & Yoon, 1994). The macro approach is concerning
about the culture and society whereas the micro approach is interested in the
problematic of personality, the individual. This chapter will introduce the micro
approach.
Recently researches started to describe the collectivism on a personality
level (micro approach) as psychological collectivism (Hui and Triandis, 1986;
Hui, Triandis &Yee, 1991; Jackson, Colquitt, Wesson & Zapata-Phelan, 2006).
Psychological collectivism refers to person's considerations of implications
of her/his own decisions and/or actions for other people, sharing of material
resources, sharing of non-material resources, susceptibility to social influence,
self-presentation and facework, sharing of outcomes of other's behaviors, feeling
of involvement in other's lives (Hui and Triandis, 1986).
Psychological individualism is indeed as well similar to its definition used
in the macro approach. According to Waterman (1984) there is a preference for a
self-realization while understanding self as possessing unique sets of talents, with
aim to fulfill personal goals. One wants to set such conditions, under which he or
she can target the goals, this is so called self-interest. Individual is capable to
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make decision and then be responsible for them, this is to the contrast on being
dependent on the people around the individual.
The terms psychological collectivism and individualism serve to a) draw a
line between the collectivism in the macro and micro approach b) cover varying
terms used by different authors. Further in this text the work by Triandis (1994,
1995, 2001), Hsu (1971), Kitayama and Markus (1991) is described.
Psychosocial Homeostasis Theory
Francis Hsu (1971) came with a critics of the Freud's concept of personality.
Personality theories with one's personality as the center element and separated
from the society emphasizes individualistic and only individualistic approach. He
suggested that there are further layers of personality, referring to the social
environment of self, which needed to be included also.
“If everyone acts as individualized individuals, no society is possible. If
everyone acts in complete conformity with others there will be no differences
between human beings and bees” (Hsu, 1971, p. 24). In order to complete the
personality concept to show that one has the same abilities to become
individualistic or collectivistic, he has conducted a theory called Psychosocial
homeostasis.
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7 Unconscious
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5 Unexpressed
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1 Wider Society and Culture
0 Outer World

Figure 3: Psychosocial Homeostasis (Hsu, 1971, p. 25).
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The circular boundary is made around a traditional concept which is
represented by Freud. In the layer number 7 and 6 unconscious and pre-conscious
(in Freud's terms) can be found. “They contain repressed or semi-repressed
psychic materials” (Hsu, 1971, p. 24). Layer 5 represents unexpressed conscious.
Something the individual is aware of, but does not express it because he is afraid,
ashamed or other would not be able to understand. Another reason is he cannot
explain it, such as example given by Hsu: Japanese pronounce tea as “sa” in order
to express tea ceremony, but “cha” in other tea related issues. They explained that
“cha” "sounds purer”.
Expressed conscious can be found in the layer 4 and that is where ideas and
feelings are. This is something communicable and understandable. A new aspects
in the personality comes with the layer 3, where are other humans in an intimacy
relationship. These could be parents, children, but also artifacts, culture usages or
materials. “That is to say, the individual's relationship with humans, animals,
artifacts, and cultural rules in this layer is likely to be matter of feeling rather than
of usefulness” (Hsu, 1971, p. 26).
In the layer 2 there are on the other hand useful artifacts, roles and
relationships. For example students, who are creating usefulness to a teacher. Hsu
made an example with a farm land. This could be for example in layer 2 for
Americans, who would probably understand it in a term of investment, but in
layer 3 for Chinese, who will rather understand it as security and bound to their
ancestors.
In the layer 1, there are people, animals, things present in a society, but in a
larger scale. That means the individual does not have relationship to these. Hsu
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suggested for example in the recent history, most of the white Americans would
have black Americans in this layer. Finally, layer 0 consist of people, customs,
artifacts which belongs to other societies, whereas the individual has no
connection to.
Hsu suggested this was a more complete version of a personality structure
and can refer to a different state of individualism / collectivism. He offered an
example of a Westerner:
The Westerner's parents are in the layer 3, but only temporary, because his
culture is based on the ability of being independent. The relationship is therefore
voluntary. He can leave his parents. Additionally, he invites many others to his
layer 3, who have not been there in the beginning of his life. The individuals are
his peers and he chooses them voluntary.
Chinese also have their parents and closest family members in their layer 3,
but they are permanent residents of this layer. The individual does not seek
liberation. “Along with this, the Chinese individual is most likely to be strongly
concerned with the knowledge, artifacts and rules of conduct centralized in the
kinship sphere (Hsu, 1971, p. 30) .” If the Chinese gets into outer layers to seek
for relations, he will expect ties and at the same time he will maintain the ties and
fulfill the requirements he already has in his previous relations in layer 3. It can be
seen on this example how important is maintaining of a good relationship among
the collectivistic culture and how important is the independency and individual's
goals in the individualistic one.
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Independent and Interdependent Self-Constructual Theory
Markus and Kitayama (1991) have invented a theory, based on the
collectivist assumption of Eastern cultures and individualistic of Western. It is
called The Independent and Interdependent Self-Constructual Theory. In this
theory, the independent self is a personality construal where the individual is
separated from the environment (culture, society). Individual's self-esteem is
rising, when the self is expressed and actualized, when one follow his or her
goals. There is no connection between the individual self and the other people.
What is appreciated on the individual are his goals, abilities or perceived rights.
The “fundamental connectedness of human being” is the opposite of the
separated effort of the independent self. Here, the individual is connected with his
environment. That is the interdependent self. A role given by a group is important
to play and the relationships are very important. People are more sympathetic and
engaged. Their self-esteem is strongly connected to their ability of being part of a
group. These two constructs are shown below, whereas the X is the most salient
aspect. For the interdependent it is the connectivity in the interpersonal
relationship, for the independent self they are the goals and rights.
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Figure 4: Conceptual Representations of the Self (Markus & Kitayama, 1991, p.
226).

An important finding was uncovered by Matsumoto, Kudoh and Takeuchi
(1996) when they conducted a research with Japanese population, exploring
whether collectivism and individualism is defined by culture. According to the
theory, Japan should be a collectivistic culture. However, 70% of the students
actually scored in the scale as individualists. This suggests not only culture
aspects are factors for the self-formation in the reference of individualism and
collectivism. It is the base for the future evolvement of the psychological
collectivism, and that is that personal level of collectivism and individualism may
vary, based on the individual and his or her context, not the whole society.
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As Matsumoto and Juang (2013) stated, the theory of interdependent and
dependent self was an important milestone for further researches of individualism
collectivism. After these findings many researches started to think about
collectivism and individualism (or in their own terms of this scale) as something
dichotomous. That means, everyone has the same potential of being either
independent or interdependent (individualistic or collectivistic) and it depends on
the context and environment, which one becomes more prime. Not even there are
collectivistic and individualistic societies. Which means the individualistic or
collectivistic self is more frequent in such culture. But more importantly, it is
possible to be individualistic in a collectivistic society.
Allocentrism and Idiocentrism Theory
The sampling of self, according to the context is one of the main thoughts of
Harry Triandis, the leading author of collectivism and individualism.
“Characteristic sampling of the information in the environment, which
corresponds to the sampling that occurs in different cultures, can be one of the
bases of individual differences in personality” (Triandis, 2001, p. 908).
Triandis suggested that people should not be called individualists only
because they come from an individualist culture. But everyone can gain from both
individualistic and collectivistic cognitive structures. It all depends on the context.
So when moving downward from the culture analysis towards the analysis
of individual, of the personality, there is a chance that the individual will not
correspond with the majority of the culture. For example, it can be assumed that
current culture would score through several measurements as follows: 70% people
score collectivistic and 30% score individualistic, as an example made by Triandis
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(1994). But there are still 30% people who are not in the majority and they cannot
be ignored. In order to move more towards an individual's inclinations Triandis
came with two terms. Those are “allocentric” and “idiocentric”. These two terms
describe the individualism collectivism but on a personality level. It is than
possible to identify an individual with collectivistic feeling in an individualistic
society.
The allocentric individual would incline towards the collectivistic polarity,
whereas the idiocentric would incline towards the individualistic. For example,
Chinese idiocentric individuals would emphasize the rights of the individual and
USA allocentric individuals would gather in communities. As Triandis noted
(1995) there is a chance for both distributions in every culture.
What makes the difference in the sampling of these two attributes is the
situation. The place or community where one is present, the situation where he or
she was raised. The situation is connected with certain habits. “We can link the
cultural and individual levels of analysis by noting that customs are aspects of
culture and habits aspects of personality. Thus, we hypothesize a correspondence
between customs, norms, and values on the one hand and habits and patterns of
individual behavior on the other hand” (Triandis, 2001, pp. 910 - 911).
To define the allocentric and idiocentric, it can be said that:
Allocentric individuals are more likely to internalized norms of their ingroups. They prefer to get along with the others and understand themselves as
changeable in a stable environment. They prefer consensus with other members of
the group and highlight solidarity. A hierarchical order is respected.
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Idiocentric individuals likely get less social support and choose to get ahead
of the others. They prefer to lead rather than to agree on a common thought. The
rights of the individual are highlighted as well as the independency.
The theory of self in relation to culture is dealing with the possibility of
being idiocentric or allocentric in any culture. In this Triandis's early work (1989)
he suggested that in both types of cultures private and public elements of self are
included in the personality. That means, in an individualistic culture, an individual
has a collective elements of his self (“I am kind”) and private elements as well
(“My family expects me to be kind (Triandis, 1994, p. 43)”). The same concept is
present in a collectivistic culture, where both private and collective elements of
selves exist. In an individualistic culture it is more likely to have more private
elements of self and conversely. “Because there are more elements in the private,
collective or public selves in some cultures than in others, the probability that
different types of elements will be sampled differs in different cultures (Triandis,
1994, p. 43).”
“A theoretical issue of some significance is whether the private and
collective elements of the self are in one or two cognitive structures.” That means,
if there are two cognitive structures, both elements can be sampled. This was later
supported by a research (Trafimow et al., 1991). In this research, different parts of
memory where identified for storing self-cognitions of the two elements. The
results therefore suggest that one has the same ability and chance to become
idiocentric or allocentric, because there are different cognitive structures for both.
For the further researches and assumption that one can shift in his personality
orientation this knowledge is crucial.
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The Role of Situation in Sampling Collectivistic and Individualist Attributes
Even in a culture which is collectivistic one can be assumed individualistic.
Not only individual has the same chances to become psychologically collectivistic
or individualistic, which is most likely influenced by a situation. But as situations
tend to change one can also change his personality orientation, for example
according to the location in a hierarchy (Triandis, 1995).
Triandis (2001), the leading author of this field, has suggested that situation
plays a crucial role in becoming psychologically individualistic or collectivistic.
Main contribution was made by a research by Trafimow et al. (1991) who
explored that attributes of self (private or collective) are sampled in two different
cognitive structures. In their experiment, different part of memory was responsible
for different attributes.
Reykowski (1994) supported the importance of the situation and believes,
that different situation will influence the sampling of attributes and therefore
active particular orientation. That is, if one is in a situation where he is distinct
from others, likely this will influence his private self.
In summary, Reykowski suggested that one can become individualistic or
collectivistic due to an unequal opportunity to activate the two faces of selfidentity.
Triandis (1995) has proposed in his earlier study that a change of personal
orientation is possible. One can become more individualistic due to the traveling,
living abroad and getting new perspectives on the world. Triandis highlights that
education leading to observe cultural diversity may likely lead to a bigger
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individualism and “traditional education” (including more knowledge about the
own ethic group such as language) likely leads to a collectivism.
However, situation activates different schemata. For example, when cutting
birthday cake, everyone is expected to have a same slice, as Triandis noted, and
the collective pattern is activated. Therefore, a situation may play a crucial role.
There is also a strong correlation in doing decisions and self which is activated
(Triandis, 1995).
There are three different situation suggested, when a shift in personality
orientation may occur (Reykowski, 1994). First one is a temporary shift, caused
by situational factors. These factors may include for example attractive people and
their opinions. Second situation where a shift can be observed is when stimuli of
self-identification appear. This may change individual's opinions and attitudes and
makes him to activate certain self. Third case is a qualitative reorganization of
cognitive structures. Here the change may endure and is usually caused by
changes in education, social life or work. Reykowski believes this is more likely
to be possible when newly activating the individualistic self.
On the other hand, collective self can be activated by these factors: If the
individual is in a situation, where everyone else is collectivistic and the individual
knows about it, or if the individual is present in a collective, community. Also, if
particular situation highlights its members are in the same community. Finally,
when one need to deal with a task which is cooperative (Triandis, 1995).
In a conclusion, a collectivistic attributes of self are more likely to be
collected in a collectivistic society and vice versa. However, the situation appears
to have the strongest influence on the psychological orientation (Triandis, 2001).
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What is important is the possibility of sampling both - the culture does not strictly
decide about the individual. As the authors suggested, an individual has a same
chances to become psychologically collectivistic or individualistic. The research
works in this direction of the culture psychology still maintain.

Collectivism and Individualism in Sport Research
Collectivism and individualism is definitely not new for the sport field. In
the sport psychology, there already is a stream called “culture sport psychology”,
where the collectivism and individualism is an important theory (Schinke &
Hanrahan, 2009).
Following, three topics will be presented. First, my previous research about
psychological collectivistic tendencies in traditional Chinese martial arts. Second,
collectivism and individualism in its macro approach will be connected to the
theory of mental toughness. This will serve as a base for the following parts and
as a demonstration of usage of collectivism and individualism in the mental
toughness. Finally, the psychological collectivism and individualism (micro
approach) in the field of individual sport will be discussed.
My Previous Research in Traditional Wushu
In my previous research (Partikova, 2014) I focused on Czech coaches of
Chinese traditional martial arts. Interpretative phenomenological analysis was
used to analyze the in-depth half-structured and narrative interviews with three
male coaches. In the study, surprisingly it was found that these coaches in the
context of their martial art community understood themselves in rather
collectivistic way. It means that certain collectivistic attributes of the self were
observed.
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The coaches talked about being part of something bigger and not only being
a teacher but still a student, too. As a student/teacher they have their own place in
the hierarchy and this hierarchical kind of membership defines their status. When
the “self” is excluded if needed, the martial arts community (which can be spread
over continents) can work as a whole unit with common goals. Respondents also
mentioned the risk of manipulation or charlatanry.
There is accordingly a need to explore more about the psychological
collectivism in the field of martial arts. The respondents were using terms coming
from Taoism or Chinese culture to explain their interaction with the in-group,
even though they were not Chinese. Frank (2006) noted that in this process of
Orientalism the art is reinvented, while it influences practitioners around the
worlds, at the same time they influence the art. It was indeed noted, that martial
arts is an unique tool to transport values and philosophies across the world (Wile,
2014).
Application of Collectivism and Individualism in Mental Toughness
The connection of mental toughness and individualism/collectivism is not a
new topic in the research field. In 2004, six mental qualities were tested among
four countries: trait anxiety, self-confidence, concentration, mental preparation
skills, achievement motivation and leadership (Zheng, Smith & Adegbola, 2004).
To collect the data, athletes from Singapore, North America, China and Nigeria
answered the Sport Competition Anxiety Test, the Trait Sport-Confidence
Inventory and the Mental Toughness Questionnaire.
The authors compared scores of Singapore, North America, China and
Nigeria and discussed the application of collectivism individualism based on the
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society of the athletes' home country. According to the result, mental preparation
had the highest contribution to the difference, followed by self-confidence,
achievement motivation, leadership skills and anxiety.
Zheng et al. noted that athletes from North America scored higher in
general, Chinese athletes scored lower on the anxiety and higher on the
concentration, achievement motivation and leadership than athletes from
Singapore. The scores of Nigerian athletes were based in the middle of American
and Asians, with the exemption of concentration, where they obtained the lowest
score.
The authors argue that the score distribution may be influenced significantly
by the individualism and collectivism: “Participants high in individualism (North
Americans) may have had higher locus of internal control, which may have
contributed to lower anxiety, superior self-confidence, and achievement
motivation. Participants from a collectivist culture (the Singaporean and Chinese)
may have exhibited more external locus of control, which may have contributed to
higher anxiety, lower self-confidence, and less achievement motivation” (Zheng
et al., 2004, p. 110).
According to the authors, the country's level of individualism and
collectivism may influence the proposed six mental qualities. However,
Hofstede's theory of cultural values has been criticized. For example, using the
sample of athletes coming from North America as one society with a congruent
culture may be very difficult, since America is multicultural. In case of Canada,
one fourth the population consist of ethnic minorities (Lipkin & Lawson, 1978).
Second concern is regarding the usage of the whole society as the referencing
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point to judge the level of individualism and collectivism. In every society, there
is an significant amount of individuals scoring in contravention with the rest of
the population. This is nevertheless the typical discomposure about using the
macro approach of individualism and collectivism.
Gucciardi, Zhang, Ponnusamy and Stenling (2016) used the Mental
Toughness Inventory to explore invariance in mental toughness among Chinese,
Malaysian and Australian athletes from individual and team sport. The authors
explained that the present lower score of Chinese athletes occurred likely because
the mental toughness represents rather individualism, and Chinese society is
rather collectivistic.
Cox and Liu (1993) conducted a study focusing on American and Chinese
collegiate athletes, participation in track and field, basketball, volleyball and
swimming. The athletes completed the Psychological Skills Inventory for Sports
and the results showed that Chinese athletes scored higher in general, and
particularly on confidence and motivation.
In a relevant research, cultures of USA and Australia were compared by
Anshell, Williams and Hodge (1997). Authors were interested in seven acute
competition stressors: physical or mental error, being criticized by the coach,
cheating by opponent, injury or pain, a bad call from the official, successful
performance by opponent and poor environmental conditions. A significant
differences among the countries was found in the scores of observation a cheating
opponent, experiencing pain and successful opponent's performance.
These selected researches focused on the collectivism and individualism
regarding the whole society. It was already criticized (Triandis, 1994) that
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individuals may differ from the society and therefore it is more beneficial to
explore the personality level of collectivism and individualism. In the following
sub-chapter, studies with this perspective are presented. What is more, they target
the individual sport, which Wushu is also considered to be.
Psychological Collectivism in Individual Sport
Psychological collectivism is a personality level of collectivism, used to
distinguish the approach from the previous one, the society level. Recently,
significant attention was paid to the psychological collectivism in the individual
sport.
It was found that individuals scoring on higher collectivism make a good
team with an effective team functioning (Dierdorff, Bell & Belohlav, 2011).
However, collectivism can manifest in the individual sport as well. Evans, Eys
and Bruner (2012) proposed a model, categorizing interdependence among
teammates in the team and individual sport.
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Figure 5: Interdependence in Individual Sport (Evans et al., 2012, p. 305).

As authors highlighted, usually the team sport was investigated in order to
explore the relation inside the team, however in the individual sport, the
relationships may be also very crucial. Athlete training with his colleagues has
around a team of people, interact with them and rely on them. Therefore, they
suggested that dividing between individual and team sport is not enough.
Accordingly, their proposed model recognizes three sources of interdependence:
task interdependence, group outcome or individual outcome. Finally, they
proposed types of interdependence in sport: integrated, segregated, collective,
cooperative, contrient, independent and solitary.
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Building on this model, Donkers (2015) invited 142 Canadian youth athletes
to join his research. He found that task interdependence moderated significantly
the relationship between enjoyment and intention to return and psychological
collectivism. The term psychological collectivism refers to the micro approach of
collectivism and individualism, not the culture scale. Donkers therefore
strengthens the importance of understanding the psychological collectivism in the
sport field. Interestingly, all athletes involved in the study were competing in an
individual sport, whereas among 54% of them the task interdependence was
discovered and among 55% the outcome interdependence was discovered. It was
noted by Donkers that “elite individual sport athletes indicate that teammates are a
primary source of motivation, social facilitation, social comparison, and
teamwork” (p. 24).
The question of psychological individualism and collectivism in sport
brought de Melo and Giavonni (2010) to create The Idiocentric - Allocentric
profile questionnaire for athletes. This questionnaire is measuring
competitiveness, hedonism, emotional distance, team integrity and
interdependence. The validity and reliability were tested in the Brazilian context
(de Melo & Giavonni, 2010) and later also among the Iranian society (Shibani,
Hojati, Akhondi, Soltani & Hojati, 2013).
Jackson, Colquitt, Wesson and Zapata-Phelan (2006) proposed that
psychological collectivism is constructed with five facets. The first one is
preference that is the highlighting of relationships and the importance of the ingroup for the individual. Second, reliance - refers to the collective responsibility.
Third, concern is the interest in the well-being of the group. Forth is norm
acceptance inside the group, which leads to a harmonic collective. And fifth, goal
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priority where the group's interest has a higher priority and may require certain
sacrifice from the individual.
In their study, it was found that preference and concern have a positive
relation to the team performance (in any context); reliance a negative relation to
initial team performance and goal priority can serve as a predictor for end-state
performance (Jackson, Colquitt, Wesson & Zapata-Phelan, 2006).
According to the previous researches, it can be noted that a) the collectivism
and individualism are already taken into the account in the sport field, b)
psychological collectivism is presented not only in the team sport but was recently
found in the individual sport as well, c) there are suggestions that the
psychological collectivism is in relation with the performance and enjoyment d)
collectivism and individualism seems to influence the score of mental toughness,
however so far only macro approach (society scale) was explored in the
correlation with the mental toughness. Nowadays, there are modern and precise
tools to access the personality level of collectivism and individualism. In order to
fully understand the correlation with mental toughness on the personality level, it
is necessary to apply them into practice.
Measurement
The early questionnaires testing the psychological individualism and
collectivism have been developed since 1980s. For example, the IndividualismCollectivism Scale (INDCOL) (Hui, 1988), the Individualism and Collectivism
Scale (Triandis and Gelfand, 1998) or measurement of cultural syndromes
(Triandis, 1996).
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Later, two new tools were developed: The Psychological Collectivism
Questionnaire (PCQ) (Jackson et al., 2006) and The Athletes Idiocentric and
Allocentric Profile Inventory (I-A Profile) (de Melo and Giavoni, 2010).
The Athletes Idiocentric and Allocentric Profile Inventory (I-A Profile) (de
Melo and Giavoni, 2010) is a scale targeting the sport athletes. Therefore, the
wording is adapted for the sport setting. The questionnaire consists of five facets,
measuring both psychological collectivism and individualism. They are:
competitiveness, hedonism and emotional distance from the team to measure the
individualism. The collectivism is represented by team integrity and
interdependence. In total, the I-A Profile questionnaire consists of 27 items; 16
items testing the psychological individualism and 11 the psychological
collectivism. The reliability varies between .74 and .79. This questionnaire was
constructed in Brazil, later tested in the Iranian context (Shibani, Hojati, Akhondi,
Soltani and Hojati, 2013). The reliability varied between .69 to .74. As I-A
Profile tests both psychological individualism and collectivism, it is an advantage
of this tool. However, it seems that so far the questionnaire has not been translated
into English.
The Psychological Collectivism Questionnaire (PCQ) (Jackson et al., 2006)
consists of five facets to measure psychological collectivism. They are: preference
for in-groups, reliance on in-groups, concern for in-groups, acceptance of ingroup norms and prioritization of in-group goals. Each dimension is presented by
three items. This questionnaire concerns the low validity and reliability of the
classical prior questionnaires (mentioned above). In return, the current scale
reached reliability of α= .84; whereas the facets individually reached from .81
to .90. Convergent validity was judged by comparing the scale to the previous
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existing questionnaires, reaching from r = .50 to .52. The Psychological
Collectivism Questionnaire therefore is a valid and reliable tool to test the
psychological collectivism. It was already applied in the individual sport setting
by Donkers (2015), to predict enjoyment and intention of the youth athlete to
return.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODS
Ontology and Epistemology
To explain the ontological and epistemological grounding of this research,
as the first step of the used methodology, let me first introduce what ontology and
epistemology are. Clear position in the ontology and epistemology is crucial for a
quality research. Ontology and epistemology guide the choice of methodology,
which includes the correct research methods and finally the sources of data
collection. Omission of some of the steps would make the research incomplete
and illogical (Grix, 2010).

Figure 6: Building Blocks of Research (Grix, 2010, p. 68).

Ontology is “the image of social reality upon which a theory is based”
(Grix, 2010, p. 59). One of the two most basic theories of knowledge,
foundationalism, argues that the social reality exists independently on the
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knowledge and is universally grounded. For example, this allows researcher to
generalize their results on the population. In contrast, anti-foundationalists do not
accept universally grounded values. Also, the reality does not exist independently
on the knowledge, but is conversely “socially and discursively constructed” (p.
64).
Another building block except from ontology is the epistemology.
Epistemology deals with the way of gaining knowledge about the social reality.
“If ontology is about what we may know, then epistemology is about how we
come to know what we know” (Grix, 2010, p. 63).
There are two antithetical epistemological directions: positivism and
interpretivism (Bryman, 2008). Logically coherent with foundationalism,
positivism applies principles of natural sciences, believing in gaining true
knowledge, which is according to the positivism reachable. Humans' behavior can
be predictable and explored theories and laws can be generalized and applied
further in other cases. Positivism does not accept influences by the time and
setting (Bryman, 2008).
On the other hand, interpretivism, linked to the anti-foundationalism, rejects
natural sciences principles and accepts external social forces. Interpretivism does
not use measurements but explores and uncovers knowledge from statements and
participants' viewpoints. Researchers use interpretations to uncover meanings. As
the positivism seeks the truth, interpretivism seeks understanding, knowing that
no general truth exists (Gratton & Jones, 2010).
As these two ends of the continuum are rather extreme, there is another
approach bridging the gap. So-called critical realism (Bhaskar, 2008) includes
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both how and why, interpretivism and positivism, and serves as a bridge on the
continuum (Grix, 2010). Critical realism argues that understanding of truth cannot
be objectively and fully measured. It also accepts both qualitative and quantitative
methods with its diverse methodologies. Most importantly, critical realism
stresses the possibility of exploring one certain phenomena with the use of
multiple methods (Gratton & Jones, 2010), which is also the case of this study.
For these reasons, critical realism was chosen as the ontological background
in this study. The purpose of this research is to gain new knowledge, which will
be explored through the mixed methods approach. The phenomena are based in a
social reality, which is influenced by many outer factors, therefore revised
interpretivism will guide the methodology and methods.

Research Methodology
In this chapter, the methodology and methods will be introduced. First, a
section about chosen mixed-methods design of the study will introduce this
research from a macro perspective and following sections about Study 1 and
Study 2 will closely examine the used methods.
Mixed Methods Study
This study involved a multiple methods approach. Mixing two methods is
suggested by the critical realism (Gratton & Jones, 2010). Through multiple
methods, the phenomena can be explored in a full spectrum, whereas only one
method/methodology would provide only partial information. Also, mixing
methods was used as a way of triangulation. Triangulation serves for accessing
the quality in qualitative research (Bryman, 2008).
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For the purpose of “expanding the findings of one method with another
method” (Creswell, 2003, p. 16) a sequential type of mixed methods was used.
Commonly this type of design involves the usage of the qualitative method to
explore a new knowledge, followed by a quantitative method to generalize the
results.

Figure 7: Types of Mixing Methods in Research (Leech & Onwuegbuzie, 2009)
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Specifying the type of mixed methods chosen for this study even more, the
partially mixed sequential dominant status design (Leech & Onwuegbuzie, 2009),
with the emphasize on the qualitative research was applied. In this design, both
phases appear sequentially. In addition, Gratton and Jones (2010) supported the
usage, when they identified a design when both of the methods focus on the same
phenomena. This is particularly useful when aiming to gain a full image about the
phenomena; consisting of both shallow but generalizable data and rich data from a
small sample.
Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis
Phenomenology (interpretative phenomenological analysis) was chosen as
methodology for the purpose of this study.
Furlong and Marsh (2010) argued, that social phenomena are different from
the natural phenomena and therefore cannot be explored in the same way without
its context. Phenomenology, both philosophy and research methodology, explores
social phenomena through human experience. It concerns the lived experience,
what does it mean for the individual and how did he or she reached the meaning.
Unlike the cognitive psychology, phenomenological experiencing is intentional.
Intentionality is an interaction of noema (what is experienced) and noesis (way of
experiencing). In phenomenology, it is believed that we do not experience simply
what we receive from the outer world, but in a conscious way, in the interaction
with our outer world (Langdridge, 2007).
Understanding is a core principal to phenomenology. According to
hermeneutics, understanding is accumulating knowledge that is continuous, and
sensitive to pre-judgements. In order to be aware of pre-judgements, a technique
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called bracketing is used in phenomenology. Bracketing is used to see the
phenomena as it is or to see what was unseen before. The researcher should use
thick description of what is in the consciousness and perception, but be aware of
presumptions. Every detail has a same value. This was nevertheless criticized by
Heidegger, who said that the phenomena cannot be seen without other influences
and its cultural and historical context (Langdridge, 2007). Phenomenology with
its consideration for meaning and experience is understood as being part of the
interpretivism (Mayoh & Onwuegbuzie, 2013).
Phenomenological research can have many forms. Well known is the
descriptive phenomenology, its alternative is hermeneutic phenomenology and
interpretative phenomenological analysis. Other approaches can be used, such as
template analysis or critical narrative analysis, new methods based on Paul Riceur
(Langdridge, 2007). Each of the method focus on different perspective and have a
different outcome. The interpretative phenomenological analysis (IPA) was
chosen, because it can capture the phenomena with its cultural and historical
background.
The interpretative phenomenological analysis is strongly connected with the
British research of psychology. Unlikely the descriptive phenomenology, IPA
argues that description of certain phenomena is not enough. Heidegger, unlike
Husserl, argues that each phenomenon is connected with its cultural and historical
background (Langdridge, 2007). Therefore, description cannot capture the whole
phenomenon, but interpretation is vital. According to Gadamer, also
understanding is influenced by cultural and historical background. The
understanding is realized through language, in a conversation an understanding
can be shared. However, since the social phenomena are different from the natural
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phenomena (Furlong & Marsh, 2010), even the understanding is influenced by the
context and pre-judgements and a result of “accumulated knowledge”
(Langdridge, 2007, p. 42).
The world of lived experience differs from the world that is analyzed. The
lived-experience world, called “lifeworld” is where the phenomena actually
appears. The IPA is then not only interested in the experience of such phenomena,
but also what does the experience mean for the individual. Therefore, it can be
said that the interpretative phenomenological analysis is interested in how the
people explain the experience to themselves through the interpretation of the
experience and its meaning the research can understand the phenomena itself.
However, the participant cannot simply transfer the meaning of his experience to
the researcher, that is why the core of this method is interpretation. IPA uses
double interpretation, which refers to the fact that the participant makes sense of
what he experiences and the researcher makes sense of the participant's
interpretation. This is how the phenomena can be explored through the
experiencing. This process is called “double hermeneutics”. The double
hermeneutics is “the art of interpretation” (Langridge, 2007, p. 42). It is therefore
clear, that the researcher needs to pay a deep attention to each of the participants.
Every participant is handled with the same attention and concentration, since IPA
is idiographic. Idiographic approach means, that each case is first analyzed and
explored before moving to another case and the analysis of overreaching cases.
Each interviewee has an important voice in the study, and so they are included in
the final step: the individual master’s lists of the themes was sent to each of them
for validation and further comments.
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It is therefore needed that participants really have experience with the
explored phenomena. There are three kinds of sampling methods used in IPA: the
snowball method, via referral gatekeepers and through one's own network (Smith,
Flowers & Larkin, 2009).
The Interpretative phenomenological analysis is a very efficient research
tool, since it is also concerned about the gaps between the individual's perceiving
and the situation. If such gap is found, it serves as a good base for the researcher's
exploration (Chapman & Smith, 2002).
Cross Sectional Study
Cross sectional study is mostly connected with the quantitative methods
(Bryman, 2008). Researches applying the cross sectional study usually seek for
variations. For that reason, there are more than one cases in the study to compare.
Such case could be a gender or membership of some group.
Cross sectional study designs are usually chosen when experiment is not
possible to realize. Thus, the study appears at one certain point of time. The preand post-testing is omitted (Bryman, 2008).
Another characteristic trait is that the researcher is not able to make any
statements about casual relationships. Even if a relation is found, due to the
inability to manipulate the variables, it is not clear what direction the relation has.
For that reason, a relation can be proved, but not a casual one (Bryman, 2008).
Structural equation modelling (SEM) is the method of this study and a tool
to search for relationships among variables and to test a proposed theoretical
model. It is used to test “how sets of variables define constructs and how these
constructs are related to each other” (Schumacher & Lomax, 2004). Such model is
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built regarding an empirical research or theories. The researcher can use SEM to
see whether is the proposed model supported in the real data. Moreover, SEM
includes some more basic analyses such as confirmatory, path or regression
analysis.
In the SEM, two kinds of variables are used. Latent variables are not
observed and therefore cannot be tested directly. They are constructs or factors.
An example that Schumacher and Lomax (2004) offered is intelligence. On the
other hand, observed variables can be measured directly and define or construct
the latent variables. Both kinds of the variables can be further independent or
dependent.
SEM was chosen as a method of analysis for this study because it can
process a bigger number of variables at the same time (Schumacher & Lomax,
2004). It also involves several techniques, such as regression or path analysis.
SEM uncovers relation among variables, but what is more, it also explore indirect
effects of variables (Vogt, 2007). Indirect effect means an effect on variable
through another variable. Even though a causal relation cannot be stated after
obtaining the results of this study, Vogt (2007) reminds that a causal model can be
proposed.
Structural equation modelling is therefore a useful tool to test and confirm
models, and as such it is in coherence with the aim of this study - the construction
of new knowledge (Schumacher & Lomax, 2004).
Proposed Model
The proposed model can be seen in the Figure 8. Concretely, MIMIC model
was used (Multiple indicator-multiple cause model) to predict latent variables by
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observed variables (Schumacker & Lomax, 2010). To see the differences of the
parameter estimates Multiple-group model was used for group of modern and
traditional wushu practitioners.

Figure 8: Proposed Model.

Years of wushu training.
There is a relation suggested between years of training wushu and
collectivism. This is proposed based on the previous empirical studies, as
presented further. The length of training was discovered as being a crucial factor
in terms of outcomes of such training (Daniels & Thornton, 1992; Nosanchuk &
MacNeil, 1989; Richman & Rehberg, 1986).
Wushu and psychological collectivism.
As the aim of this study was to explore the traditional wushu, there were
studies suggesting that such a relation of psychological collectivism and
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traditional wushu could exist. First, in my previous research I found collectivistic
tendencies among Czech traditional wushu coaches (Partikova, 2014). Socialpsychological benefits of practicing traditional martial arts are being tested since
the 60' (Vertonghen & Theeboom, 2010). Psychological collectivism is defined as
tendency to internalized norms of people's in-groups and being a member of one
or more, preference for consensus and solidarity and understanding hierarchy and
oneself as changeable in a stable environment (Triandis, 2001). In-groups play a
crucial role in traditional martial arts (Daniels & Thornton, 1992; Green, 2011;
Lantz 2002). The cooperation is valued over competition (Layton et al., 1993), the
relationships are structured as in a family (Vlachos, 2015). Well-being is
positively influenced through such family-like relationships (Croom, 2014).
Hierarchy, behavior code and ethics are strongly presented (Twemlow & Sacco,
1998).
It was furthermore supposed that modern and traditional wushu have very
different outcomes, as grounded in the previous researches comparing modern and
traditional martial arts (Najafi, 2003; Trulson, 1986).
Athletes with a higher psychological collectivism create a better team
(Dierdorff, Bell & Belohlav, 2011). However wushu is an individual sport, and
recently psychological collectivism was found in the individual sport as well.
Collectivism positively influences enjoyment from the sport (Donkers, 2015). It is
therefore not surprising, that “elite individual sport athletes indicate that
teammates are a primary source of motivation, social facilitation, social
comparison, and teamwork” (p. 24).
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Wushu and mental toughness.
Moreover, mental toughness was for the first time explored in modern
wushu (Kuan & Roy, 2007). Nevertheless, its manifestation is not yet known for
the traditional wushu. It is assumed that martial arts is likely to be a unique
environment for examining mental toughness (Heiny, 2012), because of the
element of full-contact training, dealing with violence or long-term demands on
positive energy in training. Mental toughness is now indeed focused on martial
arts as well (Mînjină, 2014; Bhardwaj, Singh, & Rathee, 2014; Singh & Solanki,
2015; Azaiez, Chalghaf, Cherif, & Achour, 2013), however wushu, and
particularly both modern and traditional wushu, is missing.
Competitions.
So far, mental toughness was connected with a competition level of sports
(Bull, Shambrook, James & Brooks, 2005; Bhardwaj, Singh, & Rathee, 2014;
Jones, 2002; Kuan & Roy, 2007; Sheard, Golby & van Wersch, 2009), therefore
there is a proposed path from number of joined competition towards the mental
toughness.
Psychological collectivism and mental toughness.
There is also a proposed relationship between the psychological collectivism
and mental toughness. Psychological collectivism, so called micro approach is not
yet explored in the terms of mental toughness, but its macro approach is.
Collectivism on the society level was presumed as being an influencing factor in
testing the mental toughness (Anshell, Williams & Hodge, 1997; Cox & Liu,
1993; Gucciardi, Zhang, Ponnusamy & Stenling, 2016; Zheng, Smith &
Adegbola, 2004).
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Mental toughness and psychological collectivism are as latent variables
defined by their domains. In the case of psychological collectivism they are:
preference for in-groups, reliance on in-groups, concern for in-groups, acceptance
of in-group norms and prioritization of in-group goals. Mental toughness'
components are: constancy, control and confidence.
Perceived skill level.
Finally, the perceived skill level was added after the qualitative study, where
“seriousness” was one of the important themes. In the demographic section of the
survey, the participants were asked to indicate their level (since there is no
objective way of doing so, such as belt ranking): beginner, advanced or
teacher/instructor. This item was then used in the model based on the previous
findings of the study 1, and as results later showed, its path in the model was very
important.
Validity and Reliability in a Qualitative Research
In order to “test” the validity and reliability of a qualitative research, it is
needed to note that it cannot be tested in the same way as in a quantitative
research. It is because the phenomena explored in the qualitative research are
different from those in the quantitative research (Furlong & Marsh, 2010). For
example, external reliability cannot be applied, since a qualitative study is not
possible to replicate – and it is not its aim. Bryman (2008) reminded that the
social context of the study cannot be frozen.
The main issue is to provide a proof of a quality of research. Lincoln and
Guba (1985) recognized four categories, in reference to the reliability and
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validity, which are credibility, transferability, dependability and confirmability.
The criteria are nevertheless not called validity and reliability, but trustworthiness.
Credibility can be understood as internal validity and usually is ensured by
either asking the participants to validate results of the research, or by
triangulation. Triangulation is one of the most common tools to ensure the quality
of a qualitative research. When using the triangulation, more than one referencing
point is used: for example interviews and observations or even two different
points of views such as mixing qualitative and quantitative approach (Bryman,
2008). Mixed method design can be therefore one way of a triangulation.
Next, transferability is interested into the context, similar to the external
validity in a quantitative research. The context of a qualitative research cannot be
frozen, therefore also not repeated with the same outcomes. However to maximize
the chance, the researcher has to ensure thick descriptions of the data and the
context. Theoretically, with the same context and data, the research then could be
repeated.
All results need to be justified and grounded in the data to ensure the
dependability. Dependability (reliability) provides readers and researchers the
transparency in the research, by using thick descriptions and grounding in the
data. Grounding in data and rich descriptions are also the tool of the last category,
confirmability (objectivity). The grounding in data and thick descriptions ensure
that researcher has a proof for correct analysis and does not bring his or her
hypotheses, which are not present in the data. Some exception can be made, for
example Template analysis makes use of predetermined hypotheses (Langdridge,
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2007). In the most cases, all the advanced themes of the analysis must be then
emerging from the data itself.
Leung (2015) however highlighted that the first step in validity and
reliability in any research is to understand the position in the epistemology and
ontology, where the chosen methodology needs to fit well. Then, the methods
have to be in the congruence with the paradigm.
Meyrick (2006) offered two main categories to judge the quality of any
qualitative research: the first one is transparency. This again involves rich
descriptions, analysis grounded in data and well-fitting research design. To ensure
a systematic research, which is the second category, the researcher has to report
clearly all the processes based on suitable research design and logic. Sampling
needs to be justified by methods, methods by methodology and methodology by
epistemological and ontological position. Following, Meyrick graphically
illustrated how quality is ensured in a qualitative research.
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Figure 9: Quality Framework for Qualitative Research (Meyrick, 2006, p. 803).
Finally, Tracy (2010) suggested several criteria for ensuring quality in
qualitative studies, called Big Tent. First, the topic was explored using enough
time and with such number of interviewees that reached saturation of the worthy
and rich topic. Next, methods were transparent and self-reflexivity was adopted;
these are marked as the tools of sincerity. Also, here, as in the above models, thick
descriptions are highlighted to add credibility to the study. Coherence was ensured
by coherent design and structure. Next, ethical considerations were taken care of
by ethical clearance and the study information sheet (please see in the appendix).
Last but not least, all findings were grounded in the data (Tracy, 2010).
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Research Methods Summary
As follows, a timeframe for the research is presented and the complete
research design is repeated and summarized.

Figure 10. Research Time Frame.

This research is with the regards to its type, pure - exploring a concept,
aiming a better understanding and proposing a model with an inductive logic. It is
as well exploratory, because so far the knowledge on the concrete topic is very
limited. Exploratory research is searching for patterns of ideas emerging from the
data without any preconceived ideas or explanation (Gratton & Jones, 2010, p. 6).
While dealing with the original data (primary) it developed a very new model
based on them (empirical), at the same time it relied in the model’s construction
on the theoretical research (the literature review).
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Table 2
Research Design Summary
Exploratory
Type of
research

Pure
Empirical
Primary

Research fundamentals
Ontology

Critical realism

Epistemology Revised interpretivism
Methodology
Logic of

Inductive followed by deductive

inference
Research

Qualitative followed by Quantitative

strategy
Research

Partially mixed sequential dominant status

design

design

Research Methods

Data

Qualitative: Semi-structured interviews

collection

Quantitative: Questionnaires
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Qualitative: Interpretative phenomenological
Data analysis

analysis
Quantitative: Structural equation modeling

Revised interpretivism served as epistemological background, because it
accepts the social reality is influenced by outer forces and explored the world
through the viewpoints of participants. It seeks for understanding, which is in
coherent with the ontological background of this study - the critical realism
(Gratton and Jones, 2010). Critical realism explores certain phenomena ideally
with a usage of multiple methods. Therefore, it can both focus on “how” and
“why” (Grix, 2010).

Both qualitative and quantitative methods were used in a partially mixed
sequential dominant status design (Leech & Onwuegbuzie, 2009). The interviews
were analyzed using interpretative phenomenological analysis, the data collected
from the questionnaires were analyzed by structural equation modeling in AMOS.

Ethics
All respondents and participants received two copies of Study information
sheet, which is enclosed in the Appendix. One signed copy was returned to
administrator, together with their email address in case they wanted to be
informed about the results later on (this was a voluntary option), and they kept the
other copy. They were informed about voluntary participation in the research,
how the data would be recorded and kept, and how to withdraw from the study.
The information also included risks, benefits, confidentiality and how to contact
the researcher or the university. None of them joined both of the studies; the
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option was either survey or interview, for the reason of influencing the participant
in the way he or she may feel like it is preferred by the researcher.

Participants of Study 1
Participants of this research were adult Europeans athletes of wushu. Since
the interpretative phenomenological analysis is sensitive to the historical and
cultural background, other cultures are excluded from this research. In the first
(qualitative) study where the traditional wushu is particularly explored, European
practitioners of traditional wushu in China (including Hong Kong) were invited to
join the research. In the second (quantitative) study, European practitioners of
both traditional and modern wushu were invited, being in Hong Kong, China and
Europe. Further, the sampling's limitations are listed.
Limitations for sampling
Since the first study was focused on exploring psychological collectivism in
traditional wushu, only practitioners of traditional wushu were invited. To ensure
this limitation, participants majored in traditional wushu only, being still an active
practitioner and not limiting the minimum years of the practice but aiming for as
many as possible. The interviewee with the least number of years in practice has
been training for 4 years. Furthermore, interviewees had to pass the screening for
the traditional wushu: self-report, being able to name their specific style and its
content (please see below). In terms of joining competitions, this was not a
limitation.
The most important criteria were their experience as practitioners and
teachers respectively. It was preferred to have a homogenous group of
interviewees, even though, coming from slightly different background. This
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variation may be found below in the “Participants closely” section. Years of
training played the main role in the recruitment.
The goal of this research was not to explore any gender-focused topic and
therefore it was not aimed to reach gender balance. However, it was preferred to
find both women and men interested in the interview. In the case of women, it
appeared to be more difficult to find them, because the number of women on the
higher level of performance, or rather with serious commitment is lower than in
the case of men. Finally, two women were approached and interviewed; one of
them has clearly lower number of years in training, nevertheless this was balanced
by the degree of which she emerged herself in the serious training: by her every
day practice.
The style which the interviewees practiced was in no sense a limitation or,
however most of them participate in southern styles of kung fu, which is logical
since most of them were recruited in Hong Kong, the center for many of the
southern styles. This may be caused by the social network around the researcher,
who is a southern style practitioner herself, too.
The age was limited to young adults (18-40) and older. This is rationally
acceptable since the level of experience and emerging self in the training is
connected with the age; the longer the experience the older. Most of the
participants are in the training longer than half of their lives.
Recruitment
All participants were contacted through social media or email. The
researcher previously knew two of them, the rest was reached through snowball
sampling method. The martial arts community is a very tight network, therefore
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thanks to their help, sharing and recommendations the interviewees could be
found and contacted. It needs to be noted that the researcher is in the advantage of
being practitioner herself. This (double) identity served as a guarantee of trust for
the fellow martial artists and interviewees.
The interviews were conducted in Hong Kong, China and Czech Republic
in the time period from November 2016 to July 2017. After initial contact with the
potential interviewees and screening whether they can pass all the limitations, the
researcher asked them briefly about their training experience and explained the
process of interview. For example, one of the participant met the researcher for a
coffee first and in an informal talk about the researcher’s and participant’s training
experience, he mentioned that kung fu is for him as stone, holding tight even in
the middle of chaos. Such metaphor was a strong incentive to invite him for an
interview.
In the quantitative research the sample size serves as an indicator of having
enough data, unlike in the qualitative research where the depth is crucial. Since
the suggested length of an interview for the Interpretative phenomenological
analysis (IPA) is one hour or more (Pietkiewicz & Smith, 2014) the sample size is
a flexible number on the border of being overwhelmed with the data and a good
depth. Pietkiewicz and Smith (2014) gave an example of possible sample sizes as
different as 1, 4, 9 or 15. Turpin, Barley, Beail, Scaife, Slade, Smith and Walsh
(1997) suggested 6 to 8 participants, whereas Langdridge (2007) 5 or 6. She
reminds that the sample size is not a problem issue, since IPA does not make any
general claims. Langdridge nevertheless also highlights the demands of a timeconsuming analysis and therefore warn against using too big sample size (in her
case, more than 6). The sample should be homogeneous. IPA does not look for
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exceptions, and does not seek comparisons and contrasts, unlike the Classical
grounded theory (Langdridge, 2007; Pietkiewicz and Smith, 2014). The sampling
method therefore was chosen as non-probability, purposive snowball sampling.
The respondents were reached via network that the researcher already has in Hong
Kong, European wushu federations and the Hong Kong Chinese Martial Arts
Dragon and Lion Dance Association.
Reflexivity and Double Identity of Researcher
At this point, it is important to note that in the fieldwork I had to constantly
balance between two identities: researcher’s and practitioner’s, to which I will
reflect in the “I” language in the following text. This double identity is crucial in
the process of reflexivity. Reflexivity is “the constant awareness, assessment and
reassessment by the researcher of the researcher’s own
contribution/influence/shaping of intersubjective research and the consequent
research findings” (Robertson, 2002, p. 806). In the phenomenological research,
the aim is not to be detached, objective observer, but to be both sensitive and open
(Finlay, 2008).
Being involved as a practitioner myself gave me a very special position of
an insider, which served in some situations as a proof of my trustworthiness.
Some interviewees based their communications on the fact, that I understand the
background and the terms the are using. They were open in ways I supposed
would not be the same if I would introduce myself as a researcher, holding the
position of an outsider in the field. Similarly, it was noted by Strauss (2005), who
conducted study about yoga, that “participation in yoga classes was absolutely
essential, not only to gaining credibility in the eyes of the community, but also to
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the personal bodily understanding of the transformations these practices make
possible” (p. 60).
Entering the field with my own experiences opened the doors for me, but
also highlighted the importance of bracketing. Bracketing is used to be aware of
researcher’s presumptions and own experiences. To ensure this, I had to move
constantly between preunderstanding, that helped me to approach my interviewees
and respondents, and my own memories and stories, which often resonated with
the stories of my interviewees. This reflection, balancing the double identity and
holding back my presumptions to be present for the interviewees in their own
stories is the core of scientific phenomenological reduction (Giorgi & Giorgi,
2003).
Participants
All participants received a pseudonym, none of the real name was used. The
following table contains their age, nationality, gender and how many years they
have been practicing. Also, their style of practice is listed; in case when the person
practices several styles and some of them are major, only these dominant styles
are listed. Next, some of the participants are only students in a club (Barbara,
Monica, Frank, Martin), some of them are teachers (Colin, Lars) and some teach
as a full-time job (Greg, Karl). One participant is taught by a European teacher
(Martin), the other have either a Chinese teacher (Greg, Barbara) or both. Several
interviewees have the experience of living in China or Hong Kong (Lars, Frank,
Monica, Barbara). Three of them have competed (either in forms – taolu, or any
kind of fighting system – sanda, pushing hands…): Greg, Karl and Colin.
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Table 3
Interviewees
Code name

Gender

Years in

Age

Nationality

Kung fu style

practice
Greg

Male

40

69

Czech

Yang tai ji, tang lang

Karl

Male

32

32

Irish

Long jing

Martin

Male

23

40

Dutch

Hung kuen

Lars

Male

20

41

Czech

Bak mei

Frank

Male

17

35

German

Hung kuen

Colin

Male

14

33

German

Bak mei

Monica

Female

15

38

Spanish

Choy lee fut

Barbara

Female

4

47

German

Wu tai ji

The first participant, with the longest experience in training is a very
respected person in the community and I could only reach him through
recommendation. When the initial contact was established, he was very
welcoming. But in terms of students he is well known for being selective. He
spent significant amount of his life as immigrant in USA and lived in the China
town, where he started practicing. Greg also practices Chinese medicine and is
probably the oldest generation of kung fu teachers in the Czech Republic. He
agreed with the interview but did not allowed audio recording.
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The second participant comes to Hong Kong regularly to see his kung fu
community and train. Karl usually brings his students as well. He is very friendly
and values another kung fu practitioners as almost his relatives. He is a very
practical practitioner – including good fighting skills – and has extending
knowledge in Chinese medicine, which he is still further studying.
The third participant, Martin is a psychiatrist and on our pre-meeting,
where I talked to him to see whether he would be a good interviewee, talked to me
about kung fu being for him like a stone – firm in the middle of chaos – or like a
light-house. That resulted in an emotional interview which was full of metaphors
which he used to describe how kung fu is a strong mental support to him, but also
how does it help him with his job. Martin does not teach, but is a very serious
student, striving for not missing a single class.
The fourth participant moved to China ten years ago and lives there now
with his Chinese wife and daughter. He used to have a very prospective job, but
decided to leave it, spend few years making money on manual works in Europe
and then went to China to continue his kung fu studies. He is fluent in the
language and very aware of the commitment to the community. For that reason,
he is proudly claiming he never did bai si (loyalty, apprentice oath) to any of his
teachers. He is very direct and open in his way of speaking and is not afraid to see
negative sides of things. He also helped to connect with all the schools and people
in the area of south China included in this project; Lars is a well-known face
among the local masters.
The fifth participant, Frank, moved to Hong Kong and found a job so he
could study kung fu there. He is working busy and trying to have enough time to
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practice every day, and also to join other events of the school, such as lion dance
and celebrations. Frank was a challenging interviewee, because he was giving
brief and focused answers; on the other hand, some other interviewees had to be
stopped in their stories from time to time to be asked another question.
The sixth participant, Colin, is a German teacher of style called bak mei.
Because of his frequent business trips to Hong Kong, he can often train at his
lineage’s school there. He highlighted kung fu communities and how they work in
Hong Kong and Germany. Colin competed several times in both forms and
fighting events.
The seventh participant, Monica is from Spain, who first came as a tourist
and later on moved to China temporally with her boyfriend. Both of them practice
choy lee fut, a southern style of traditional wushu, and I met them in a temple
connected with the choy lee fut history in Foshan. Since her boyfriend does not
speak very well English, she is the active one in organisations and English
communication, whereas he as more advanced is perceived as the one with better
skills (as she thinks). However, she highlighted how she feels part of the family,
even with the language gap, and how she receives the same amount of attention of
the master even if she is not as good as her partner. Now, they are both back in
Spain.
The eighth participant lives in Hong Kong. Barbara learned and tried tai
ji it for the first time in Hong Kong, through her husband, who found the tai ji
school and started training as the first one of them. She later tried it too and got
very serious interest and emerged herself in the training, resulting to be in an
intermediate class and hoping to go higher, so she can do more applications and
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push hands exercises. She practices every day and is not sure what will they both
do when they move back home, because she would like to continue the same
lineage of tai ji.

Data Collection: Study 1
Interviews
Typically, the interviews held for the purpose of a phenomenological
research, are as wide as possible (Langdridge, 2007). The reason is that researcher
does not enter the field with hypothesis and cannot possibly know the final topics,
which will emerge from the data. If researcher would only get answers to the
questions, the data will be limited. Since the phenomena are not known in
advance, the researcher is not able to ask about them. For that reason the interview
should be broad, allowing the interviewee to tell stories and provide enough data
for the coming analysis. This is in concordance of the inductive research
approach. Therefore, a combination of semi-structured interview together with
narrative interviews was used. The reason for this choice is that narrative
interview methods will provide a wide range of topics and therefore is suitable
with its nature for a phenomenological research, while the semi-structured
interview provides a guideline for the whole interview session and serve as an icebreaker in the beginning of the interview.
Smith, Flowers and Larkin (2009) gave examples of questions suitable for
the IPA research: “Can you tell me what place alcohol/drugs has in your life at the
moment? Possible prompts: what happens? How do you feel? How do you cope?”
or “Can you describe how alcohol/drinking/using drugs affect your relations with
other people? Possible prompts: partner, family, friends and colleagues?” (p.62).
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Authors also included examples for non-suitable questions: “So I don’t suppose
you’d say that your job is rewarding?” as a leading question or “You’ve described
your job as quite repetitive. Is it even worse?” as a manipulative question (p.60).
They also comment that 6 to 10 open question will usually take up to one and half
hour of an interview.
Pietkiewicz and Smith (2014) highlighted the great demands placed upon
the researcher, because he has to have developed high interviewing skills. Not
only he has to be a good active listener, asking without presumptions (no
hypotheses) and able to build trust, but also the researcher has to be sensitive to
silence and non-verbal language. Pietkiewicz and Smith also suggested an
interview to take about one hour or longer.
Each of the interviews was conducted in such environment that the
participant found comfortable; usually it was a café or a restaurant. Furthermore,
all the interviews were individual with an exception of one case: when Monica
was interviewed, Lars was also present and several times they engaged in a
discussion. The setting, when both of them were present, happened due to time
limitation, as this was the last interview I conducted in China the day when I had
to go back to Hong Kong due to the visa. Also, reaching Monica when she was
free was not easy, and since Lars also served as a gatekeeper in the area of
southern China, he connected us and spent time with us as well. Not every time
was the timing and place perfect for the interview. For example, Lars talked to me
in a taxi after midnight on the way in between Guangzhou and Foshan. This was
also the only opportunity for conducting an interview with him, since during the
daytime he was busy connecting me with the local schools and other respondents
of this study.
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Each interview started with rather general questions such as “Please,
introduce yourself?” and “What style do you practice? When did you start?” and
moved then to more narrow questions. Since the nature of the IPA interviews
should be broad, the participants were encouraged to tell stories and were not
forced to return to the topic if they slipped to some other theme. After some time,
they were sensitively directed back to the questions, but with respect to anything
they wanted to say. There was one challenging situation, when Martin, one of the
interviewees, had tears in his eyes when talking about kung fu being for him as
“lighthouse” and death in his family. The talk was moved to another question and
after he calmed down again, he was asked about what made him sensitive in the
previous one, which he explained with equanimity.
The interview questions were presented in three big sets: questions about
practice, people around the training and overlap into daily life. The following
table contains all questions planned to be asked, however does not contain
emerging questions which were created in the time of doing the interview, based
on the individual interviewees and their stories. Questions then also contain
prompts, which are supposed to make the question richer. For example, after the
question “What does kung fu mean to you?”, the interviewee might be asked
“What kind of feelings did you have when you started?”
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Table 4
Interview Questions
Questions sets

Questions and prompts
What does kung fu mean for you?
Prompts: Can you tell me how you started? Feelings?
Can you walk me through your recent training day?

Practice

Prompts: What did you do? People around you?
If I visit the kung fu school, where would I probably find
you? What would you be doing?
Prompts: What do you usually do? Feelings?
Can you describe your teacher?
Prompts: How did you meet? How do you communicate?
Can you describe the community? How does it work?
Prompts: Rituals? Rules? Relationships?

People
Does one need such group for training? Is it important?
Prompts: If there is no group, what would happen?
Is the setting transferable to your country?
Prompts: Differences in Asia and Europe?
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What is your place in the community?
Prompts: Feelings? What do you think they think about you?
In the community, what role does in fact play the kung fu
itself?

Life

Does kung fu influence any area in your life?
Prompts: Any positive developments?
Did kung fu change in any way how you feel about yourself?

Data Collection: Study 2
Questionnaires
For the purpose of collecting quantitative data, respondents were asked to
fill in three questionnaires. First, the basic demographical information, second the
Sports Mental Toughness Questionnaire and finally the Psychological
Collectivism Questionnaire. The administration of the questionnaires was done in
person, therefore any problems or insufficient level of English could be detected.
Also, the traditional wushu community uses one's belonging to a lineage of
masters as a gate for communication, therefore in-person approach served well to
gain the willingness and trust, since the researcher is as well part of the lineage
and community.
Since English was used, there was no need to do further translations. The
permission to use the questionnaires was obtained from the authors of the original
work.
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1.

Demographic information

First, a short questionnaire asked for basic demographic information, such
as nationality, age, gender. Importantly, the respondent was asked about if
practiced modern or traditional wushu, and about limitations mentioned in the
Sampling method chapter. The respondent was further asked for how many years
had he or she been practicing, the experience of practicing in China (including
Hong Kong), perceived level of skills (beginner, advanced or teacher/instructor)
and about number of joined competitions on the international level.
2.

Sport Mental Toughness Questionnaire (SMTQ)

This 14-items questionnaire was invented by Sheard and associates (Sheard,
Golby & van Wersch, 2009) and constituted of 3 components: confidence,
constancy and control. In the questionnaire, statements are given, such as “I
interpret potential threats as positive opportunities.” The respondent chose his
answer on 4-point Likert scale. 1 stands for “not at all true”, whereas 4 stands for
“very true”. Confidence is measured by 6 items, the other two components are
measured by 4 items.
Cronbach’s alpha reached .71, .74, .81 (Sheard et al., 2009). This
questionnaire concerns different kinds of sports and competition levels.

3.

Psychological Collectivism Questionnaire (PCQ)

The Psychological collectivism questionnaire is a measurement tool to test
the psychological collectivism that means not the society level of collectivism, but
the personality level. The PCQ (Jackson et al., 2006) consists of 15 items and
measures 5 components. They are: preference for in-groups, reliance on in106

groups, concern for in-groups, acceptance of in-group norms and prioritization of
in-group goals. Each component is measured by 3 items.
The PCQ is reliable, with the Cronbach's alpha .84 for the whole
questionnaire and reaching from .81 to .90 for each of the component. This
questionnaire was successfully applied in the sport setting by Donkers (2015). In
the PCQ, only the collectivism is measured. It is however consistent with the
latest interest of researches, exploring collectivism in the individual sport
(Dierdorff, Bell & Belohlav, 2011; Donkers, 2015; Evans, Eys & Bruner, 2012).
Pilot Study
Since both of the questionnaires were previously used and tested, there was
a pilot study conducted only to test the procedure of the data sampling and to see,
whether instructions, that were added into the surveys, are clear. To do this, Hong
Kong Baptist University Judo Team was invited to help. This test was conducted
on 9th of February 2017 and 19 judo players involved. Based on the feedback from
the players, some of the instructions of the survey was adjusted.
Respondents of Study 2
Limitations for sampling
Respondents for the second study came from a wider background, including
both modern and traditional wushu. Inclusion criteria were age ranging 18-45,
both men and women of European nationality (by nationality stated in the
passport, with aim for as homogeneous cultural background and environment as
possible, balancing between homogeneity and the sample size: one country would
not be enough). The respondents were supposed to train in majority either modern
or traditional wushu for minimum of 1 month, for at least two sessions of 1 hour
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each. Since in modern wushu taolu (form) and sanda (fighting) are separated, it is
very likely that athletes specialize in only one. For the reason of taolu being a base
in traditional wushu, it becomes the condition in the modern wushu as well. If
athletes join sanda training, they may join the research if they also practice taolu.
All styles of modern wushu were included: Nanquan, Changquan and
Taijiquan (southern style, northern style and taiji in its modern form)
(International Wushu Federation, n.d). All styles of traditional wushu were
included: Shaolin, Wudang, Emei, Nanquan (southern styles), Taijiquan,
Xingyiquan and Baguazhang (Wang, 2010).
Further, the traditional wushu athletes must have had these aspects included
in his or her training (as derived from the definition of traditional martial arts,
proposed by Back & Kim,1984; Nosanchuk & MacNeil, 1989; Theeboom & Van
Stiphout 1993; Trulson, 1986): Recognize origin of the particular style (having
lineage and history), practice of fighting and/or self-defense, practice of forms and
possessing any aspect of internal training, such as meditation, breathing exercises,
philosophy lectures etc.
Several changes needed to be done, derived from the original intention. One
of them is the age limit. Originally, the age group was 18-40, as for young adults.
The reason was to keep the group consistent, when bearing in mind that modern
wushu practitioners usually do not keep their practice until older age. However, it
became very difficult to recruit enough modern wushu practitioners, and for that
reason of not losing valuable data, the age limit was risen to 45. Also, having an
age limit in general became a reason for several complaints and emails to me by
traditional wushu practitioners, who believed that it is not fully understand that
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wushu (traditional wushu) has no age limit and felt offended by the fact they were
not expected to practice in a higher age. This was one of the interesting
differences between the two groups.
Dividing practitioners into modern and traditional wushu groups was done
as follows: First, respondents were first asked to mark themselves as modern or
traditional wushu practitioner, and to name their wushu style. Second, they were
asked a set of questions about content of their training. If still unclear, these
content-based items helped to allocate them either to modern or traditional wushu
group.
Sampling method
For the purpose of the quantitative study, both athletes from the traditional
wushu and modern wushu were included. To calculate the sample size for the
quantitative study, two things need to be concerned. First it is the suggested
sample size for the SEM analysis by the research authorities. Second, the
sampling was problematic. The traditional wushu athletes are not so well
organized. It is possible to reach them through their particular schools and sport
clubs, but unfortunately there is no full record of the athletes in Europe regarding
each country. Sampling was therefore very limited.
The sample sized reached 277 participants, 166 for the traditional wushu
group and 111 for the modern wushu group. In terms of sample size suggestions
from the literature, Costello and Osborne (2005) put forward the ratio of 20
participants per variable, however Bentler and Chou (1987) suggested 5 per
variable. Furthermore, Ding, Velicer and Harlow (1995) noted that 100 to 150
participants is the minimum amount for the study. Schumacker and Lomax (2010)
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noticed that most researches used a sample size from 250 to 500 participants. It
can be noted that the ideal sample size may vary greatly. Accordingly, using 25
items and ratio 5 respondents per item resulted in 125 respondents per group, and
minimum 250 respondents in total.
For the sampling, I went to two big competitions. One was held in Slovakia,
and it was an international competition for both modern and traditional wushu.
Second one was European Championships held in Georgia, and it is the biggest
event for traditional wushu in Europe. Furthermore, I visited wushu schools and
clubs personally in Czech Republic, England, Hong Kong and China. Usually
these clubs are open only in the evening, so it was possible to only visit around 23 clubs per week due to their various schedules. Extensive online communication
via emails and Facebook was done prior to every visit, which was very time
consuming. It was much easier to reach traditional wushu people, since the
network is tight, and they were very helpful and active in my project. Modern
wushu people on the other hand tended to create separated groups in different
parts of Europe, which made it more difficult to reach them.
Moreover, 126 respondents out of totally 277 were reached online. Through
the wushu schools’ websites I could reach the head coach who would forward the
questionnaire to the students. Furthermore, I published information about this
research on my website asked wushu people to share it. Another way of reaching
the people was through Facebook wushu groups. With the help of the social
media, it was possible to share the information there, where I could not travel due
to the financial or time reasons.
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The sample
The sample counted 111 modern wushu practitioners and 166 traditional
wushu practitioners. For more information about the sample size, please see the
above section. In the sample, there are 85 women, 191 men and 1 unspecified.
The data collection took place in winter and spring 2017, precisely from February
to June 2017. The following number of respondents come from the specific
location:
1.

Fieldwork in China: 24

2.

Competition in Slovak Republic: 8

3.

European Championships in Georgia: 22

4.

Schools and clubs in Czech Republic: 56

5.

Schools and clubs in England: 15

6.

Through a gatekeeper in France, received by post: 26

7.

Online (people who found the information through my website, social
media connected with the wushu topic and those participants in the
schools I visited, but who were not present that day): 126
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Table 5
Place of the Data Collection of the Study 2 (Quantitative)
Traditional

Modern

Wushu

Wushu

China

17

7

24

Georgia

10

12

22

Czech

55

1

56

1

7

8

England

7

8

15

Francea

5

21

26

Online

71

55

126

Country

Total

Republic
Slovak

277

Republic

a

This data set was collected with the help of a gatekeeper in France and sent by mail to

Hong Kong.

Following is the number of respondents per country (based on the citizenship).
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Table 6
Respondents’ Nationality
Nationality

Total

Nationality

Total

Austrian

3

Italian

5

British

53

Lithuanian

1

Bulgarian

1

Norwegian

5

Cyprus

1

Polish

9

Czech

79

Portuguese

2

Danish

4

Romanian

3

Dutch

14

Russian

2

French

49

Serbian

3

Georgian

1

Slovak

6

German

2

Spanish

16

Greek

8

Swedish

2

Hungarian

2

Swiss

2

Irish

1

Ukrainian

2

Israeli

1
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CHAPTER 4
RESULTS
Data Analysis: Study 1
For the purpose of qualitative study, Interpretative phenomenological
analysis was used. This idiographic analysis has its roots in phenomenology and
concerns experience and its meaning through the eyes of participants.

Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis (IPA)
First step in the data analysis was the verbatim transcription. There is no
special attention paid to the timing, pauses etc. (Chapman & Smith, 2002;
Langdridge, 2007). IPA is idiographic that means that researcher first works
through one case and fully analyses it before moving to the next one. In reality,
after the first interview and transcription, the analysis can begin. The research
read the text (transcription) repeatedly (Smith, Flowers & Larkin, 2009). Because
of the common inclination to read quickly and make harsh summaries, this
process is meant to slow down the reading, while taking notes (codes).
The IPA’s system of coding is called noting. This kind of notes includes
descriptive, linguistic, and conceptual comments. There is no strict rule in
dividing the text into parts, such as sentences or paragraphs; it all depends on the
meaning of what is said. While reading, notes were made on the margin of the
text. In the descriptive comments, summaries and key words can be included.
Linguistic comments include interesting choice of words, emotional or repeated
words. In the conceptual comments, the researcher may ask questions, suggest
interpretations. After the first round of noting, all the process is repeated, until
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saturated. That means that no more codes can be done in the transcription (Smith,
Flowers & Larkin, 2009). This phase of analysis is similar to a free text analysis
(Smith & Osborn, 2004).
When several rounds of reading and noting were finished (after 3 rounds),
nothing new can be found, the data were saturated. Now, on the other margin,
themes were noted. The themes are not decided beforehand since researchers do
not know them before the analysis. These themes emerge from the notes, from the
data itself. In this phase, the themes involve a high level of abstraction, so the
theoretical connection may appear. Such connection can be within the case or
across cases. At the same time, Smith and Osborn (2004) remind that the themes
must be grounded in what the participant said, and they are inductive not
deductive (theory driven). It is possible to use various software at this stage, or
classical pen and paper. Since in IPA the analysis does not use any quantitative
method of proceeding data, it is not important whether the researcher uses
software or paper. The analysis is a very time-consuming process and involves
very good knowledge and orientation in the data, for that reason the tool should be
chosen according to what the researcher would feel most effective in. I chose
paper and pen and for better work with smaller segments of the data I cut the
notes (codes). Cutting was also highlighted by Lincoln and Guba (1985).
This first list of themes is chronological, according to the appearance of the
themes in the transcript. The next phase needs more analytical and theoretical
work to find relations between the themes. In this stage, themes may subordinate,
superior and cluster together. In the final list of the case, superior themes may
include several subordinate themes (Smith & Osborn, 2004). According to Smith,
Flowers and Larkin (2009), there are different ways of connecting themes:
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1.

Abstraction is used when there is a new “name” developed for clusters
of themes

2.

Subsumption appears when a specific theme become subordinate for
the others

3.

Polarization involves comparison and looking for contrasts in themes

4.

Contextualization represents the case when context connects themes
across the text

5.

Numeration marks frequency

6.

Function is less welcome, as it represents the shift of the focus from
the participant to the researcher, who is looking for certain themes, for
example guided by research question.

After the list is complete, the researcher starts to analyze the next case. It is
important to stay disciplined and be aware of any emerging new topics. Also, as
part of the final list, it is crucial to include links to the transcript itself. Each theme
therefore can be linked with the very characteristic passage in the text, that
illustrate the concrete theme. The final phase of the analysis connected all the list
of themes into the only one, master's list. Here, all important and inherent themes
are presented in a relation to each other. The themes again clustered together and
created a hierarchical pattern (Smith & Osborn, 2004).
After the previous stage of identifying themes and their patterns for each of
the participant, the researcher was put in front of the problem of how to reach the
final master’s list of the themes, across all the cases. There was no need for
counting the codes, but the estimation is that each interview consisted of around
400 codes, therefore there were 3200 codes to go through manually. In order not
to omit something important during the shift from the individual to the conjoint
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analysis, following steps were made: The master’s list was created four times with
different approaches, after which all four were compared to be sure none of the
emerging themes were lost, the themes answer the research question and themes
are repeated in each one of the four attempts. After the whole process, initial
codes and themes were read through once again to make sure nothing was
omitted.
The four approaches to arrive to the master’s list from 8 individual analysis:
1.

All themes were used as codes and the analysis was done once again,
to search for patterns. In other words, another level of the mentioned
analysis was done.

2.

Only important emerging and surprising themes were used to create
the master’s list. These kinds of themes were marked in the beginning
in each of the individual analysis.

3.

Only themes that appear to answer directly to the research questions
were used. This is an opposite approach from the previous one, which
could be marked as inductive whereas this one is deductive.

4.

Only subordinate themes were used.

In summary, the analysis had several steps. First, reading of the transcript
was repeated. Second, researcher started with noting. Third, according to the
keywords, the themes emerged from the text. Then, the themes were stated in a
list for each case. Following, a hierarchical order appeared. Finally, the master's
list connected all themes across the cases. The IPA therefore allows to do an indepth idiographic analysis of certain phenomena emerging from the interviews
and explore them and their structure.
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Results: Study 1
The final master’s list is presented below. Each subordinate theme consists
of several emerging themes. This whole structure is narrated in this chapter.
Please also see second table, which illustrate the appearance of the specific
themes in each of the individual’s interviews.
It is interesting to notice that the themes, for example the one about
community and identity, appeared in the interviews with participants who live in
China as well those who live in Europe. In the appearance of the themes, there
was no difference caused by this variance in respondents’ background.
All the participants of the interview used rather term “kung fu”, than wushu
and hence it appears in the citations of their interviews as well, both term “kung
fu” and “traditional wushu” are used interchangeable throughout the text. Also,
most of them referred to their teacher as “sifu”, which may be translated as a
master.
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Figure 11. Final list of themes. Subordinate themes are all uppercase. Emerging
themes are underlined and bold. Keywords for narration are listed below them.
Special marks are used to indicate themes directly and indirectly answering the
research question, as well as a new topic which emerged from the study, and
connection between the themes.
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Themes as they appeared in the individual’s interviews:
Table 7
Appearance of the Themes in the Individual Master’s Lists
Themesa

Interviewees
Colin

Karl

Frank

Martin

Lars

Monica

Barbara

Greg

1

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

2

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

3

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

4

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

5

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

a

Theme 1: Mental and inner strength; Theme 2: Kung fu is relationship (community and

identity); Theme 3: Time; Theme 4: Bridging communication; Theme 5: Seriousness.
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Subordinate Theme: Mental and Inner Strength
This subordinate theme concerns mental strength and inner strength, and
directly address one of the areas of my research question: mental toughness, even
though, of course not using the same words or terms. That is because the
participants, in congruence with the inductive methods of IPA research were not
asked directly to answer research question, rather were encouraged to tell storied
and speak about issues they understand as important, centered around the research
question.
For that reason, the strength of themes around this topic which emerged
from the interviews is almost surprising; in fact, they were present in 6 out of 8
interviews. Only the last part of the interview’s questions directed the interviewee
to the area of mental toughness, and very indirectly, but still from the will of the
interviewee this topic usually occurred in the interview much earlier.
This subordinate theme consists of four emerging themes, namely:
 Direction and having power in the core
 To adapt, to be round
 Animal’s switch
 Active mind
Emerging theme: Direction and having power in the core
This theme explains mainly two issues: one is the way how traditional
wushu directs the life and important decisions of the participants, but also how it
helps focus the entire life of the participants. The second issue is the way of
emotional support kung fu offers to them, and from which they can draw their
inner strength.
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A typical statement here was that kung fu gives deeper life purpose. Deeper
life purpose is a keyword, binding together themes appearing in this emerging
theme. Participants told me how kung fu sets goals for them, something they can
follow. This overreach the practice itself to the daily life; as they said, “you won’t
give up in training, you won’t give up on life”.
It’s more a personal thing, how far you want to go, adopting Chinese
philosophy or eastern philosophy, it’s also a part of it. Shaolin kung fu is a
Buddhist style, it gave me this deeper layer and doing kung fu makes me
feel, like you are streaming in direction of this. (Citation from Martin’s
interview: line 429)
I think it gave me a goal and some horizon to move to. When I get older I
still want to do it, when I’m 80 and when I’m older, I want to shift to the soft
forms, so it gives direction to my life. (Martin: line 395)
As Martin explained clearly, one of the values which the training brought
into his life is a structure, and that is connected with a feeling of being secure.
I: Is it a good feeling?
Yeah, it’s a part of the security. People do it with the best intention.
[…] When I was a young kid, 17, for now, I’m 40, so I don’t need this
part of security, but for me, it gave me a secure feeling at that age.
They say – ok, this is how we do it – it’s like on a ship, not 2 captains,
one says right, the other left and then you sail to dead point. It’s very
clear where you gonna get, who is raising the sails, it’s very clear,
who gives the commands during the ship. For me, it’s very good. Not
like – oh, I raised the sail yesterday and now I’m gonna do it again –
no, the older tells you what to do. I’m older then somebody else, I tell
him what to do. (Martin: line 356)
Above, Martin talked about clear order in things, where practitioners stand
and how they line up. It calms him down. Karl below too mentioned structure as
an important element. He said:
That's how it's done, it has a structure and respect. It's brilliant. It's
how it should be. […]Anytime you move the system, you got to tell
your sifu. Or it should be. Not everybody does it. Especially in the UK,
everybody jumps from skill to skill to kill and the sifu doesn't care.
He's like ok, I just want your money. It's wrong. (Karl: line 331)
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What he meant is that money should not be the focus of the training. He
talked extensively about modern combative sports, such as MMA (mixed martial
arts), and their focus on competition and business. In this exception from the
interview with him, he explained that respect is connected with structure, and that
makes the training serious and true to him. When there is no structure, and people
are not connected tightly enough, such as in the role of a paying client instead of
student, the learning and teacher’s interest will not be deep enough.
Karl also mentioned “straight arrow”, when talking about the direction he
was given by kung fu.
Yeah, definitely, because my background was very rough and kung fu
kept me like a straight arrow. It was rough and everywhere it get's
rough you have gangsters, a lot of drugs. It's always sensible to stay
away from drugs, I've never done them. I never socialized with anyone
who did them. And that's part of kung fu as well, to appreciate
yourself, keeping yourself healthy. And in England communicated with
a lot of people, that was definitely the influence of kung fu. That
definitely helped me, to see what's good, what's right, what should I do
from a model aspect. Without kung fu, I would have a different life.
(Karl: line 670)

And as far it's the other thing as well, even in Ireland, I've got a good
job, quite successful, good education, I think it comes from the kung fu
as well. (Karl: line 193)
It is obvious, that not only this new life’s direction or purpose influence
goals setting in the sport, but more importantly it serves as positive tool to
maintain on the healthy path of life, in terms of healthy lifestyle or emotional
health.
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Kung fu may serve as a given direction, like a template, along which the
participants structure their life decisions, as it can be seen from Barbara’s note
about leaving Hong Kong:

I: What will you do if you go back to Europe?
I can’t answer that question, I’d be asking myself. I think you can’t
practice alone for long. I still need a teacher. Probably I would have
to return back to Hong Kong and take classes and also expel the habits
that I’ve learned at home. (Barbara: line 254)
Related to the idea of kung fu as direction is that “kung fu changes
everything, indirectly”. Both Karl and Frank explained that many of their
important life decisions were actually made accordingly so they can practice
more. For example, Frank moved to Hong Kong, leaving his job, family, and
friends behind him, only to practice in a local school.
It changed everything. You wouldn’t run for as many things in your
life. (Frank: line 203)
According to both of them, kung fu has the power to change people and
their paths. Karl said, he values kung fu for what it does to him and to the others.
He said, people around him and the whole environment is strongly influenced by
the training community, and most of his life’s success is an outcome of his kung
fu training. After all what a practitioner has to stand and achieve, everything else
is easy, he believes.
Because I do organizational psychology, my daytime job is to go
around and teach senior management like boards of management,
leadership skills and I never had a problem stand open and talk in
front of else, because it can go back to the confidence from kung fu
and because of this teaching kung fu at 16 years of age, so that's good.
(Karl: line 204)
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I love it because of what it does to me and for the other people, I can
see the benefits. Makes me happy, for me and for other people I can
see they are getting better and see how stronger they get and how
much more confident they get. (Karl: line 434)

Martin used a lot of expressions as metaphors for his traditional wushu
training, his life and what kind of support he gets from the kung fu. Such as
“lighthouse”, “solid rock” or “boat on difficult water”.
Yes, it is like a solid rock in my life, I should talk about social
structures, where very difficult things happen in your life, the teacher
will always be like a lighthouse.Always solitary, the light house is built
in a rock and if my lifeboat is on a solitary waters, there is always the
place I can go twice a week into school. (Martin: line 131)
For example, my mother died and in this period afterward, I’d be there
and if everything failed in my life, the training was there and it’s
unconditional, although the training is very strict, behind it this is very
important. It’s a big difference between just traditional school and
school like this. Place where you go and stay as you like. It’s not just
that I go there by myself, also you are expected to be there and since I
do it since 17, it’s in my system. I’m like an elephant that goes with the
group if something happens, somebody gives a party, wedding or
something smaller family like this, I say no, I come later, I have to be
on a training. (Martin: line 140)

This is a good example of how some practitioners perceive their kung fu: as
something solid, to what they can return to. Martin used the idea of solid rock, to
express that everything else is unstable, constantly changing, but the training, his
teacher and the school will be there always. He also said he tries not to miss any
training session. We had an emotional moment during the interview, when tears
came to his eyes. In the times of his mother’s death, and in many other, kung fu
was what hold him together. When asking about what made him so emotional, he
answered that he is grateful for his teacher.
Well, It’s difficult to describe, you get absorbed into the training,
because when you undress your clothes and change into your training
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clothes, you leave all the troubles behind in the changing room and
when you enter the school and then you’re there doing your kung fu. I
never want to miss that. (Martin: line 114)
Emerging theme: To adapt, to be round
This theme plays crucial role in answering the question of “Does the
training of traditional wushu change people?”. There is a strong evidence in the
interviewees’ stories that kung fu causes people’s ability to adapt to their
environment.
Barbara even said, she does not think kung fu changed herself inside, but the
way of how she reacts to the outer stimuli.
This physical approach has amazed me. It doesn’t change the
character, but it helps you to handle and balance it [what is happening
to you]. I don’t think it brings something new [into your character].
(Barbara: line 176)

Lars described himself as “round” and “soft”. He feels like kung fu made
him rounded, much more adaptable to the outside world than he was before. But
he did not forget to mention that there must be a balance.
I became rounded, but not too much. Chinese are too round. You need
both. (Lars: line 330)

In summary, both Barbara and Lars directly addressed the issue that their
training made them more easily to handle conflicts and outer stimuli.
Number one thing that I’ve learned is that you don’t have to address
everything. (Barbara: line 59).
It changed my attitude, maybe not that much how I think about myself,
but about me in the environment I am. It’s not about that selfunderstanding, getting into my head, tai chi changed the way I adjust
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to the environment that I am in. It makes it smoother as if took
obstacles out of the way. (Barbara: line 345)
Emerging theme: Animal’s switch
The very core of the human being is the center of this theme. Interviewees
referred to their “inner animals”, “instincts”, “core” and ability to balance
behavior. The balance is crucial; they told me about the inner strength they
realized they have somewhere deep inside of themselves, but surprisingly this
theme is not only about finding power, it is also about realizing when not to use it.
It brings me back to the core of my being. (Martin: line 129)

The kung fu, the feeling it gives you, it’s completely effective, you can
touch your instincts and it makes you hungry to learn [kung fu].
(Martin: line 172)

Martin told the story of him passing his belt exams, which his school held,
and inviting his father to be in the audience.
For my black belt exam, my father came to see me in action and he
almost fell of his chair, because he didn’t know this side of my like you
have to defend yourself. (Martin: line 411)

He felt that this side of himself was something he got from the school and
the training:
This other side, I feel was given me by my teacher and the school.
(Martin: line 411)

On the other hand, Lars used his “inner animal” to explain that he had to
learn how to time it and something he already possessed and was aware of before:
I: How did kung fu change you?
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I am more rounded, less extreme. Maybe smoother, but sometimes it’s
better not to be smooth. I control my temper much better. I could get
angry very easy until now. The only person who can eliminate me is
myself. (Lars: line 331)

Both Lars and Martin used the metaphor of animal, or inner animal, to
address the wild energy or aggressiveness. In Martin’s case, that is something
which he had to learn during his training, whereas Lars learned how to control it.
The control of the inner animal is an important part of the whole theme.
Participants said it is critical to understand that sometimes it is needed to free this
animal, and other times to time it. This is the balance.
I tend to be very soft and friendly, but also on the other side, you can
switch and you are fighter, be assertive, and it’s good to have it. I
don’t know which situation is a switch. (Martin: line 414)
Now I also use my work to count at that reaction – instead of freezing,
you should be ready to run away very quick or sprint into action, you
should be ready, not freeze. Now I try and my work is in the safe
environment because I’m in function, I can change my mind quite
quickly. Ok, now I should be ready, I check my posture, I look where
the hand is, make myself active. (Martin: line443)

Martin described almost a transition into a warrior’s state of mind, which he
is apparently proud of. He is certainly aware of the importance of timing the inner
animal, but for his case he mainly highlights to creation or setting free of the
animal, unlike to Lars. Lars’s main topic is getting it under control. In the
following text, Martin explained that kung fu school actually creates a controlled
environment, where it is possible and safe to meet your animal:
Yes, natural, but also the feelings you have from your animal part, you
still live in a cage.Very to the core of surviving, you fight to survive,
live to survive, your instincts. Instinctive, and the training brings you
back to this very instinct. No other place in society lets you get this
feeling out, but the training lets you. I defend my life, I attack you. And
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this feeling is between the walls, you respect each other, you don’t hurt
each other, but you can still let out this feeling, catharsis, you can
throw it out. (Martin: line 123)

Another point of view of this warrior’s or fighter’s state of mind is that it
may inderectly change a current situation. For example, where it would be
otherwise needed to fight (meaning: negotiate, argue, etc.), now this kind of
“inner strength” is felt by the others and the fight is done without any fighting.
I work with psychiatric patients, with psychotic, sometimes they are
aggressive, sometimes, they can feel your presence and couple of
months ago, somebody was very aggressive to me and they were
anxious but a little bit gangster like, so he came at me when I was
sitting on the couch and from the stillness I just looked at him. I think it
is a very good reaction on him. You can be very de-escalating the
moment. For the rest, I hope I’m never fighting, but the thing you know
you can fight back. (Martin: line 398)
I don’t know whether other people might sense that or not, but if they
know, this is just my fantasy, but it could be that I might never fight
because I can. (Martin: line 405)

Karl as well noted on the topic of balance, but rather when he pointed out
the importance of mental self-care. Karl believes that it is important to balance
(“energy”) what you give and get. The point made here is that enough attention
should be paid to the teachers’ own mental health, to “keep energy”.
So the expert level is the highest level and that takes a long time, long
time and a lot of dedication and commitment, not commitment but
interest. Takes a lot of interest. Most people think they'll teach a kung
fu and they will get burnt out. I've seen people getting burnt out
because it takes a lot of energy and a lot of qi to teach people, so for
me, i do sometimes find it very hard to balance that sometimes. (Karl:
line 220)
Emerging theme: Active mind
This emerging theme binds together themes about mind as being active
element in the training and how it can be accessed through the body. In another
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words, through your body you can access mind, and through mind everything
else, interviewees believed.
Colin explained, that even though there are numerous repetitions of single
movements in the training, one’s mind cannot be simply switched off. He called it
“active mind”.
Kung fu is really great because it brings very active mind with your
body moving. After a very intense session, you are exhausted from the
body part and the mind part and that brings the balance.
I: What does it mean active mind?
Let’s say, you go to some fitness studio and you lift weights, you switch
off your mind because all you need to tell your muscles is keep lifting
that weight up and down, try not to drop it on your foot. Kung fu is not
like that. You need to be focused and you have to remember the
movements, send a signal to your body to do the movements.
(Colin: line 150)
In such simple looking exercises, it is easy to let the thoughts wonder
around and cut off the mind completely. But Colin said, the mind is also trained
and need to stay active, which is extremely difficult. The mind needs to stay
active, otherwise one can easily miss the main point of the exercise, or even
worse, the reason of doing it.
I understand the principal why I need the stands. Whereas some people
don't understand so they think they get nothing from the stands when in
fact they're getting everything they need. (Karl: line 407)

Standing in a stance is a classical exercise used in many kung fu schools
across the world, and often chosen as an interesting part of the training process by
filmmakers. It is the stance training that is strongly connected with the very first
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idea of kung fu across population, and very crucial to develop good body form,
strong legs and mainly strong will – the mind is trained.
Barbara noted this physical approach towards mind – the way of accessing
one’s mind through the body training.
I’ve always been attracted to ancient Greek philosophers and I’ve
come to this attitude, the Stoics, they tell you should be calm but they
don’t tell you how. And you happen to be in a physical practice and
realize this is the way. (Barbara: line 172)
You see all the bodies moving differently, people trying to produce tai
chi, everyone will get there but they will produce very different
movements. You know to appreciate different qualities of different
bodies, it is very body-centered. The spiritual consequences come
through the physical. Feeling calm, balanced, relaxed.
(Barbara: line 380)

Lars noted on the same note that once you understand your body, you can
learn your spirit as well. He said, kung fu is a complex method of working on the
body with the goal of understanding your own self.
It is to work on yourself and it’s understanding of yourself. The
physical understanding, because we are trying to control the body, to
move it. The point is, once you know your body, you can know your
spirit too. The spirit and material is connected all the time, it’s a way
of understanding myself, the life. Many things you can learn by the
movement, by doing it correct, you can also put it into social ways, to
correct something. Lars 120 I don’t think you can’t do these things
together and kung fu is helping to understand yourself because you’re
working on yourself. On your body. Playing guitar is more isolated
skill. (Lars: line 260)

Finally, Karl said that kung fu will indeed change your own insight and the
reason you practice, or in other words, what you are trying to find.
They're [students] on the journey, but when they get older, they realize
what they're really try to get. The reason why the training will change,
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different insight, different vision of what they're trying to find. (Karl:
line 468)
Subordinate Theme: Kung Fu Is a Relationship
(Community And Identity)
This theme describes understanding of the kung fu community through the
eyes of the interviewees. That includes also structures of the relationships with
people around their training, rules and habits inside the training group, inner and
outer control over the group members etc. This is the most comprehensive theme
out of all of them and is directly connected with the theory of psychological
collectivism. It is created by following emerging themes:
 Identity
 How close you are
 Connection
 Control and responsibility
 Elitism and fake confidence
Emerging Theme: Identity
Group identity and membership.
The first part of this theme focuses on the group identity and membership.
Interviewees often referred to themselves indirectly as members of the group, with
a very strong connection to that group. That this connection is indeed strong and
almost unbreakable is explained later below. It is suggested that the community is
a big, living creature.
Sometimes when you go home, people start looking at you funny on the
streets, you’re like, ok, you’re white.
I: You forget you’re white in the family? How is it possible?
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I don’t know, but you still have the language barrier somewhat. But
you are just part of them. I can’t tell you how it is possible, but I can
tell you this is what it is. (Colin: 208)
It is important to mention that many of the quotation here refer to the setting
in China or Hong Kong, where the interviewees come to practice or where they
move to. However, they also use the same language and metaphors when speaking
about their home community in Europe, with exception of same cases who also
criticize the difference in setting in Asia and Europe. Nevertheless, for example
Monica and Lars were not afraid to point out negative sites of the communities in
China. Therefore, it seems that this family like community is not too strongly
connected with the country, and the membership identity appears regardless.
Frank also noted, that even though he refers to his Chinese training group, it
reminds him of the old system of apprentices in Germany.
Oh, the concept. In fact, I think something like that existed in western
world before like in Germany, we used to have apprentices and as
apprentice, you had to find your master and the master also had
responsibility for the apprentices as far as I know about it. It’s not
exactly the same, but I guess it’s similar. (Frank: line 374)

Monica described her feeling of belonging to the group as:
We came to meet sifu, it was fate. (Monica: line 61).
I’m from the temple [school], and this is my sifu, this is great, you
belong to the place. And you see so many good masters on one place.
Like family, I like it very much. (Monica: line 177)

This was followed by the story when she and her friend were offered tea
cups to bai si, which is an oath of loyalty to the teacher or some even refer to it as
a kind of adoption to the kung fu family. They nevertheless were confused what to
do with the tea, which should have been offered to the master while kneeling
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down, and they started drinking it. She then said they went through the same
procedure again voluntary, because this time they could understand what is
happening and therefore enjoy the ritual “with feelings”, because they felt as well
celebrated and honored that they can enter the training community.
No, I knew but not too much, we repeated it later with more feeling. It
was very important for us. I think he teaches because he likes it very
much. (Monica: line 156)

Karl and Frank both mentioned that it is the kung fu actually that creates a
glue, a common topic that pull the members together.
With the kung fu, it's the gel that glues everybody together, the
common interest. If that's not there, maybe we wouldn't have the same
common interest. I mean if I come here, I'm going out socializing with
60 years old Chinese man. It's never gonna happen, only for the kung
fu. It's the opportunity to really get to know each other, so it's the gel
that sticks us all together, that's what the kung fu is. (Karl: line 623)

And Colin explained that even though the rules inside the community are
not spoken, they are followed and understood by everybody. Later, Martin and
Greg describe how is teaching of the skill passed to the younger students by the
senior students, and this is not an exception. The rules are usually not taught by
the teacher or the head of the school, but by the advanced students. However not
everybody see the community so strongly connected. Barbara hesitated when
marking the training group as a “community”:
To call it a community would be quite a lot. We are a group because
we come regularly. […] People don’t go there to experience a group
feeling. On the other hand, there are larger sub-groups that form,
that’s true. (Barbara: line 183)
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You are important. It is not about you.
This may seem confusing, because it describes two opposite concepts: An
individual is important for the group. This is not about individual. But themes
often may come together based not only on their similarity, but also as each
other’s contrasts. Colin explained that even though the bai si ritual is important
and the student is in the center of the activity, the important outcome however not
becoming a formal student, but rather the commitment to the group that follows.
In this case, the individuality dissolves in the group identity of the training group.
And I learned clearly what bai see means, it means a little more, not
only acceptance as a student, but acceptance to be treated as a son.
After all, it's just a ritual. If you are getting married, the point is not
the ceremonial, point is the commitment. This is the same thing. Bai
see ceremony is an act of publicly stating it, commitment begins
afterward. (Colin: line 347)

In another part of the interview, he pointed this out again, when telling the
story of having tea with his seniors. This is something very familiar for foreign
students who travel to China or Hong Kong to practice, and travel alone. The
participants at the table may not pay attention to their guest and switch to Chinese,
or even not bother with English at all. An obvious reaction could be to feel
offended. But Colin explained that, in my words “you are not the point, the tea is
the point”, and the student is invited to share the moment with the group.
On the other note, Monica highlighted several times how she felt happy
about being part of the group, valuing her being the member of the whole, not the
whole having her as a member.
I am very happy with my contribution here. You can come here and
learn. (Monica: line 52)
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In the above quotation she mentioned skill, to show that this membership of
the group is not connected with the skill of the practitioner. Her partner she was
traveling with was according to her more advanced and therefore also got more
attention from the seniors, but she did not feel being left out. Even though she felt
like having lower skill level than her partner, she still understood herself as the
member of the group with the same importance.
And finally, it is important to mention that the membership also gives the
individual the feeling of being important for the group, which may be very crucial
for some. Monica referred to her partner, who was in a difficult life situation, and
that changed with the practice of kung fu and this new group identity, where
everyone is important:
For him, it’s difficult to know the change, because he started in 14
years old but his life has been a mess, family stuff. But he found a way,
if he hadn’t had kung fu, it would be worse. It is not sure but things
were going bad and then he started practicing kung fu. (Monica: line
116)
You enter and lose everything.
This is a very surprising and important subtopic, which supports the
following topic of new identity. Below, Martin described how a typical first day at
his school would look like:

The teacher would be in front of the class and he would not so much
look at you or something. They would put you behind. Old students
would be in the front and then younger and you would begin in the
back. Some students would come to you and they would teach you.
(Martin: line 217)

Martin, on his first training day, felt small, nervous and not confident. This
was due to the fact of how he was treated: put in the back, the teacher did not pay
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attention to him at first etc. Martin then thought over this episode as an illustration
of an important process that is happening in the school.
[…] the moment you come to the school, date, is your place in the
school, the people who came before you, that is the structure and than
you have people who came after you, so it works like that. (Martin:
line 255)

Kung fu community is hierarchical. There is the teacher (master, shifu, sifu)
and his senior and junior students, everyone in the connection to each other.
However, the position of one in the school is not based on the skills he or she
possess, but on the time when he or she arrives the school. Which means
everybody starts at the same position, blank, and everything brought from the
outside suddenly has no value in his setting. This could be of course understood
and felt positively or negatively, as both as a loss of won statuses outside the gym
and as a relief from a bright new start with new people. There is a new identity
waiting for the newcomer.
Being a big mouth in class, I was not afraid of anybody, I would be
very brutal in words. And when I came there, ok, I cannot do it here to
a smart wise guy and I was just sitting on a bench. First time you
cannot join, you have to sit and watch and next time you can join. And
I felt so small. (Martin: line 214)
New identity.
To sum, it seems like the practitioners enter their practice with a new
identity, which is based on their memberships, commitment to the group and the
value they possess for the group. One of the interviewee mentioned that this status
is shared across the group, therefore it is not something privately created inbetween the student and the teacher but contains the position in hierarchy to every
member of the group.
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And then doing the lion dance, fireworks and my sifu was not joining,
he had to work, usually during the day. I was just going with some
other sifu there and it was good. This is only working, because they
are friends, they know each other for a long time. Like, ok, I trust you,
you can také my students there. (Colin: line 231)

Martin noted on the topic of his training identity:
The purpose [of the clear hierarchical structure]is, I don’t know how
to phrase it, this is just my thought, not how it is, but the purpose is
you learn respect by that, you learn your place and also in hunguar,
you learn how to be humbled. (Martin: line 270)
Emerging Theme: Closeness in the Group
It is obvious, that a traditional wushu community is hierarchical, with the
knowledge being guided by the group and its seniors. Members are assigned their
position in the structure as soon as they enter the school, therefore anyone joining
later than them would be their younger sister or brother. However, one thing
affects significantly the opportunity to learn and the amount of information one
can gain, and that is the relationship with the master. This person represents an
imaginary center of the structure, and people closest to him or her also have most
of the attention and trust.
Community as keeper and protector.
Kung fu community keep its knowledge of the fighting system, the martial
art, and dose it to the students according to various keys. For example, Karl talked
about closed doors forms, which are available only to students with higher skills
and are not even shown to the students with lower skill level. Barbara hoped to get
soon into an advanced training group, because she is interested into fighting
applications and these are not taught on the lower level. This may seem also as a
typical stratification of different skills levels in any kind of sport. But important
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concept here it the power and control that the kung fu community has over their
members: they may decide not to teach advanced skill to an advanced student
simply because the relationship with the teacher is not good enough.
This community has a task of protecting their knowledge and so it functions
as a kind of bearer, protector or keeper of the information. This part of the
emerging theme is thus about the security system of the martial arts style and how
the community controls it.
A typical way of the style’s and community’s protection is a controlling
their students in terms of “once you are our student, you are always our student”:
I'm doing this style, but you've got to tell the guy [inform your teacher
that you changed the style and are learning from someone else]. It's
the respect because otherwise, I'm disrespecting him [his original
teacher]. It can't be done and anytime you move the system, you got to
tell your sifu. Or it should be. Not everybody does it. (Karl: line 332)

Karl here described a typical situation, when a student after some serious
involvement with the school decides to move to another teacher, may find out
there is actually no one willing to teach him or her, because he or she is suddenly
marked with a stigma or a dangerous student, who may flee.
Or for example Frank mentioned he had to pass an interview, which is a
more soft way how to learn about motivations of the newcomers and predict
whether they will stay or not. Greg explained that a student needs to be introduced
by someone, and in the old days the name of who was introducing played very
crucial role:
It all depends on the reference. Who is referencing you? They ask him,
why do you want to practice? He said, my granny sent me. What?!
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Who is your granny? Ah! Then you are welcome, come inside… (Greg:
line 183)
Of course, it is in the interest of the community however, to pass the
knowledge to the next generation. It is not only important to protect the skill, but
also find trustworthy students to teach, which may now became difficult for the
schools in Hong Kong who are looking for local students to pass it on, because
many locals do not see the significance of kung fu in their life. On the other hand,
such passion may be shown by foreigners who travel long distances to be taught.
Easily then a foreigner of a not very good skill may be praised, because he or she
will simply bring fame to the school by spreading the style. For more information
about this topic, please see the following emerging topic called “Elitism and fake
confidence”.
To choose the right candidates to pass the advanced skills to, the teachers
would test their students:
You do push hands and then he pushes out your partner and says, let
me try. You stand and push him like in the fairytale, he feels whether
you have grown or not. He does two or three and either he said
nothing or he said something and he moves on. He feels responsible
for your own learning, he knows it’s him, who’s going to teach you
this. He explains you something, you have to practice it at home and
then he just looks whether you practiced that and if he sees that you
did at least tried, he thinks, ok, I’m going to tell you the next thing. If
you didn’t, he’s just going to ignore you. (Barbara: line 314)
And our kung fu school isn’t an open school. Not anyone can just
come. So, if someone wants to learn, they have to be referred and they
have to go to an interview. There we ask them questions about kung fu
and if they don’t pass, we won’t teach them. (Frank: line 168)
On my first experience, I came here as a tourist, because my sifu
invited me to his course with these people and at that time my sifu
taught me for two weeks. So, first that was my sifu teaching me and he
was checking me if I am OK. And once they figured out OK, that guy
isn’t too bad, my sifu taught me few times. (Frank: line 204)
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It seems that many of the interviewees actually ever experienced being
under the test of the sifu during their training. They understand that passing these
informal tests will bring them closer to the master and they also understand this as
a gate for their possible greater learning.
I: The school is founded by a brother and a sister? And who of them is
your sifu?
The brother, he is officially the gatekeeper, the sifu. (Barbara: line 73)
If you knew how to do punch so many ways, it's only movement then.
The community brings the extra, the high level. Since I met my sifu
here, my kung fu went from here to here in the matter of years, because
you go to the higher level. More deep inside. […] That's why you want
to get the true way, otherwise, it gets lost. (Karl: line 579)

Finally, Martin mentioned that the training group as part of their protective
purpose also needs to search for those with unfitting motivations. They then
function as a kind of a sieve.
In the end, the people who go there keep doing kung fu, because they
love the art. They love to do it and maybe also to coach around it.
They don’t do it because of wicked intentions, [otherwise]they would
have left the school already. (Martin: line 373)
How close you are.
Frank directly address the tendency of getting as close as possible to the
teacher as follows:
If he’s teaching sometimes he asks few people to come in but certainly
not everybody . . If you don’t practice enough, it wouldn‘t make sense
to give you special lessons, because you don’t practice enough . On the
first place you have to practice enough and proof also that character
and the more you do, the closer you get.
I: And „get closer“ what does it mean? What is the outcome?
P: More teaching and that’s what you want. (Frank: line 291)
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There seems to be a change from the border between “I” and “them” into a
wanted fusion, as much as possible, and this new “we” than would ideally lead to
more teaching, which is the primal goal.
Both Frank and Barbara described their efforts to merge with the group,
bridging gaps in culture and language. Frank moved to Hong Kong so he can
learn more, and he is teaching Cantonese , so he can communicate better. Monica,
as cited earlier, took over the ritual of bai si and voluntary repeated it, to become
part of the community, “with feelings”, because she values her membership.
Martin, practicing in Europe, explained his ambivalent experience with this,
as he noticed both distance and closeness.
He’s always there, this Thursday, this Saturday and the time between,
but it still remains this student-teacher relationship, not like we are
friends and I can just be very playful or very informal or be very chit
chat or call about nothing. There’s always this closeness as a student
and teacher but also a very distance, very clear – the precision – ok,
you’re student. (Martin: line 191)

He expressed that there is a strict line between his and his teacher’s role, a
clear structure in their relationship, however under this setting he still perceives
closeness in their friendship. Their stories gives a good balance to what was said
above, and shows the tendency of close/distant relationships in a different
geographical light. Also, Greg teaching in Europe, mentioned that he would not
teach students, he doesn’t like, he does not “click” with; he would rely on his
feeling.
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Emerging Theme: Connection
Family connection.
The interviewees often used family nouns to refer to the kung fu
community, also nicknamed “kung fu family”.
He is talking to me as a son, I listen to him as a son. (Colin: line 427)
It starts by you learning kung fu and you the advice of your sifu and if
you’re doing it, you withdraw some more relationship, with your sifu.
And sifu is also seeing you as some of your children. (Frank: line 183)

I: What kind of parts of your life kung fu influences?
[…] They really look after the family and friends and most friends are
actually family, they go a little bit deeper than blood. (Karl: line 656)
They not only wanted to show, that the bonds are strong similar to the
biological family, but also that there is a caring element, where members take care
of each other.
So, it's the martial aspect, the health aspect, the community. (Karl: line
187)
For Karl, it is even one of the main definition and motivation to practice,
next to the health aspect and self-defense. Lars noted on this topic, that his
training group is like a family substitution:
For every human being, it is important to be part of some society,
family, city. You need to identify with your social group. (Lars: line
297)
Being part of the kung fu family is very crucial, and Greg even shown his
own point of view as a teacher, when thinking about his students. In the following
text, he is explaining, that if everyone must get involved. Getting involved in the
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group as well signalize him, that the student doesn’t think he is better than the
rest.
I don’t give private lessons. You can learn the same in the class, it’s
just business. What is more, it opposes the collective thinking. They
have a feeling they deserve something special, that they are something
special. Get involved. My time is precious, you don’t make enough for
that. (Greg: line 127)
One of the values highlighted in the existing setting of the community is
cooperation. The interviewees repeatedly expressed, that even though there is
competition in the outer world, the kung fu community works on a different basis.
Colin even noted, that competition is connected with money, which is unlike
martial arts. And competitions are neither the main goal of a practitioner, as Lars
noted below.
The problem is we are in the competition of giving the money. The
kung fu is the last thing we want to compete in. Too much pressure.
(Lars: line 220)
With this sport, you can’t be the best football player for yourself. The
things you are not doing for yourself but the competition, that is the
problem. (Lars: line 346)
Karl expressed the relief in the non-competitive atmoshere of a kung fu
school:
And also because there is a lot of competition out there. Everyone
wants to be better than the next person. That's why MMA is more
popular because people can get the fame, be stared at and everyone
wants to be famous. The young people. It leaves the whole ethics
behind the kung fu. (Karl: line 347)
Kung fu is a relationship.
“Kung fu is a relationship” may sound like strong words, however this and
its paraphrases appeared in the interviews very often.
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I: Is the community important?
Incredibly important. It is the oasis, an island in life where you can
resort, go, find refuge, avoid the reality. And there people that make
you good, make you feel good. (Greg: line 93)
I: Can be kung fu without the community?
Hardly. Maybe one month you can survive it. (Greg: line 103)
Greg pointed out, that one could not learn kung fu alone. Not only because
of the gate keeper’s role of the community, as it was mentioned before (the
community guide the skill), but also because its members give the practitioners
emotional support.
I: Can you imagine kung fu without this kind of rules, relationships?
P: It would be different. For some part, in Germany, that’s the way it
is. The kung fu community in my hometown is very small, maybe 10, 12
people, that’s not a community in the Chinese sense. It works though
but it’s generally different than here. Europe is Europe, China is
China, you will never have the same kind of community. That’s not
necessary, but some community would be good for German people.
(Colin: line 323)
Colin would agree with Greg, however he is somewhat careful about the
experience he has from Europe. Colin understands that China and Germany are
two different countries, „and that is ok“. Yet, the values of community seems for
him to be benefical regadless geography or culture.
Martin exaplained, that students cannot learn themselves, because they are
part of the entire net or practitioners. The older students would teach them and
they would pass it to the younger – the “domino”.
The teacher teaches the older students- under him and in the back the
sometimes teach the younger students – like domino. It is unthinkable
to not have fellow students. (Martin: line 299)
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Colin also thought, that those senior to the students are in fact those, who
will inform the younger of how to do things: pass the rituals and rules.
I did a lot mistakes in the beginning, I didn’t know what to do,
somebody had to tell me. Then I couldn’t know, somebody tells you
and from then on, you’ll not do it, that’s how it works. (Colin: line
502)
Lars openly compared kung fu to a family like relationship, when he was
talking about the importance of gaining a permission to leave the school.
According to him, kung fu is a form of a relationship.
I: Why did you have to ask for permission of your sifu?
Because I think this is the traditional way and it’s not just the
traditional way, it is good manner. And good manner is if you follow
someone, and you want to change it, you should communicate with
your teacher and you want to tell them and you can’t leave the school
without explaining why. […] Like you if you have a boyfriend and you
wanna break up with him, I think you should talk about it. Not
separate and bye bye. (Lars: line 62)
Emerging Theme: Control and Responsibility
One of the emerging themes, which created together the subordinate theme
of community and identity, is the following one dealing with control. In this case,
it is about how the community control their members.
Inner-outer control.
In this short section, the concept of internal control inside the group is
explained. To start with, Colin addrressed it directly that money represents outer
control, but in kung fu community there is inner control:
You can only do art if you have time and you are not bound by other
outside forces. Money is not that force. (Colin: 358)
Example of an inner control may be as well the bai si ceremony, in which
the students bind themselves to the teacher. Colin was manipulated in the
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beginning of his stay in Hong Kong to join the bai si ceremony. The community
protected itself in the way that he Colin was not bound officially to the teacher, he
would not be taught.
The English speaking guy said ʹGive a cup of tea to that guyʹ. and I
was like, ok, whatever, cup of tea… He said, ʹThis is your sifu now and
he expects you to come to Hong Kong every year. ʹ
I: Did you know what they were doing?
No, at that time I didn’t know about bai si. (Colin: line 24)
Also, Karl noted, that rating system such as belts are in nature foreign to
Chinese kung fu. This again represents some system of an outer control. It is
nevertheless truth, that some schools use belts or sashes to mark students’ level,
but that is usually kept inside the school, thus is not objective or standardized.
This is from Japanese culture, the hierarchy. Wearing the belts, he's
better than him.I think that westerners are happy, cause it makes them
feel – I'm the big man, everyone needs to kneel down to me. And this is
completely wrong in the culture. (Karl: line 485)
Money as outer control was a personal topic for Karl, who returned to it
many times, in direct or inderct ways. Here, for example, he is reflecting on the
issues of competitions in kung fu:
I:How can you know there is or there isn't a respect?
P: Because MMA it's more about money, it’s about who can put on the
best tournament, or who can generate the most funds. So, even with
Ewen McGregor, it's about the money, isn't it? And we're here
studying for the kung fu, because we're not money orientated. We're
not in it for the money. Well, I'm not in it for the money. A long time
sifu, don't make any money from kung fu, so they have a day job and
then kung fu is separate. But for these guys, most of the gym is fulltime, so they're in it for the money, so for me, they're heart is in a
wrong place. It's not about the art, not about the love, passion, it's
about how much money they can make. (Karl: line 67)
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For Karl, the money makes significant difference. It divides the training into
commercial and non-commercial, the case of kung fu, where there is stronger
communications and relationships, not controlled by the money. Money is for
Karl as well a form of outer control.
I: Let's talk more about the community. Imagine there's no community,
how would it look like?
Commercial, pay your money, no communication, no relationship.
(Karl: line 556)
When talking about what to imagine under the inner control, he mentioned
not necesserarly the bai si ceremony, but the outcome of it: his relationship and
bond to the teacher.
I train with what is called unce of sifu, sibaakkung, so officially he is
not my sifu but he's my trainer because in kung fu you can't break the
learning, so your sifu is always your sifu. (Karl: line 35).
This is a strong point in how the members are controled, without the kung fu
family’s blessing, one’s career may as well finish. Karl mentioned such situation
of a man he knew, whose teacher died and what was needed for him to be done so
he could be taught by someone else, was neglected:
Nobody would teach him. He's finished. He never got to finish the
style. It's just the way kung fu is taught. (Karl: line 38)
Lars also noted how the teacher has control over students:
If he’s ok [with your kung fu], he will tell you and say – this is my
student. And he is happy with you and your practicing. If he’s not
happy, he’s not gonna introduce you to the other guys. (Lars: line 204)
Hierarchy, domino effect.
The community is structured in a hierarchical order, when the most
experienced helps the less experience etc.
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Yes the structure is that you have the teacher and his old students, who
come to follow up later when the teacher is gone and then the placing
the school is at the moment you come to the school, date, is your place
in the school, the people who came before you, that is the structure
and than you have people who came after you, so it works like that. In
reality, there are people who started later and are much better than I
am, because they have a better physique or are talented, but when you
want to be very strict, they would have to listen to someone who
started earlier. (Martin: line 254)
Greg mentioned, that he, standing in the position below his seniors, received
the most important information about the taught skill not from the teacher, but
from them. The older kung fu brothers and uncles appeared to be the bridge
between the skill and its effective communicating:
He [sifu] used to correct me once in a year. He showed me, if you
could not see it, your bad luck. „Watch“. They always said, watch. My
colleagues from other schools gave me instructions, information. I owe
them so much. They helped me to be smarter. (Greg: line 53)
Colin as well mentioned, that his kung fu uncle was the person, who would
ask Colin’s questions to the master. The community indeed works as a domino, as
Martin named it.
That would be very luxury. You cannot learn kung fu by yourself. It is
interaction with other people. My older fellow students, they teach me,
they give me more instructions than the teacher himself. The teacher
teaches the older students- under him and in the back the sometimes
teach the younger students – like domino. It is unthinkable to not have
fellow students. And it is also the other way, I learn from younger
students and the teacher learns from his students. (Martin: line 297)
There are certain people who need to be greeted in a certain sequence
or set of people that you need to drink tea with, even without talk but
that is not the point, the point is the tea. (Colin: line 305)
[The hireararchical structure] It’s very clear and I think it will have a
certain purpose. (Martin: line 267)
Also Frank feels some kind of domino effect in the student-teacher’s
relationship:
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The thing is I think, if a student does something bad, the karma calls to
the sifu where he’s from. […]As a sifu, you have a responsibility that
you teach stuff that others can use in a bad way as well, so you don’t
want that to happen, you don’t want to be responsible for your
students killing someone else. (Frank: line 363)
Nevertheless, according to Martin it is important to understand that the
hierarchy is based on equality. It may sounds contradictory, but what Martin
wished to express is that this hierarchy is made by the time which each member
spends in the training (thus become junior, senior to others), but as a member he
or she is of an equal importance.
Yeah, I think of I didn’t do kung fu, when I was 17, I had this big
mouth and I thought I was better then anyone else, if I didn’t train
kung fu, I would still have this attitude and it would be false confidence
and I would spend whole life keeping this false confidence. (Martin:
line 452)
An interesting conversation appeared in between Monica and Lars; two
representatives of the different opinions on bai si. Lars proudly presented to her,
that he even though has several teachers in different styles, he does not have a bai
si; did not oath to a lifelong status of student of any of them. Monica, however,
voluntary went through the ritual for the second time, when she knew better what
does it mean and she could take over the meaning herself, too.
Lars: I learned kung fu for 20 years, I don’t have any bai si.
I: Why did you do it? (Asking Monica)
Monica: He asked me, the sifu here.
Lars: They asked me when I came here [too], I didn’t want to do the
bai si. (Monica and Lars: line 150)
It is obvious, that Lars here represents his awareness of the responsibility
and control which comes together with the bai si, and does not wish to being
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controlled by the community. Monica is not bothered by the fact, that her official
membership brings such responsibility, and is flattered by the fact she can be part
of it.
There is a strong notion of members being dependent on each other, and bai
si is a materialized process of creating such bond. Some even refer to bai si as an
adoption to the family of the kung fu master.
In the next exception, Frank creates an interesting conflict of opinions, when
he at first highlights that he is not dependent on anyone:
I think from feeling happy and you can learn that you don’t rely on
other people, that you can feel happy by yourself and anything around
you.
I: What on the kung fu training makes you feel happy or selfconfident?
P: Well, it’s that good feeling that I mentioned before. You very
develop that feeling and you know there’s also my training and I can
always train on myself, so I’m not depending on anything else.
But continuing this chat, he admits he is depending on his teachers:
I: How about your teachers?
P: My sifu? And my sikung? What about them?
I: Don’t you depend on them? Or don’t relate on them?
P: Of course, I depend on them, but what they’ve taught me, they
taught me, so I can still remember and practice. (Frank: line 85)
Frank is a good example of how to be dependent on the community, in
terms of them being the source of the learning, but being aware of on own’s
responsibility. In such case, dependency and independency can as seen appear at
the same time.
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Emerging Theme: Elitism and Fake Confidence
Elitism in this case indicates a feeling of distinctiveness against people
outside of the home training group. For example:
[…]for Bak mei, you know pretty quickly if it’s original Bak mei kung
fu style or not. […] What I’m saying, there is original bak mei and
there is fake Bak mei. (Colin: line 249)
Sometimes on Facebook in Europe and America, you see masters are
all the same, the ego is very bad. They think they know everything and
know nothing. (Monica: line 121)
Yeah, that’s our style.
I: Yeah?
Traditional Chinese kung fu. (Frank: line 15)
It can be seen, that this may not only reflect on the home versus visitor’s
“team”, but as well the idea of “Chinese”, living in China, moving to China or
understanding “the Chinese things”. Some of the interviewees see themselves as
more experienced in the terms of the Chinese culture, and this experience living in
China undoubtedly brings, and rather connect themselves with the training
community of their style and with locals/other foreigners with the same level of
understanding and immersion, than with the “people outside”. There is a strong
notion of insiders and outsiders.
On the other hand, not everyone coming to practice to Asia becomes an
insider. This is not guaranteed by a two-week stay.
I know they do it to everyone and then when you stay, you see it’s
wrong. But you have to stay, if you have no time to stay, they are going
to say, ok, nope. For example, I told my sifu two or three months ago I
only have a problem with my waist. He said, I know. You have to
realize for the first years everything you do is wrong. I made it here to
work here, to practice, it’s ok but if you were going to stay off time
he’d say, ok, now you stay. (Monica: line 26)
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In fact, coming for a short time only may put the foreigners in the category
of “outsiders” easily. Monica is obviously bothered by the fact, that masters
would not criticize harshly anyone coming for a short time, because first, they
have no time to improve the blamed, and the visited master would lose his face by
criticizing his own students. Indeed, these people spread the style across the world
and therefore bring reputation to the teacher. It would be a highly non-strategic
move to criticize them, when they come. Not only Monica, but also Lars directly
addressed the problem of false confidence resulting out of this setting.
There are two problems – one is a money problem, I appreciate that
you are coming because you bring hundreds of students, because they
potentially bring a lot of money. Second is the ego problem. You are
spreading my name outside of China, I’m also happy that there are
hundreds of people knowing my name. (Lars talking, Monica: line 13)
Another problem that nowadays master face may be a lack of serious
students, and so even if the visiting student’s skill is only average, the passion and
commitment, shown by coming long distances, may be often enough for putting
the school’s name and knowledge in the students’ hands. However, as both of the
interviewees said, if one wants to truly learn in depth, it is important to get into
the situation when one can be criticized and the master is no longer afraid for his
name; this happens behind the close doors of a long term stay. Please see the
emerging topic “Endure torture (gemstone)” for reference about a consent the
coming foreigners in fact give to the teacher to treat them harshly. They also
suggested that this whole existence of insiders and outsiders, students who are
allowed to be criticized and who are not, is in fact hidden to the outsiders;
logically they would never know that they would be taught differently, until they
really get into such situation. This awareness of the problem creates another
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reason for feeling a distinction from the people “outside”, practicing “not the real
style” etc.
Finally, Lars noted that sometimes being white is enough to put people in
the category “outsider” for good, and rushed with a comment that this is not his
case:
Problem is a fake confidence. Many martial arts can do it. People
have low skills. They build the incorrect confidence. It is better to say, fuck
what is it, than clapping. (Lars: line 320)
My sifu doesn’t treat me like I am better. It is his way of teaching,
everyone is equal. You get more if you work hard. Maybe he likes
someone more, it is his personal thing. (Lars: line 307).

Subordinate Theme: Time
This subordinate theme of Time connects three emerging themes:
 Flow of time, perception of time
 Time makes difference
 No ambition, no goal, no ego
The first emerging theme describes often mentioned notion of time by the
participants. It is a diverse emerging theme, which spreads out to different
directions. The second emerging theme describes time as being the main
important factor of the kung fu practice, as also seen in the term “kung fu”,
mastering a skill through a long practice. And finally, the last theme may not
seemed to be so strongly connected with time, nevertheless the idea of losing
ambition as an obstacle, and not setting precise goals is underlined by “flow”, the
enjoyment from the training during the time being.
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Emerging Theme: Flow of Time, Perception of Time
In this emerging theme, there are several topics included, which are
connected with the perception and flow of time. For example, the problem of nonexisting belt system as an objective marking of progress for the practitioners,
never ending process of learning or a notion of connection with the future and past
generations of practitioners.
To begin with, interviewees often expressed their awareness of the time. For
example, as understanding their training as a long-term commitment. They also
understand their role in the rows of future practitioners, as their responsibility.
There is expressed responsibility of if this generation fails, there will be nothing
left for the next one.
If we won't promote it, in 100 years, the style will be gone. (Karl: line
381)
One of the component of this theme is an issue of not having any markers.
This can be for example seen in karate and other Japanese martial arts, where the
practitioners wear belts to mark their level. But in Chinese martial arts, it is not
the case. Some schools took over this habit, but it is only valid inside this school,
not being standardized.
Having no marks in the training puts an extra pressure on the practitioners,
because they lack the feeling of satisfaction of reaching another level. Instead,
there is never-ending learning spreading in front of them.
This is like a rank for a soldier. You can go home and say, look this
belt is red colored, you understand the power of a red color. Europian
people see progress. And as far as I know, these colored belts were
made for Europian students of jiu jitsu, maybe I’m wrong and it’s all
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legend. That’s what I’ve heard – to make Europeans see progression.
Kung fu doesn’t have that. (Colin: line 388)
Interviewees had a strong awareness of the never-ending process, in which
the practice reminds a continuum. It can be imagined as a continuing activity
spread across a long period of time, without seeing any horizon.
I: What is your target?
Kung fu.
I: And then?
Continuing, because kung fu always continues. (Frank: line 437)
I was riding a motorbike, 9000 km. They said, wow it is great you got
so far in your age. I said: I still have 5000 km to go…. My students
can’t even move the half as good as I do. (Greg: line 36)
Lars even noted that it is not possible to stop learning, in his opinion. He
was radical in saying that those, who stopped, are either dead or not evolving any
more. The initial question was why he decided to spend all his money on going to
learn kung fu in China.
Because it is a way of learning, what is your life? Your life is a way of
educating yourself, once you stop to learn new things, it means you are
a bad person or you are dying. Ready to die. Your life is a way of
learning of things from the experience, from society, from
communication, the relationship between people. So, this is education.
(Lars: line 84)
Martin expressed that it is this continuum and everlasting status of a student
that is attractive to him. In summary, the practice is never stopping, without
objective markers of progress and one would never free self from the status of a
student, or even a beginner (in the terms of some interviewees’ way of thinking).
It is also nice about kung fu, it is ongoing learning process, because
you think kung fu is learning process you also think life is like that, so
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you don't get stuck like Mr. Know-it-all, that can be common attitude
of other people. (Martin: line 302)
If you do this thing right, you do the other thing wrong. It’s just an
unending learning school, it’s very attractive to me. All these learning
styles and you never reach the point of learning something, always
remain a beginner and then also the thing you get when you train.
(Martin: line 106)

When talking about time, the kung fu lineage is significant. A lineage is,
similar to a family ancestors’ lineage, a line of masters and their students, running
to the past. For example, some schools advertise their lineage reaches to the
Shaolin temple, etc. It is also a notion of the previous masters and rituals
connected with them, for example having an altar with the pictures of late masters
as an expression of gratitude and respect.
Well, the alter is to foremost bring the respect to the older, to the
lineage of those who taught it before you. Also on a higher level, it's to
bring the energy into the heart. They don't understand this, the
philosophy behind it. Most people think it's a religious thing. It's not a
religious thing. It's kung fu thing. (Karl: line 354)
The past masters. You never forget with who you trained before. Like
all we get to train today, isn't it? If they didn't spread the kung fu, we
wouldn't be training. (Karl: line 369)

The participant is then linked in the middle of this network. Karl even
addressed directly that he feels connected with the future and past generations of
the style.
The philosophy behind it is that everybody is equal, just on a different
part of his journey, it's how it works and in your lineage, you are
always linked to your sifu. Even if he's dead, even if you don't like him,
it doesn't matter. You're always linked with your sifu. (Karl: line 47)
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Finally, Greg, being the oldest interviewee, in his age of 69, said that kung
fu gave him time. Meaning of this is that in his age he still feels fit and healthy,
and he even attributes his age to the training. Greg said, that he cultivated himself.
And this possible by combining two factors: the age and the practice.
But the age would not be without the practice. Now, everything
functions. This is the most important. (Greg: line 41)
If you practice, you will grow spiritually and morally, that goes with
the age too. But you have to help the age. Many people get old, but
they are still stupid. (Greg: line 142)
Greg finished his interview with grateful note on that he would do it all
again, if he lived again. He would again practice kung fu. And then, suddenly
being a bit sad because his age does not match how young he felt, he said:
I feel like 20 years old, and I look in the mirror, and I am sad.
(Greg: line 172)
Emerging Theme: Time Makes Difference
Time is important not only in the connection of the kung fu family’s lineage
- the future and the late masters - but also as the important factor of the training.
Obviously, who practice longer have better chance for improvement, but that is
not the main concern of this subsection.
The time is decisive, because “anyone can”, as mentioned in the interviews.
Kung fu becomes a sport or art for anyone, not only for those with good motoric
skills, or money for training. Which is very important because it means that
anyone can find a place in the community. Suddenly, being talented or not does
not make any difference.
The point of kung fu is if you practice – my friend practices for 45
years and he says – after 20 years it will change. Even if you are very
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bad, if you still continue after 20 years, you will get it. So it’s not just
for the talented, everyone can do it. You need to give something back.
(Lars talking to Monica: line 20)
What makes difference, however, is how much time is one willing to give to
the kung fu training and how long one stays. And we are talking in terms of long
periods of time, such as dozens of years. This is also a reason, why respondents of
my second study (survey) were angry, when I limited the age of the traditional
wushu practitioners as well. They thought I do not understand this important
concept: there is no stop in the length of training, and the longer means the better.
Lars even said that long practice and therefore the work on self is a reason
for giving someone respect, and Barbara mentioned that someone’s skill was so
good because even though he was quite old already, he kept on learning. This
“keep learning” is a significant idea shared by the interviewees.
I think practicing regularly is the reason that made me stay.
(Barbara: line 61)
Is this guy practicing for 30 years? Sure I’m gonna respect it, it’s not
because someone told me, he’s not good, but he is a good guy and I
respect him because he hid practice for such a long time. (Lars: line
285)
He is the only one, who is at this age still learning, he is the most crazy
one. (Lars talking to Monica: line 145)
He is like kung fu genius, very good and I am a normal person. The
time he spends thinking about it and practicing. (Monica: line 199)
Greg was told that the way how to improve his skill was time, the practice.
He felt frustrated that time, because that was too obvious.
After 3 years I did not feel I even improved. And sifu said, practice. I
could figure that out myself! (Greg: line 64)
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Monica highlighted her experience with the acceptance to the community,
even when she felt she is not as good practitioner as her boyfriend. Together with
Lars, they discussed this issue of “anyone can”. Later on, when I sent her the
themes of the interview we made, she said it is alright, but wanted to add:
Not anyone can however become a master. Not the same thing. In
Europe we have the thing about “you can achieve it!” that I think is
false. To be a good master, you need to have the skill, to practice
enough time, to think about what you are doing, to have willing of the
teaching and to have a high wude (martial virtue/morals). (Monica:
WeChat personal communication)
What she pointed at is the very fact that “kung fu” bears a meaning of hard
work during a long period of time, perseverance. This kind of never resting
energy, endurance and reaching to the goal, is expressed by what she described as
time to practice, think about the practice and the will. Later she illustrated this
with another example, which only underlines what was said:
This year when I came back [to Europe] I found out one of my
“brothers” had decided to call himself sifu. And he is 20! 20 years
old… Where is the kung fu? Where is the time? […] So they become
sifu and their students pay for their big ego. (Monica: WeChat
personal communication)
From the communication with Monica, it is clear she truly understands kung
fu as a synonym of the hard work during time put into the training. That is also
exactly what the term “kung fu” means. The interviewees often addressed their
training as something very long, lifelong, and this length being crucial.
It's a lifetime study. Lifetime in-depth study. (Karl: line 694)
Karl noted how one simple thing is repeated over and over, in a long period
of time. This is directly leading to the definition of kung fu. Therefore, several
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years of practice in the horizon of the lifelong exercise suddenly appear as not too
many.
He [sifu] said, ok, don't worry about the strike, just the block. Nonstop, hours of this one. More little movements that we would practice
ages to make them perfect before we put them back together. (Karl:
line 279)
Sifu says there are people who after 5 years say, ok, that’s it. But
basically, it’s just starting. (Bar: line 268)
My students even after ten years don’t teach, because they feel they are
still learning. (Greg: line 105)
Because in Dublin, in Ireland you can go for two years and than get a
black belt in jiju jitsu, so what are you gonna do with your stands in
kung fu? If you dont have the patience. (Karl: line 22)
The internal concepts are so complex, I still wouldn’t show it today,
because I know it’s not good yet. And I’m doing it 10 years now. And
this is one of the nice things about Bak mei, you have a very simple
form that everybody would laugh about when they’d see it, but if he
was actually to do it, then he would realize how difficult this simple
form can be. (Colin: line 47)
Finally, Colin reflected on this from his perspective of a teacher. He expects
his students to take some time to realize how long commitment lies in front of
them, which is a “probation period”. That is the time period, when Colin tests the
will and perseverance of his students to stay. As he said, his friend would learn
the names of the newcomers no sooner than after 2 years.
When I was still training with some other kung fu back in Germany
where my kung fu brothers are, a lot of beginners that are starting,
most of them leave after 3 months because they cannot stand doing the
right stands, walking correctly, keeping the foot in a right directions.
There would be a probation period. One of my friends said it not very
nicely but fitting – I only start learning names after 2 years, if the
gonna last two years, I’m gonna teach them everything, but they have
to survive first 2 years, after that, I know they names and I’ll be calling
them by their names. That is very fitting. If you can manage 2 years,
you can manage it for life. (Colin: line 362)
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Emerging Theme: No Ambition, No Goal, No Ego
This emerging theme talks about losing one’s ambition, and ego as being an
obstacle in the process of learning. This topic is presented under the theme of
time, because there is a connection with “flow”. Participants stopped paying
attention to their desired outcomes of training and only enjoyed the practice and
the flow, got “absorbed”:
I don’t know what pushed me, I just wanted to try, and I got absorbed
as well. That’s the story how it started. (Barbara: line 23)
And hips particular, hips are such a crucial thing and she positions
you, you can’t do it and then she comes and gets you in the position. I
found it curious and bizarre and interesting and I got absorbed very
quickly. First, it was mostly curiosity and then it turned into something
else. I have been doing it for four years. I’ve just had my 4th
anniversary (Barbara: line 37)
Barbara noted, that even when she at first came with some goals and
motivations in her mind, things changed, and she felt absorbed by the practice.
From then, she only wanted to understand “deeper”, without a specific goal in her
mind. This is surprisingly contrary to specific sport planning, goals setting etc.
I don’t have any clearly defined goal, I would like to get in that slow
pace some circles deeper and reach the point of coordinating your
breathing with your movement. (Barbara: line 155)
Greg illustrated this even more, when he told a story of him learning and not
improving. He went to ask his teacher, what the problem is, and was told he “tries
too hard”.
After 3 years I did not feel I even improved. And sifu said, practice. I
could figure that out myself! After a month, he said: I know what your
problem is. You are trying too hard. So I told myself, I don’t have the
talent for it. I will never be a teacher. So I gave up on this, these
ambitions that I would do it correctly. And I just practice so I could
enjoy myself. After three months, I caught up my classmates, and after
another three, I was ahead. I was enjoying the practice. Two months
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before sifu died, he told me: You are still trying too much. (Greg: line
64)
It appears that this will for improvement is an obstacle in learning, as
perceived by both his teacher and himself. It is possible to connect these two
beliefs into one: there is an important factor of “letting go” or “flow”, when the
students “gives up” and thus becomes a formable material for the teacher. Greg
noted, as soon as the muscles don’t work anymore, it is the right time to start
learning.
There is a strong emphasize on the process, instead of the outcome. To
support this, Greg had another story to tell. He described the exercise of standing
in a stance (holding a stance), which some of the interviewees also mentioned
earlier.
I used to stand in sei ping ma for 45 minutes. According to the burning
stick. Not the clock. In the dark, you could not see how much to go.
With the clock, I would be staring at them. Here, you don’t know. So, 5
minutes you feel like you gonna die, right? I know. Then five minutes
like you are so strong you could move a mountain. And again and
again. And then suddenly, shhhh… all the muscles ease, and you feel
only the bones. And only then they would start to teach you, after the
muscles don’t work anymore. (Greg: line 80)
Importantly to note, Greg used the same principle to describe his mind in
not putting any obstacles in the process of standing, such as being aware of the
time, and also when he described the body: only after the muscles stopped
working, “they will teach you”.
In this text, Greg highlighted that he had not clock, he could not see the
horizon of his practice and thus the end of the pain in his legs. But the point was
to keep standing, being “absorbed” by the exercise and not to think about the final
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product, or the time when he could stop. It seemed to be very important for Greg
to emphasize not the painful practice he had to go through, but the fact he did not
know how long he had been standing so far and how much time was left.
Later, on the note of not focusing on the ambitions, not necessary only in
the practice, but more generally, he said:
It is the joy. Enjoying life, when you can enjoy it. Especially now, when
I have no more ambitions. I don’t have to prove anything. You don’t
have to compete with anyone. I am calm. (Greg: line 39)
Monica also experienced this, and in the beginning of the interview when
she talked about the beginning of her learning with a teacher in China, she said:
You are not a beginner, there are many things you know, but we are
going to start all over. We changed a lot. (Monica: line 74)
She does not address it directly, but similar to Greg, there is a notion of
obstacles: the student has to let to and let the teachers to do all the changes
necessary.
Finally, Greg, Barbara and Martin mentioned that sometimes it is needed to
just trust the teacher and not to put any obstacles in the way of teaching: such as
questioning. Not questioning the master may be perceived as truly Chinese way of
behavior from them. However, they admitted that as a student they may not see
behind the corner.
That is the hell, he tells you something and you will understand after
10 years. You have to think about it, it will click one day, later. (Greg:
line 73)
Now we saw the video of the first year and understand what he [sifu]
was saying. (Monica: line 75)
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Someday, you will understand the thing the teacher has been repeating
you every day, like for example 45 degrees would be famous word, you
have to hold your arm like this, but for me it’s been years and years
and years until you get it. (Martin: line 170)
Subordinate Theme: Bridging Communications and Cultures
In this theme, which is created by only one emerging theme, interviewees
described how they use their body to communicate with other people and whether
are kung fu values Chinese. One of the questions here asked was about if it is
possible to transfer the kung fu with its values to the other parts of the world.
Therefore, this subordinate theme brings together topics such as bridging
communication gaps, bridging cultural gaps and using body as a shared
communication tool. These are not topics directly connected with the research
question and their appearance suggest new directions in the future research, and
connection with already existing research (such as embodiment in martial arts),
which is nevertheless not a subject of this thesis.
Emerging Theme: Sensitivity Bridges Gaps
The interviewees often faced the problem of not being able to communicate with
their training partners or teachers, when visiting China or Hong Kong. For
example, Colin described how he started to communicate with his teacher using
the facial expression and his body language. Moreover, he suggested a certain
sensitivity, which they both developed to each other. This sensitivity they use to
bridge the language gap which they have.
I: How do you communicate now?
It’s a weird mixture of Cantonese, English, being hit with a stick… And
I’m not doing the hitting. (laugh) We communicate pretty fine. We
know each other for almost a decade now and we learned – because
we could not communicate with each other's language – to react very
far intense, for facial mimics and for the ways we look at each other.
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We have a lot of nonverbal communication and it’s got better over the
years. Now I need to just glance over and see if I’m doing something
right of if I need to correct it because I know already how he’s looking.
(Colin: line 181)
Colin felt so comfortable surrounded by the local people, absolutely getting
around the language problems, that he even “forgot” he is different:
And some time you go home and people start looking at you funny on
the streets, you’re like ok, you’re white. (Colin: line 208)
Barbara, being a very tall white woman living in Hong Kong, had tough
time interacting with her training group.
These are mostly male classmates and I see their faces, oh my god.
You need to be very patient in waiting until your classmates will come
to the fact that you are a non-Hong-Konger who’s practicing with
them. Sometimes it’s very bizarre. (Barbara: line 133)
She marked her experience as “bridging”, and similar to Colin, developed
sensitivity. In this case, she made herself easier to communicate with for the other
people. Barbara noted, she believed tai ji helped her in this sense.
I have to do as this [fear from communication in English and
practicing with foreigner] weren’t there. To bridge over all of this. I
get on well with them and I think tai ji helped me to do this. Not
because I adapt myself to them but because I am able to present myself
as that kind of foreigner that I am in a way that is accessible to them.
(Barbara: line 257)
Shared body.
In the discussion of how people communicated in their kung fu
environment, the usage of their body became very crucial. Barbara’s interview’s
analysis directly contained a big theme of a “shared body”, which connected
numerous of other topics of hers.
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She noted on several occasions how her teacher used his body to explain an
exercise and to help her understand it:
And this is something I really like, they share the body, the teaching,
you learn, and it is a different level of communication. (Barbara: line
284)
On Thursday we were doing twisting on a complicated level and it put
together of number of moves, I was trying to understand it, then he
comes, does that, stands very close to you and points at this place. He
takes your hand and puts it on the place where the fever needs to go.
He drops the shoulder and you just feel it. Generous and exactly
understanding the problem. The learning problem. He talks with his
body right in front of you. The more he teaches you with his body, the
more serious he takes your efforts. When he comes and puts your hand
under his arm, you notice that he takes notice of your effort. (Barbara:
line 329)
Importantly, Barbara noted that the more effort you put into the practice
and the more you become of the interest of the teacher, the more he would use his
own body to explain tai ji. The teacher would use his body as a privilege
communication tool, not sharing with all the students equally. There is therefore a
strong connection between Barbara’s theme of “shared body” and the topic of “the
closer you get”, which can be found in the subordinate theme of community and
identity, and describing how the position I the community affects the
opportunities to learn more; the close the student stands to the teacher, the better
situation for him or her.
To unbottle and empty kung fu.
Following, there are two sections describing whether it is possible to
transfer kung fu to non-Chinese cultures and whether the kung fu values are truly
Chinese, as something which may be difficult to understand by foreigners.
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I used the term “unbottling” for this section and when first coding the
interview, because I was aware of the work of Brownell (2008). I used the
metaphor of emptying bottle to address what interviewees noted about “Chinese”
values. There was a strong notion of rather “general sense”, “politeness” or simply
behaving in a right way, which is what one is taught by kung fu.
Well, the alter is to foremost bring the respect to the older, to the
lineage of who has taught it before you. Also on a higher level, it's to
bring the energy into the heart. They don't understand this, the
philosophy behind it. Most people think it's a religious thing. It's not a
religious thing. It's kung fu thing.
I: How about the culture? You're not Chinese, so than you have an
alter in Dublin?
Yeah. People will ask the question, is this religion? No, it's not a
religion. It's kung fu. (Karl: line 355)
The interviewees of course clearly saw the connection between kung fu and
China, but on some level they perceieved the values presented inside as something
more general, easily to transfer because they simply addressed “the right
behavior”. To imagine it, kung fu would consist of a rigid layer that is connected
with China as a place, but also of other more fluid layers, that are own to anyone,
universal. Then, the local layer is added by each practitinoner as well. Greg used
another metaphor of oranges and pinguins when he described how kung fu can be
transferred without adapation, which he dissaproves:
Some people I know practiced ba ji. There is the stamp on the ground.
Because the village in which they evolved ba ji is on a moss, standing
on planks. So, the stamps make them vibrate. But in New York, it is just
concrete, and they ruined their knees and hips because they did the
stamp all the time. Because they didn’t know, didn’t understand. You
cannot feed oranges to penguins. You have to adapt all the time, to the
place you are. (Greg: line 136)
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Karl indirectly mention the universal values, when he told me about how he
is treated well by both his students and seniors. He said, it does not happen
because he is a “big guy” or because he is a teacher, sifu.
These guys buy me food when I come over here, it's just good
manners. Just treating and welcoming our guest. We should all do
that, no matter what culture we're in. (Karl: line 491)
Another time in his interview, he said that Chinese and Irish culture is close
to each other, because they are both welcoming. Being welcoming stands above
the cultures, as an uniqe value of polittness.
I love Chinese boys and to follow them around Hong Kong. Actually,
we're quite similar to the Chinese culture.
I: Yeah? Why?
Because Irish people are quite welcoming. All the people will call to
anybody, good communicators, they never show off, so it's no problem
for me, we like to talk, we like to communicate, we're pretty social
people and of you want to give an example of difference, you don't
have to go too far. (Karl: line 633)
Barbara talked about “local” tradition, and on the note of adding the layer of
local environemnt to the practice, that taekwondo is now more popular among the
Hong Kong parents than kung fu. Also, she angrily noticed how young Hong
Kong people compare “Chinese local” and “Hong Kong local” in the role of the
origin of kung fu, as indeed something changeable and removable.
They [university students] present Hong Kong’s kung fu as something
beneficial but brought from the mainland China and it is meant to say
that the mainland traditions are better than the local ones. I was so
surprised, this deeply rooted suspicion, why not try to think about it
differently? When did you start to define tradition as local? Every
tradition is made up of things that came from their places. […]
Parents don’t send them [children] to local martial arts, they send
them to tennis, karate, taekwondo. Not traditional Chinese styles. Why
is that? They might perceive it as dissonance with local sports. Maybe
they see the social component in it. Like a peasant defense system.
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(Barbara: 480)
In the end of the excerption, she noted that kung fu may be perceived as
“peasant defense system”, and may be connected with lower social classes in the
mind of the Hong Kong people. Which is not the case for tennis or taekwondo.
This is probably not common to see abroad, as the local layer of the kung fu may
change its reputation rapidly: for some, a lower class’s defense system, for some
maybe a self-development system for those who can afford the time and money.
Transferring kung fu to the West.
When discussing the possibility of transferring kung fu community abroad,
such as the home country of the interviewees, they highlighted the role of a
teacher, themselves respectively.
I: What about the community? Is it same or similar here in Hong
Kong and then back in your school?
Yeah. Because I teach it. (Karl: line 470)
I: Can you transfer the community here?
I try. Some 10 years. And it works. (Greg: line 113)
Greg noted that it does not only depend on him as a teacher, but also on the
students. He emphasized that he would rather show door to students with who he
does not feel comfortable.
Depends on the teacher. It is always some certain types, you see, my
students are older, looking for some spirituality maybe. (Greg: line
121)
On the note of a “click” between people, Colin said that “feeling for kung fu
doing right thing for us” is the factor that help them to get along so well in their
community in Europe.
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All of my brothers in Germany say the same thing, this is probably why
we all get along so well. Because we all have the same feeling of kung
fu doing the right thing for us. (Colin: line 510)
There are some doubts about having a kung fu community in Europe, which
however reminds clearly what Greg early said about the need of adaption. Here,
Colin said in a similar manner that it is not possible to have China in Europe, but
that is not necessary:
It works though but it’s generally different than here. Europe is
Europe, China is China, you will never have the same kind of
community. That’s not necessary, but some community would be good
for German people. […] Here, money is not that big of an issue, while
in Germany, you pay a monthly fee, which is important for the
teaching party. (Colin: line 326)
On the other hand, bringing a European to Hong Kong, Colin addapted to
the environemnt for that time being “when I am here”, and took over certain
behavior, such as keeping and giving face. He nevertheless does not see it as
something truly Chinese, but as an example of polite manners. This again reminds
the prior section about values in kung fu being rather universal.
Keeping up the face, that’s one of the biggest things I’d say.
I: You do it as well?
When I’m here, yes, of course. […] It’s politeness here.
(Colin: line 481)
Subordinate Theme: Seriousness (Going Through)
This subordinate theme is about pain, endurance, and payment. Being
serious is used almost as a firm definition of higher skills in kung fu. Interviewees
talked about what they had to go through and mainly that they believed it is the
important part of the kung fu training, which cannot be skipped; kung fu cannot
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be bought for money, there is a different type of payment that must be made. This
subordinate theme of “seriousness” consists of two emerging themes:
 Endure torture (carving gemstone)
 Seriousness connects people and separates them (who is left is
close)
Emerging Theme: Endure Torture (Carving Gemstone)
Seriousness.
The keyword “serious” appeared frequently during the interviewees and it is
this “being serious” that pulls the topics of the theme together. Emotional, mental
and physical discomfort go together with the seriousness of the practitioners, who
put themselves through the tough situations. Enduring such is a topic of the next
section; here I bring attention to the very concept of “being serious”, as a
prerequisite for going through those situations. Interviewees mentioned that
“being serious” is the quality needed for deeper learning and “surviving” the
challenges ahead.
For example, Frank here demonstrates this by saying “if I really want to
learn”, to separate himself from the other people, who will not go through the
same effort and sacrifice.
While I was training in Hong Kong I realized, wow, that’s a much
bigger difference. And if I really want to learn it, I have to stay here
for couple of years. (Frank: line 254)
Frank moved to Hong Kong, quit his job and left his family behind so he
could learn his chosen style of kung fu at the source directly. When talking about
the opportunities to learn more effectively, such as taking private classes, he
would use the condition of being serious; without being enough interested and
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demonstrating this successfully, it is groundless to get such special treatment, and
not attractive for the trainers.
If he’s [sifu] teaching, sometimes he asks few people to come in
[special classes] but certainly not everybody. If you don’t practice
enough, it wouldn‘t make sense to give you special lessons, because
you don’t practice enough. On the first place you have to practice
enough and proof also your character. (Frank: line 291)
Barbara used the word “serious” to describe the reciprocal attention from
the teacher, after he realized that a student is putting enough hard work into the
practice.
The more he [sifu] teaches you with his body, the more seriously he
takes your efforts. (Barbara: line 335)
Being serious about own kung fu does not necessary only apply to the
physical training. Greg noted that also knowledge of the kung fu culture
represents this key quality of the practitioner:
One sifu, he visited a Chinese teacher in China, but he did not
understand the whole culture. So, he put his teacher’s picture on an
altar. He didn’t know you put only dead people there. The teacher
visited him and said: He put me on the altar! That is why I had all the
headaches! (Greg: line 174)
In his story, a foreign practitioner and coach put up on the altar his master’s
photo. Doing this from a good will however reflects the knowledge not being too
deep. Being serious therefore not represents kind of level of emerging self into the
training and its culture.
Endure hell, gemstone carving.
Enduring difficult training’ situations and methods is crucial finding of the
whole subordinate theme. The ability to go through such challenges is key for the
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interviews to become better in kung fu, but also to even being able to continue in
the long-term horizon. During the interview with Monica, I started to nickname
this process “a gemstone carving”.
Our sifu, when he pushes you hard, he pushes you out of your comfort
zone, shows you this is what you don’t like to do. […] He knows what
he wants to get from you, but he also needs to know how. How am I
gonna get it from this person? (Monica: line 32)
What these people need to survive the probation period? Some kind of
skill?
Endurance, that is the only one.
I: Physical endurance? Mental?
I don’t know if it’s a mental endurance, like standing torture which
may be right.
[…]I: This kind of mental endurance, do you think it's something you
have to have from the beginning or something you make through the
process of training?
Half, half. You need a certain set of basic mental endurance. (Colin:
line 379)
Trying to understand what kind of difficulties the interviewees had to go
through, it became obvious they are not necessary talking about physical pain.
Mental perseverance plays the prime role in this. Karl gave an example of such
situation, where he had to be positive and mentally strong:
The way he teaches me has been much different from what I was ever
taught. Because it was almost everything again. Reforming everything.
Something like somebody can teach the block and then the strike. He
said, ok, don't worry about the strike, just the block. Non-stop, hours of
this one. Little movements that we would practice ages to make them
perfect before we put them back together. (Kurt: line 277)
Monica had a similar experience, where she had to learn everything again
from the scratch. This is emotionally very difficult situation to handle, since both
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already put numerous of years in the training and did not perceive themselves as
beginners.
You can come here and learn, but you have to change a lot of things.
Here we care about one thing and they care about the other thing. You
have to change it. […] Sometimes you have to change everything.
(Monica: line 52)
Greg described a method of training, where the student is instructed to hold
a stance for a long period of time. This requires strong will and is rather the tool
for will training, than muscles training. However, Greg found it much difficult
nowadays to see people who are able to go through such training.
I used to stand in sei ping ma (the name of the stance) for 45 minutes.
According to the burning stick. Not the clock. In the dark, you could
not see how much to go. With the clock, I would be staring at them.
Here, you don’t know. So, 5 minutes you feel like you gonna die, right?
I know. Then five minutes like you are so strong you could move a
mountain. And again and again. And then suddenly, shhhh… all the
muscles ease, and you feel only the bones. And only then they would
start to teach you, after the muscles don’t work anymore. Nobody does
it today. The will is not there. (Greg: line 80)
Colin as well spoke about physical pain, mainly coming from the stance
training:
It hurts in your legs, it hurts in your feet, it hurts everywhere. And
you’re still not flying around, still not happening. (Colin: line 381)
It is not only important to be able to be persistent, but also to be active. In
another words, gritting your teeth is not enough, one needs to actively seek the
challenge, put self through it, not only wait, until it is over. Again, this is in
congruence with the said above about “seriousness”: when the practitioner is
serious enough, he or she understands the importance of the tough learning and
would seek it.
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If you didn’t [practice at home], he’s just going to ignore you.
(Barbara: line 322)
Finally, some of the interviewees described how difficult it was for them to
learn from their masters. Greg talked about his teacher never praising him:
We used to practice 3-4 hours per day, and sifu was never satisfied.
When there was a visitor, sifu said, this is my best students. I was
turning around, who is he talking about. He never praised me. Before
he died, once I was practicing and I hear ‘hmm’ from his office. That
was the biggest praise I ever heard. (Greg: line 59)
Barbara’s teacher would typically not give much attention to the students,
but instead give them lead here and there and see, how they digest it.
He doesn’t spend too much time on his students. He looks at you and
throws bits of information at you, it helps you to get from where you
are to where you should be next. (Barbara: line 95)
Greg would understand Barbara’s situation very well, as his story is even
more extreme:
It was hell [learning from sifu]. Lot of people would like to learn from
a Chinese, but I would not wish it for them. ‘Sifu, do I do it correctly?’
‘Not like that.’ ‘So, how should I do it?’ ‘I told you, not like that.’.
(Greg: line 55)
It is obvious that this is not standard nor preferred teaching style by a typical
sport coach. Having to deal with such treatment is stressful and frustrating. This
and above mentioned is what Martin called “a learning moment”, and Greg
simply “hell”.
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Student’s trial.
Greg mentioned a typical image of what we know from media, stories and
movies: a newcomer is put through suffer, so the teacher can see whether the
student is serious enough or not. Greg said:
When I started, Chinese did not want to give kung fu away. The first 10
years they just showed me “exercise”, not kung fu. After they found out
I am serious, they started to teach me. (Greg: line 75)
After the section, which describes the importance of “going through the
hell”, it is no wonder to see such citation. However, here I bring together several
citations to illustrate that interviewees, who are in the role of teachers themselves,
use the same strategy. They would put their student through something, which for
example Karl directly called a “trial” to see, what they are made of:
I don't have many students and I take people after a while, usually I
give them a one month trial and after a month I will tell them you're
not suited, it's not working out, so you‘d better off to going somewhere
else. (Karl: line 76)
Attitude, that's what I'm looking for. The work ethic. Someone not
willing to work very hard? I won't teach him. (Karl: line 81)
Colin about his friend’s approach: If they gonna last two years, I’m
gonna teach them everything, but they have to survive first 2 years.
(Colin: line 367)
During this period, not only the students are examined on how much they
can take, but with the extensive and long commitment to the kung fu system, if
they are interested enough and it is worth it for the teacher (the interviewee) to
teach them. Otherwise, they are “waste of time”:
In the past, when my student looked out of the window, I told him, is
that more interesting then what you are learning here? You can go
now. Now, I am softer on them. (Greg: line 99)
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I'm strict in that way because I'm a long time teacher and in the other
way, it is all wasting time, you may be teaching someone who's very
idle and it's a waste of your time. Waste of your time and waste of their
time, because they don't have the commitment that I had. […] I don't
want people who're just here two hours once a week and than you
don't see them again for maybe a month, because learning Is too
difficult, the concepts, the technicalities of it, it very hard. (Karl: line
83)
Payment but not in money.
Money was often repeated keyword during the interviews. In general, there
were three reasons to mention money: one is that kung fu cannot be bought, there
is no easy way to gain the knowledge, such as buying a membership in a gym.
Second reason was mentioning that everyone has to pay, but this payment is not
meant in terms of money, but rather some kind of sacrifice. And finally, when
talking about money as an outer power.
Some of the interviewees mentioned they do not pay any fee for their
training (Karl, Colin) or that even though, they pay some fee, it is actually not as
important. Monica said:
He called his nephew who spoke English and he said, my uncle, says if
you are here, stay and train. (Monica: line 65)
By this she demonstrates that money do not play crucial role in the learningteaching exchange. Frank also stands money outside of the interest of kung fu:
It’s not a one-way thing, it’s not like you get a lesson, you pay, but you
also do things within the family, so you help someone, he helps
someone. (Frank: line 278)
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Indeed, Karl was furiously emphasizing that it is not correct to become a
master (sifu) by paying some fee, because that takes away the responsibility and
quality.
I know from guys in America, where everybody is a little bit crazy, the
masters are making masters over the internet. That's what the sifu says
– give me 1000 dollars and off you go. It's insane, crazy. And
somebody who hasn't dome training is real sifu. (Karl: line 617)
Karl explained that it is key to go through the whole learning process, with
its challenges and difficulties, and this cannot by skip by paying for some kind of
a certification. He said “somebody who hasn’t done the training”, which is a sort
of payment which is the right to become sifu, in his opinion.
It was common to hear that is needed to truly pay for the training, but in this
case not in money.
You can't get this skill by giving money. And some people want this,
not even in Dublin you can find these. Some people just wanna do
martial arts and pay 10 euro or whatever and go home, they don't
want to make friends in the skill. For met his is counterproductive, you
have a lot of money, but don't have the community. It looses the
concept, looses the communication. The real final detail. (Karl: line
568)
For example, Karl used the ability to endure pain as a kind of payment.
Stand over there for four years and then after two years they come up
and down and show you the style now. You have to have a lot of
patience, you need it adapted, but still it's very hard to get the students.
I still keep them practicing that while we're practicing the basics, so
they still get to build the basics. (Karl: 392)
Martin spoke about going through learning moments, difficult training
situations, as payment in oppose to simple money transaction.
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With this ukulele teacher on a music conservatorium, it could be very
formal and I could say – oh, no I wanna something else, I don’t wanna
learn this song, I don’t like this lessen, you should learn me otherwise,
that would be very much possible and he wouldn’t even mind. I do the
payments, he can expect this from me. I say I don’t wanna learn notes,
I wanna learn singing or so. (Martin: line 316)
Colin noted that he had accepted a foreign culture as his to pay back to the
kung fu community.
There are certain people who need to be greeted in a certain sequence
or set of people that you need to drink tea with, even without talk but
that is not the point, the point is the tea.
I: Do you think it has something to do with Chinese culture?
Yeah.
I: But you are European, how do you accept it?
The kung fu is part of Chinese culture and to fully grasp every part of
it you need to accept that. The second part is these people are very
good to me. Nobody needs to do what they do. They could just say no.
The least I can do is taking part as best as I can, basic politeness.
(Colin: line 305)
Also, Colin mentioned he never pays for his training, but what is more, part
of his disciple’s oath was a promise he would never ask for money neither for his
teaching. This is certainly very unlike typical sport setting, even when thinking
about martial arts commercial studios.
I will be learning Bak mei as he showed it to me, I will be a good son, I
will teach Bak mei as he told me. There is an additional agreement
which is not usually there. Sifu never has money from me, I never paid
him. He told me he never wants money from me, but that he wants me
to teach somebody also without accepting the money. (Colin: line 353)
Another opinion about money payment was awareness of creating a bond of
outer power, where the practitioner is not really a student, but rather a client and
can control the learning process and its comfort. Colin talked a lot about
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commercial competitions in combat sports, such as MMA, where he believed
money is the main motivation for the training as well.
He [sifu] is very right that martial is an art and once you sell an art,
it’s something different. You can only do art if you have time and you
are not bound by other outside forces. Money is not that force. (Colin:
line 357)
Finally, Monica noted that she perceived differences in the situation in
Europe and in Asia, where in Europe the role of martial arts is more
commercialized, so it is more common to pay serious amount of money for the
training. She said, it is also expected to be this way.
We came alone [to China], and in Spain the master, you have to pay
like 100 euros in one morning, and [in China] we stayed for 5 days
and promised to come back. We came back and stayed with him for 2
weeks. (Monica: line 65)
Consent for torture, consent for carving gemstone.
In the process of learning, “carving the gemstone”, there is, according to
Monica, a very crucial moment when the practitioner gives consent to be “put
through the hell”. Lars argues, that in the case of learning in Asia, as long as the
foreigner comes only for a short period of time (week or two), the senior
practitioner would keep their face and praise them only. Because this foreigner is
the one who spreads the kung fu and the name of the master abroad, it is in the
interested of the master to make it look like the quality of the practitioner is
superior.
He’s not gonna correct you. It’s good for him, now he uses my name
and he’s gonna hand it to his followers. I can’t say, hey, this is bull
shit, you need to change from zero. (Lars in Monica’s interview: line
7)
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The moment of change arrives when the practitioner stays longer, this
would change his status from a “visitor” and “guest”, and officially give a consent
to the master to work on the student. There is no need to keep face now, just the
opposite, this seriousness demonstrated by staying abroad for a longer period of
time gives a signal to the seniors that this practitioner is worth of their attention.
Typical process of transformation is learning everything again from scratch.
That is “eating bitter”, to which the interviewees referred above, and is not easy to
take. My interpretation is, to let the seniors know, that one is ready and interested
in such teaching and challenge, practitioner would (perhaps even subconsciously)
give them “the consent for craving gemstone”.
According to Monica, there are two (overlapping) factors that lead to being
put through the “real learning moments”, as Martin called the mentally,
emotionally and physically painful situations. Those are staying long enough with
the master (not necessary abroad in China, but important is to learn from the
person directly) and demonstrating the seriousness. Such demonstration can have
various forms, such as spending long time on transportation to go to the training,
working very hard or indeed the long stay with the master; that is why these two
factors are overlapping.
This is what we are going to do [being pushed out of comfort zone] if
you want to because he is never going to force you. Like the standing
[in the stance]. (Monica: line 33)
He asked how long we stay and he said I’m going to teach you [name
of a basic form]. (Monica: line 73)
The period of stay would dramatically change the status of the practitioner,
and the way he or she would be treated. Naturally, this divide people into two
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groups, insiders and outsider in the terms of who is able to see this process. The
next emerging themes connects the topic of seriousness with groups structuring.
Emerging Theme: Seriousness Connects People and Separates Them (Who is
Left is Close)
Who is left is close.
There is a certain assembling phenomenon in the going through the tough
training: those who successfully face the difficulties have a strong experience in
common, which connects them in a friendship like relationships.
People who want to learn kung fu in the school I go to, the come from
far away, form Germany, by car to Holland, they come long time just
to school and when they find out how long time it takes to learn it, they
don’t want to do it. We got not so many students. Groups are small,
they all get to know each other well and you are a firm group of
participants, students. People who are there are close to each other
while training. (Martin: line 247)
Martin noted that some people spend long hours in car to come to the
school, and those who stay even after they realized how much time and effort they
would need to put into the training, will create small but firm group of students,
who are very close to each other.
In the next excerption Martin described how he felt detached from the other
people who he interacted with, because they showed a lower level of seriousness
than he did: they felt discomfort about their teacher scolding them. In this citation,
Martin shows the perceived level of one’s own seriousness and its comparison to
other people may structure them into same or different group. In this case, it is the
group of those willing to “pay”, for example overcoming harsh scolding of the
trainer, are those who are not.
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Then it’s very good to have the structure and the people who will not
follow it, they fell out, the leave the school. […] I can’t imagine it, our
school to be more loose, but I have friends who train aikido? And
suddenly they complain about the way of teaching and it would
already be westernized and suddenly they say – I don’t know if I want
to do training next time because the teacher said something not nice to
me. I say like Ok. I never tell them, I say my teacher is also very strict.
In China, the teacher has a stick and the get beat up if they do
something wrong and with the small bamboo stick it really hurts. And
then I see us very soft and then the very nice aikido and you hear
people have a problem if something not nice is said to them and you’re
like Ok. It’s not only kung fu. If you have a conservatory piano lessons,
the teacher is very strict. Or ballet. (Martin: line 369)
Furthermore, Greg mentioned the phenomenon of such practitioners, who
are willing “pay”, which in his story is presented by “surviving the torture”
coming from the difficult training. He said:
Here in Czech, certificates are important, papers, documents. This is
my only certificate (points to to photo of his sifu). In USA, you have
skills, ok. You don’t, you go. (George: line 159)
Greg recognized the picture he took with his sifu as something even better
than a certificate stating his skill level, because the picture must be a clear proof
that he survived the training and is close enough to the master, that he took the
picture with him, as he said. Greg’s seriousness here brings him to the top percent
of people (as he believed), who have in common such success.
Being serious connects people and separates them.
Being serious is an important quality of the practitioners that is looked for
by the teachers in both Asia and Europe. It however appeared in one additional
context. In the subordinate theme of identity and community, there is a section
about the closer relationship with senior members, the better options for learning.
Here, it is the seriousness that brings people closer together:
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Sifu, he understands that I am interested in tai chi. There is no talking
at all. With sihing [older kung fu brother], he is an enthusiast, he
notices and respects enthusiasm in other people. (Barbara: line 311)
Barbara described how being serious is a quality of hers being recognized
by her teacher, as he of course is very serious about the kung fu too, which
connects them two. She said, this is what moves her position towards him, the
center of the group:
He [sifu] seems so very serious and so diligent and he takes it all so
serious. It is this taking things serious that brings you closer to him
and him to you. (Barbara: line 325)
It is natural, that being serious about kung fu, which brings difficult training
and a “hobby” not being understand by the society as mainstream, would bridge
people with certain connection. Monica also had same experience, when her
decision to stay in China to train, which demonstrated her seriousness, pushed her
closer to her teacher. She was then able to realize, that there are insiders and
outsiders; insiders through their demonstrated seriousness, give consent to their
seniors to “put them through hell”. They would see that those, who possess the
status of visitors or guests are treated differently:
I made it here [moved to Hong Kong], to work here, to practice, it’s ok
but if you were going to stay off time he’d say, ok, now you stay.
(Monica: line 30)
But you have to stay, if you have no time to stay, they are going to say,
ok, nope. (Monica: line 27)
There is then a split, a divide between perceived insiders and outsiders, in
the speech of the interviewees connected with those, who spent a longer period of
time training in Asia. In such case, we talk not only about how seriousness bring
people together, but also how it put them apart. Barbara mentioned another
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example of diving people by being serious in the training. She said that
participants can see this seriousness as well as the teacher, and if they are not so
serious, they would fall back and the relationship with them would change:
And then there are people who think about it. It is visible that you are
interested, and you are trying to improve it. All of a sudden, people
don’t talk to you. In more advanced classes, there is more chance to
practice. (Barbara: line 206)
Member Checking
For adding additional step in quality accessing of the research, interviewees
were asked to review the themes coming from their interviews. In summary, the
participants approved their themes’ lists, with exceptions of three interviewees
who did not participated in this voluntary member checking.
Nevertheless, this procedure is a double-ended sword. Member checking is
used in qualitative research to seek for credibility and validity, which is gained by
the members approval of what they reviewed (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). But on the
other hand, remembering the ontological and epistemological background of the
study, the understanding is created by both the interviewee and the interviewer,
since a discussion is a tool for understanding (Langdridge, 2007), and it is not
something rigid and objective, which may be the aim of positivistic study. And
finally, the levels of interpretation may add to the difficulty of the member to
understand the finding, according to Morse (1994); Angen (2000).
Eventually, 5 interviewees approved their theme’s lists. Monica added some
notes in the reaction of her list, which can be found in the findings section about
“time”.
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Table 8
Voluntary Member Checking
Interviewee
Willing to Participate

Response

Colin

No

Karl

Yes

Frank

No

Martin

Yes

Approved

Lars

Yes

Approved

Monica

Yes

Approved

Barbara

Yes

Approved

Greg

Yes

Approved

Approved

Procedures and Results: Study 2
The data was analyzed using Statistical Package for the Social Sciences
(SPSS) and Analysis of Moment Structures (AMOS). For the first stage of
Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA) and Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA), the
sample size was randomly split into two groups, not based on the type of wushu.
Split 1 was used to test the EFA and split 2 was used to test the CFA. After this
procedure, the sample was divided into two subgroups as planned, traditional and
modern wushu practitioners. The Multiple Indicators Multiple Causes model
(MIMIC) model of the Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) was evaluated for its
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model fit values and then path analysis was performed to find significant paths
between variables.
Initial Screening And Missing Data
Missing date test revealed there is less than 5% missing data, which is
considered acceptable. The missing data were screened for unengaged response,
but they appeared on random basis. In the case of Likert scale values the missing
data were replaced with median, in case of continuous variable (age, precisely)
they were replaced with mean. Since the number of the missing data was so small,
this procedure was accepted and does not have significant influence for the later
analysis (Schafer, 1999; Bennett 2001).
Next, I searched for the outliners and two of them were found alarming: first
in the case of year of practice one respondent said he was practicing for one year
less than was his age. Instead of the value he wrote for the number of years
practicing, the mean was used. Second case was in the question of days spent
training in China. Here, the values varied of course greatly, but the highest one,
17155 days was refused since the second highest was only 5475. This case was an
individual living in China for so long that the training experience in China
exceeded the training experience in her home country. After these adjustments,
there were no missing data in the dataset. The data set is not extensive and for that
reason the normality of the data is considered based on the skewness and kurtosis
which scoring from -2 to 2 and that is considered normal (George & Mallery,
2010; Trochim & Donnely, 2006; Gravetter & Wallnau 2014).
The following first table contains scales’ items and their descriptive
statistics. The next table contains the independent variables.
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Table 9
Descriptive Statistics of Variables (N = 277)
Item

M

SD

Skewness
Statistic

Kurtosis
Std.

Statistic Std.

error

error

Durationa

9.2174 8.84012

Competitionsb

2.3682 6.52488

Levelc

1.8664 0.74711

S2

2.4801 0.91968 -0.250

0.146

-0.738

0.292

S3

2.5451 0.83219 -0.108

0.146

-0.558

0.292

S4

2.8014 0.91819 -0.049

0.146

-0.812

0.292

S5

3.0036 0.90506 -0.336

0.146

-0.666

0.292

S7

3.4801 0.68931 -1.165

0.146

0.833

0.292

S8

3.4440 0.69778 -1.056

0.146

0.556

0.292

S9R

3.4513 0.79989 -1.380

0.146

1.156

0.292

S10R

3.1444 0.83019 -0.735

0.146

-0.050

0.292

S11R

2.3863 0.98479 0.126

0.146

-1.000

0.292

S13R

2.8953 0.84262 -0.312

0.146

-0.589

0.292
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a

S14R

2.9025 0.93709 -0.549

0.146

-0.541

0.292

C1

3.4801 1.05834 -0.299

0.146

-0.598

0.292

C2

3.6354 1.10692 -0.516

0.146

-0.485

0.292

C3

3.4224 1.14142 -0.308

0.146

-0.678

0.292

C4

3.4188 1.03108 -0.290

0.146

-0.391

0.292

C5

3.4188 1.03108 -0.310

0.146

-0.397

0.292

C6

3.5848 0.97292 -0.609

0.146

0.105

0.292

C7

4.2130 0.85218 -1.166

0.146

1.702

0.292

C8

4.1733 0.88400 -1.075

0.146

1.054

0.292

C9

3.8123 0.98584 -0.850

0.146

0,564

0.292

C10

3.8664 0.99283 -0.646

0.146

-0.109

0.292

C11

3.9783 0.87201 -0.651

0.146

0.164

0.292

C12

4.2130 0.88554 -1.156

0.146

1.356

0.292

C13

2.9495 1.08896 0.016

0.146

-0.631

0.292

C14

2.874

1.0118

-0.019

0.146

-0.386

0.292

C15

2.729

1.0880

0.249

0.146

-0.535

0.292

Number of years spent in training, with minimum 2 x 60 minutes sessions per week.

b

Number of joined competitions on the international level. cPerceived level of skill, when

1 = beginner, 2 = advanced and 3 = instructor.
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Exploratory Factor Analysis
The EFA was conducted with a random split 1 (n = 139) of the sample size.
Two models were tested, the Psychological Collectivism model and the Mental
Toughness model. For the Confirmatory Factor Analysis split 2 was used. In both
splits, both modern and traditional wushu practitioners were presented.
Psychological Collectivism
In the original work of Jackson et al. (2006) there are 15 items in the
questionnaire, loading on 4 factors. Details are presented in the Table 10.
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Table 10
Items of the Psychological Collectivism Questionnaire
Item
C1

Factor
I preferred to work in those groups rather than working

Preference

alone.
C2

Working in those groups was better than working alone.

Preference

C3

I wanted to work with those groups as opposed to working

Preference

alone.
C4

I felt comfortable counting on group members to do their

Reliance

part.
C5

I was not bothered by the need to rely on group members.

Reliance

C6

I felt comfortable trusting group members to handle their

Reliance

tasks.
C7

The health of those groups was important to me.

Concern

C8

I cared about the well-being of those groups.

Concern

C9

I was concerned about the needs of those groups

Concern

C10

I followed the norms of those groups.

Norm
acceptance

Item

Factor
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C11

I followed the procedures used by those groups.

Norm
acceptance

C12

I accepted the rules of those groups

Norm
acceptance

C13

C14

C15

I cared more about the goals of those groups than my own

Goal

goals.

priority

I emphasized the goals of those groups more than my

Goal

individual goals.

priority

Group goals were more important to me than my personal

Goal priority

goals.

The EFA, using the extraction method of Maximum Likelihood and Promax
rotation, was conducted in the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS)
software. The sample size was adequate according to the KMMO Kaiser-MeyerOlkin Measure of Sampling Adequancy, scoring .817.
Indeed, 5 components were calculated, explaining 79.12%, and all of them
having value greater than 1.
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Table 11
Factor Loading of the Psychological Collectivism Model
Items

Factors
Preference

C1

.878

C2

.947

C3

.842

Reliance

C4

.423

C5

.684

C6

.812

Concern

C7

.841

C8

.888

C9

.747

Norm
Goal
Acceptance Priority

C10

.752

C11

.997

C12

.747

C13

.895

C14

.853

C15

.836

In the above table the items loaded as supposed according to the original
model, without any cross-loading. The cut-off point was set on .4, according to
Ladhari (2010).
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The factors were named by the original authors: Preference (C1, C2, C3),
Reliance (C4, C5, C6), Concern (C7, C8, C9), Norm acceptance (C10, C11, C12)
and Goal priority (C13, 14, 15).
To test the reliability, Cronbach alpha was used. For the factor Preference
α=.906 and Goal priority α = .902 the results suggested excellent reliability.
Factor Concern α = .859 and Norm acceptance α = .863 yielded good values. And
finally, factor Reliance α = .709 scored acceptable values of reliability.
The EFA confirmed the original distribution of the items in the 5 factors
model, and none of the items was deleted. The next step was Confirmatory Factor
Analysis.

Mental Toughness
The original model (Sheard et al, 2009) consisted of 3 factors and 14 items.
Items S9 – S14 were negatively scored and therefore their coding was reversed
after the data input (now called S9R, S10R, S11R, S12R, S13R and S14R).
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Table 12
Items of the Sport Mental Toughness Questionnaire
Item

Factor

S1

I interpret potential threats as positive opportunities

Confidence

S2

I have an unshakeable confidence in my ability

Confidence

S3

I have qualities that set me apart from other competitors

Confidence

S4

I have what it takes to perform well while under pressure

Confidence

S5

Under pressure, I am able to make decisions with

Confidence

confidence and commitment
S6

I can regain my composure if I have momentarily lost it

Confidence

S7

I am committed to completing the tasks I have to do

Constancy

S8

I take responsibility for setting myself challenging targets

Constancy

S9R

I give up in difficult situations

Constancy

S10R I get distracted easily and lose my concentration

Constancy

S11R I worry about performing poorly

Control

S12R I am overcome by self-doubt

Control

S13R I get anxious by events I did not expect or cannot control

Control

S14R I get angry and frustrated when things do not go my way

Control
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Split 1 (n = 139) was an adequate sample size for the EFA, scoring .811 in
the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure test. The next step was EFA, using Maximum
likelihood and Promax rotation solution.
However, here came the complications. The number of factors was not set,
to see whether the items truly load on the 3-factors model, but the suggested result
was 4-factorial. However, items S12R, S9R and S6 loaded less than .4 and
therefore were deleted. Item S1 did not loaded on any factor and was omitted.
After this procedure, the result was a 3-factorial solution.
The total variance explained was 63.74%. The items clearly loaded on the 3
factors solution, after deleting 4 items. However, two items now load on different
factor than in the original work. The result is factor 1, originally called
Confidence, with items S2, S3 and S4 and now as well S10R. Item S10R “I do not
get distracted easily and lose my concentration (reversed)” seemed to be
perceived by the respondents as connected with confidence, as the confidence in
the ability to focus. The second factor, Control (S11R, S13R, S14R) remained
unchanged. And lastly, items S7 and S8 loaded on the factor Constancy, as
assumed, but together with item S5. “Under pressure, I am able to make decisions
with confidence and commitment” seemed to have in its wording connection to
the constancy, which can be understand as the ability to make decisions when
feeling well and as well if under pressure, in terms of constancy rather than
confidence. I suggested that “Confidence” and “Constancy” may be constructs
close to each other and it is important to be very careful with the wording of the
precise items.
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Table 13
Factor Loading of the Sport Mental Toughness Model
Items

Factors
Confidence

S2

.849

S3

.674

S4

.611

S10R

.453

Constancy

S5

.426

S7

.868

S8

.635

Control

S11R

.607

S13R

.850

S14R

.674

The Cronbach alpha yielded acceptable values for factors Confidence
(α=.758) and Control (α=.723), and a questionable result for the factor Constancy
(α=.687).
Confirmatory Factor Analysis
Psychological Collectivism
The Confirmatory Factor Analysis was conducted with the split 2 of the
sample size (n = 138). First, CFA was run in the Analysis of Moment Structures
(AMOS) software for the solution of Psychological Collectivism model (15
items).
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This second-order structure with five facets, the latent variables, resulted in
x2 = 70.520, x2/df=1.022. This parsimonious index of fit is higher than 1.0,
however according to Kline (1998) x2/df with values less than 3.0 is an indicator
of reasonable good fit.
Incremental fit: incremental fit index (IFI) = .999, comparative fit index
(CFI) = .999, TLI = .998, RFI = .907 and NFI = .939 suggests a satisfactory fit
(Awang, 2012).
And finally, absolute fit is good: Root-mean-square error of approximation
(RMSEA) = .013. RMSEA scoring less than .05 is considered as good fit (Browne
& Cudeck, 1993).
Mental Toughness
Ten items loading on 3 facets model reached these values for the model fit
evaluation:
Parsimonious index of model fit: x2 = 39.219, df = 30 and x2/df = 1.307
suggested reasonable good fit.
Incremental fit is satisfactory: IFI = .965, comparative fit index (CFI)
= .963, TLI = .944, RFI = .800 and NFI = .866.
Absolute model fit was considered acceptable: Root-mean-square error of
approximation (RMSEA) = .047.
The EFA and CFA were tested for the two models, Mental Toughness and
Psychological Collectivism. In the next step, the whole sample was split again
into two subgroups according to the wushu type: modern and traditional wushu
practitioners, to test the hypothesized Multiple Indicators Multiple Causes model.
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Model Fit for the MIMIC Model
The path analysis as well as multigroup comparation was run using the
MIMIC model in AMOS software, using Maximum likelihood. In this specific
model, latent constructs are predicted by observed variables (Schumacker and
Lomax, 2010). For more about the MIMIC model and reasoning of each of the
proposed path, please see the above section “Proposed model”.
This model used the originally grouping of the sample size: traditional
wushu practitioners (n = 166) and modern wushu practitioners (n = 111).
Following table shows the precise model, with observed variables used to predict
latent variables, the construct of psychological collectivism and mental toughness,
and its relationship. The observed variables were self-reported level of wushu
skills (beginner, intermediate, instructor/teacher), since there is no standardized
and objective measurement for wushu, unlike for example belt ranking in karate.
Next, another observed variable is number of years being in the training (when at
least 2 x 60 min per week). Last variable is the number of joined competitions on
the international level.
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Figure 12: Multiple Indicators Multiple Causes Model.

The resulting model fit consisted of the following three categories:
parsimonious, incremental and absolute model fit index. First, x2 = 1001.828, df =
672 and x2/df = 1.491. With the value of x2/df less than 3.0 (Kline, 1998) or less
than 2.0 (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2007) this is a reasonable good fit.
The incremental fit index (IFI) = .902, CFI = .900, TLI = .887, RFI = .722,
NFI = .753 reached a satisfactory fit value (Awang, 2012; Hair et al., 2010).
Absolute model fit index is good, yielding RMSEA = .042 (Browne & Cudeck,
1993; Hu & Bentler, 1999) and GFI = .806 (Forza & Filippini, 1998).
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Table 14
Model Fit Indices of the Multiple Indicators Multiple Causes Model
χ2

df

χ2 /df

CFI

GFI

RMSEA

1001.828

672

1.491

.900

.806

.042

Note. χ2 = Chi-square value; CFI = comparative fit index; GFI = goodness of fit index;
RMSEA = root mean square error of approximation.
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Table 15
Model Fit Indices Recommendation from the Literature
Indices

Loose

Moderate

Strict

χ<2 /5.0
df

< 3.0 (Kline, 1998)
(Wheaton et al., 1977)

< 2.0*
(Tabachnick & Fidell, 2007)

GFI

> .8*

> .9 (Awang, 2012)

(Forza & Filippini, 1998)
CFI

> .9* (Awang, 2012)

>. 95 (Hu & Bentler, 1999)

> .9* (Hair et al., 2010)
RMSEA

< .08 (Awang, 2012)

< .05* (Hu & Bentler, 1999)

< .08 (Hu & Bentler, 1999)

(good fit)

(fair fit)

< .05*
(Browne & Cudeck, 1993)

Note. χ2 = Chi-square value; CFI = comparative fit index; GFI = goodness of fit index;
RMSEA = root mean square error of approximation.
*Applicable to this model.
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To improve the model fit, items can be omitted or covariances added
(Hooper, Coughlan & Mullen, 2008; Mueller & Hancock, 2008). Since omitting
an item would result in having only two indicators, this option was refused. In the
case of covariances according to the modification indices in AMOS, such
modification did not result in any significant improvement in the model fit and
were not used. Therefore, the above model fit values were accepted.
Path Analysis
The path analysis was conducted. According to Cook and Campbell (1979),
this method is especially effective when there are causal relationships predicted
and these hypothesized relationships have their justification in the theory.
In the path model tested, it was hypothesized that perceived level of skill,
duration of training in years and joined number of international competitions will
influence both mental toughness and psychological collectivism. Moreover, it was
hypothesized that psychological collectivism will influence mental toughness.
These relationships were tested for both groups, modern and traditional wushu
practitioners.
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Table 16
Regression Weights among Modern and Traditional Wushu
Variables

Traditional wushu

Modern wushu

B

SE B β

B

SE B β

Duration -> PC

0.11

.006

0.185

-.004

.012

-0.055

Level -> PC

-.067

.077

-0.09

-.020

.125

-0.024

PC -> MT

.149

.066

0.024*

.118

.076

0.182

Level -> MT

.175

.053

0.407**

.183

.081

0.336

Duration -> MT

.000

.003

0

.005

.007

0.102

Competition -> MT

.008

.006

0.106

-.002

.005

-0.038

MT -> Confidence

1.002

.304

1**

.826

.260

0.93

MT -> Control

.412

.198

0.26

.806

.234

0.529**

PC -> Reliance

.669

.160

0.663**

1.340

.243

0.828**

PC -> Concern

.871

.170

0.706**

.797

.168

0.705**

PC -> Norm

.774

.173

0.596**

.646

.145

0.609**

PC -> Goal

.768

.192

0.443**

.727

.182

0.506**

Note. B = unstandardized beta; SE B = standard error for the unstandardized beta; β =
standardized beta.
** p-value < 0.01; * p-value < 0.05.
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In the table above, standardized regression weights are reported with the p
value. In the traditional wushu group, the hypothesized connection between
psychological collectivism and mental toughness was confirmed with β = .257,
significant of the p value < 0.05. However, as predicted, in the modern wushu
group, this relationship was non-significant.
Surprisingly, neither duration, which is number of years’ experience in
training, nor number of joined international competitions resulted in a significant
relationship with mental toughness. However, in both groups, level, which is
perceived skill level (beginner/advanced/teacher, assistant) when predicting
mental toughness showed β = .407 (traditional wushu) and β = .024 (modern
wushu), which is a significant finding on p value < 0.001 (traditional wushu) and
< 0.05 (modern wushu).
Effects
The following table shows the decomposition of the effects. Standardized
estimates of total effects, direct and indirect effects can be found, as well as their
significance. The squared multiple correlation can be found in the last column.
The path analysis again confirmed no significant path from duration or
competitions towards mental toughness in both groups on the p value < 0.01. In
the case of total effect of psychological collectivism on mental toughness, this is
marginal on p value = 0.93 and only for traditional wushu group. Modern wushu
resulted in no significance. In both groups, skill level has significant effect on
mental toughness.
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In terms of indirect effects, skill level has significant effect on confidence
and constancy in the traditional wushu group, and confidence, constancy and
control in the modern wushu group.
To obtain the confidence intervals and p values for the path effects,
bootstrapping was performed. This method is commonly used and recommended
(Bollen & Stine, 1990; Shrout & Bolger, 2002). Since raw data are available, this
method can be used, unlike for the Monte Carlo method, which is the second most
often used method.
Table 17
Direct, Indirect and Total Effects among Modern and Traditional Wushu
Paths

Direct

Indirect

Total

r2
0.027

In traditional wushu group on PC
Level -> PC

-0.067

-0.09

Duration -> PC

0.011

0.185
0.005

In modern wushu group on PC
Level -> PC

-0.024

-0.024

Duration -> PC

-0.055

-0.055
0.273

In traditional wushu group on MT
Level -> MT

0.175**

-0.023

-0.04**

Duration -> MT

0

0.048

0.082
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Competition -> MT

0.008

0

PC -> MT

0.149

0.149
0.188

In modern wushu group on MT
Level -> MT

0.336*

-0.002

0.332*

Duration -> MT

0.102

-0.001

0.092

Competition -> MT

-0.038

Paths

Direct

PC -> MT

0.118

-0.038
Indirect

Total
0.182

1

In traditional wushu group on Confidence
0.384**

Level -> Confidence

0.384**
0.646

In traditional wushu group on Constancy
0.309**

Level -> Constancy

0.309**
0.865

In modern wushu group on Confidence
0.149*

Level -> Confidence

r2

0.309*
0.279

In modern wushu group on Control
0.146*

Level -> Control

0.176*
0.792

In modern wushu group on Constancy
0.181*

Level -> Constancy
** p-value < 0.01; * p-value < 0.05.
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0.296*

Figure 13: Significant Effects.

For the Type I error, percentile bootstrap is recommended over the biascorrected bootstrap (Hayes & Scharkow 2013; Fritz, Taylor & MacKinnon, 2012).
Number of bootstrap sample was set to 1000.
It can be seen, that confidence yielded r2 = 1. This is due to the Heywood
case on the path from mental toughness to confidence (Kolenikov & Bollen,
2012). After securing other possible causes why the estimate exceeded 1.0, such
as skewness of data, only 2 indicators, model misspecification, or sample size, the
negative residual variances were inspected. It was found that an error e28, which
belongs to the latent variable of confidence, was estimated to be negative value.
The covariance of errors 28 and 36 was included in the error matrix, and it was
proved that they are not corelated. Error 28 was then constrained to 1 to solve the
Heywood case, therefore the squared multiple correlation of confidence is also
resulted in r2 = 1.
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Multigroup Comparison
To the invariance among both groups, multigroup comparison method was
adopted in addition to the above path analysis. This method consists of generally
two stages, the first one is to test the invariance, the second one is to look for its
cause in case the groups are different.
Chi-square test is used for this purpose, using two different ways that
support each other, they are only various solutions to arrive the result. Both were
adopted: first, the model comparison analysis provided by AMOS showed that
groups are different on the p value of .002.

Table 18
Models Comparison
df

χ2

p

NFI

IFI

RFI

TLI

30

57.62

0.002**

0.014

0.017

0.003

0.004

Note. χ2 = Chi-square value; NFI = normed fit index; IFI = incremental fit index; RFI =
relative fit index; TLI = Tucker Lewis index.
** p-value < 0.01.

Second, chi-square was obtained from an unconstrained model and
compared to its fully constrained version, using the Stats Tool Package. This
Excel calculator is provided free online. The test showed and confirmed that
groups are different on the model level (paths level) with the p value of .002.
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Table 19
Model Comparison Using Chi-square Difference
Chi-square

df

p

Invariance

0.002

Noa

Unconstrained model
1008.4

682

1062.191

707

Fully constrained model

Number of groups
Difference
a

2
57.62

30

Groups are different at the model (path) level.
To find the path which is causing the difference between the groups, critical

ratios for differences and unstandardized estimates of regression weights for both
models were input into the Stats Tool Package calculator. This can be done
manually, but the calculator would compute and highlight significant paths, which
is very time saving. The paths marked by the calculator were manually looked up
and confirmed. The calculator provides z-scores and shows path which are
statistically significant on various p-values. In this case, the path between reliance
and psychological collectivism showed z-score of 2.307 which is significant on p
-value < .05.
Moreover, loadings of several observed items (S7, C3, C6 and C12) were as
well marked as significant.
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Table 20
Critical Ratios in Multigroup Comparison
Variables

Traditional wushu

Modern wushu

Estimate p

Estimate p

z-score

Duration

->

PC

0.011

0.079

-0.004

0.711 -1.138

Level

->

PC

-0.067

0.383

-0.020

0.873 0.321

PC

->

MT

0.149

0.024

0.118

0.121 -0.308

Level

->

MT

0.175

0.000

0.183

0.024 0.080

Duration

->

MT

0.000

0.999

0.005

0.471 0.662

Competition ->

MT

0.008

0.233

-0.002

0.713 -1.180

MT

->

Confidence 1.002

0.000

0.826

0.001 -0.441

MT

->

Control

0.412

0.037

0.806

0.000 1.286

PC

->

Reliance

0.669

0.000

1.340

0.000 2.307*

PC

->

Concern

0.871

0.000

0.797

0.000 -0.311

PC

->

Norm

0.774

0.000

0.646

0.000 -0.571

PC

->

Goal

0.768

0.000

0.727

0.000 -0.153

* p-value < 0.05.

To confirm the difference of path from reliance to psychological
collectivism, this single path was constrained, and the analysis was run again.
Above, while using the chi-square difference test, the Stats Tool Package
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provided also chi-square thresholds. If the chi-square exceeds this value, it means
that the constrained path is different for both groups. This test confirmed, that
path from psychological collectivism to reliance is variant across the groups with
95% confidence. Its standardized estimates of regression weights reached β = .66
for traditional wushu and β = .83 for modern wushu.
In addition, path between item S7 and constancy yielded β = .66 for
traditional wushu and β = .51 for modern wushu, path of C3 and preference scored
β = .80 (traditional wushu) and β = .96 (modern wushu), item reliance to C6
reached β = .88 (traditional wushu) and β = .86 (modern wushu) and finally path
from norm to C12 reached β = .75 (traditional wushu)and β = .89 (modern
wushu).
Cultural Factor: Psychological Collectivism
To access the relationship between number of days spent in China and Hong
Kong training, as a representative of a cultural factor, and computed score of the
overall psychological collectivism, Pearson product-moment correlation
coefficient was calculated.
There was no correlation between the two variables among the full dataset.
The values reached r = -.107, N = 277 and p = .076. This result revealed that
psychological collectivism was not connected with cultural factors. In the theory
of psychological collectivism, it is hypothesized that psychological collectivism is
not connected with cultural variables (Kim et al., 1994), which was supported in
this dataset.
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Fighting Experience
The last additional analysis was run to see various relationships with
fighting. The respondents were asked to mark if fighting or any kind of sparring
exercise are part of the content of their training. Only traditional wushu
practitioners were asked to answer this question, since modern wushu
practitioners do not involve in fighting on their regular trainings, based on the
different definitions, content and outcomes of modern and traditional wushu. In
total, out of 277 respondents 185 had experience with fighting or sparring.
The following analysis was not made based on the main interest of this
study, but for the reason of having these data available. It is believed that the
following results may be helpful for future studies in various direction, even
though they are not directly connected with the research question of this project.
First, the relationship of fighting experience (having it or not) with mental
toughness (total score) was tested. Point-biserial correlation was used and showed
no relationship (r = .67, n = 277 and p = .265).
Second, the relationship of fighting with psychological collectivism (total
score) was tested with the same analyses, resulting in the same way: there is no
relationship between these two variables (r = .67, n = 277 and p = .270).
Finally, the relationship of experience of fighting with perceived level was
tested. The result showed r = .131, n = 277 and p = 0.030. This is a significant on
p value = .03, the relationship is positive, but weak.
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CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSION
Discussion of Study 1 (Qualitative)
Following, emerging themes and findings are discussed with the help of
existing literature and the theoretical framework.
Start and Lose Everything: The Creation of a New Identity
in the Kung Fu Relationship
The journey of a traditional wushu practitioner starts on the first day of his
or her training in the club or school, which is something that interviewee Martin
described in a very emotional way. This is the breaking point of adopting a new
identity, the identity of the individual that would be shared in the training group.
Columbus and Rice (1991) noted that martial arts school help create new
identities, for the place and time inside the school. Besides the existing social
circles that one has, Amos (1993) noted that masters offer the newcomers bright
new social worlds, where they can obtain a new social status and identity. Martin
described, that as he visited the school the first time, he was almost ignored, he
was sat in the back of the room and he got even less attention when he started
training. It does not matter what kind of social statues the practitioners bring from
the world outside of the school; their social-economic status is not valid anymore
once they join the training group. This may be both relieving and painful. The
students start with a new clean status, without any burdens brought from outside,
but also lose some of the self-value they gained. Kung fu community is
hierarchical, and one suddenly find himself or herself on the very lowest level of
the hierarchy. This is part of creation a new group identity. Polletta and Jasper
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(2001) described collective identity in terms of a connection with a community on
the level of moral, emotional, and cognitive. The authors noted, that this new
collective identity may become a part of the personal identity. The social status of
each member is shared inside the community.
Kung fu community works ideally on the same principles as a family. There
are older and younger family members. The student is taught by a teacher, who
serves the role of a mother/father. Higher generations are similar to grandparents,
and late masters are understood and praised as ancestors. More advanced students
of the same teacher are like elder siblings, and those who came after the student
started his training journey, are his or her younger siblings. The whole
hierarchical system can be compared to a domino, as interviewee Martin
expressed, the responsibility, care and teaching being passed from the top to the
bottom of the system. This family system is mentioned several times in the
existing literature. Amos (1993) referred to fictive kinship system of martial arts,
where the relationship with the master would direct the position in this society.
Bowman (2017) noted passing knowledge from teacher to student as a common
known and as well valid information. In terms of collectivism, I argue this is
showing marks of collectivistic behavior; one of the main characteristics, besides
solidarity, is a respected hierarchical order (Triandis, 2001). Hierarchy grows into
a lineage, an uninterrupted line of masters. More than anything else, the lineage to
which one belongs influence the position of the individual inside the martial arts
field. Surprisingly, same idea has Griffith (2013) who explored Brazilian
capoeira, not Chinese kung fu. Nevertheless, the collective status is shared among
the group members as well. The student is a member of the group, student of a
master, and that is what identifies him in the field. Griffith (2013) noted that weak
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lineage would mark the practitioner as weak too, no matter his or her skills. The
lineage is part of one’s identity. Frank (2016) described, how a Chinese teacher of
tai ji quan was ostracized by other members of the group, but he still felt being
part of the group; his membership was strongly connected to who he was. In
another work, Frank (2006) suggested, that social identities can be in fact
negotiated through the practice (or martial arts, in this case tai ji quan). Amos
(1993) identified two kinds of kung fu communities in Hong Kong and
Guangzhou: hierarchical and equalitarian, however noted also that all except one
were behaving in a hierarchical order, and the one which preferred the
equalitarian style was according to him not serious enough about the practice
itself. He also noted that already in the 1980s in Hong Kong, kung fu was began
to be taught as a scientific sport. The masters were called teachers, and they did
not take on the role of the patron of parent. Their knowledge was public rather
than private. After four decades, the difference between these two different
settings can be seen clearly in Hong Kong and even more demonstrated by the
unlike modern and traditional wushu in the world.
Even though, this traditional family-like social system, which is a core of a
typical traditional wushu school anywhere in the world, is not a usual among other
sports, still I was interested how much can actually be kung fu isolated from this
system. Greg said that without the community, “you can survive one month”,
Martin said it is “unthinkable” and Lars even compared kung fu to a boyfriendgirlfriend relationship. According to them, the community is an extra layer, not
possible to really separate from the training. It bearers the knowledge, there are
interactions, one is constantly in a position of being superior and inferior in the
hierarchy, important part of the community. In the collectivistic theory, one of the
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main characteristics is that a member of a group understands herself or himself as
a part of the group, uses this group’s membership to define self (Hofstede &
Hofstede, 2005). The community being such a strong part of kung fu may
originate in the past. People of a not very good social status, with unsecure
livelihood, would create bonds with their kung fu brothers. If one of them lose his
job, they helped him out. This bond gave them assurance and protection (Amos,
1993).
An important part of the kung fu culture is the group identity, which one
slowly creates while interacting with the community. Part of the new identity is a
strong sense of belonging. This may be typical for any social group, but I argue
that since the connection across kung fu community are so strong, hierarchical
and emphasized by the common goal of protecting and passing the entire system
of the kung fu practice, it is even more critical here. The training even had the
power to let Colin forgot he has a different skin color in Hong Kong. Frank (2006)
noted, as mentioned before, that practice may have the power to negotiate
identities, especially in the case of martial arts and Chinese – foreigners.
This theme suggested that community is very important for the members.
Psychological collectivism can be applied here, because there are some
characteristic inclinations. Mainly, perceiving self as a member of a group. This
group membership is one of the typical characteristics of collectivistic thinking
(Triandis, 2001).
Getting Close to the Bearer
The kung fu community functions as a keeper and protector of the
knowledge. It is an organic system, consisting of several generations of
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teachers/practitioners and their interaction, influenced constantly by the changing
world outside. The knowledge of the kung fu style is transmitted from the teacher
to the student, and in this way, it is kept for the future. The community then
carefully protect information about the style, such as an advanced form.
Interviewee Colin referred to an advanced form of his style, which is practiced
“behind closed doors”. This is done not only to keep the knowledge away from
unauthorized eyes, but also not to scare the beginners by the difficult level of the
form.
Sometimes one can just enroll into the school, such as in any other sport.
But in some cases, especially in Hong Kong, it is not possible to simply come to a
school and hope for being taught. A recommendation is needed. Greg emphasized
that it all depends on who recommends the student, the status of the person inside
the kung fu community. Some even had to pass an interview to be accepted. In
Colin’s case, he was manipulated into a bai si, the tea ceremony where the student
swears to be life-long loyal to the teacher. In the work of Farrer (2018), he
described that Singaporean masters open to him because he was a practitioner
himself but mainly he had a recommendation from a good positioned master as
well. The question of introduction or recommendation are also a kind of
protection the community adopts to control who will learn from them. During the
training there are tests to pass as well. Since there is no ranking system of belts in
Chinese traditional martial arts, these tests are very informal and unstandardized.
For example, when Barbara practiced her push hands (partner exercise), her
teacher suddenly stepped in, to try her out and see whether she was working on
the points he gave her previously. In this way, he was testing whether she was
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ready to receive more instructions and whether she practiced outside of the class
as well.
A novel exploration of this study is the needed tendency of the interviewees
to get as close to the center of the community as possible. The center is presented
by the active master of the lineage, usually their teacher. This individual is the
main authority and is the only one, representing the network’s center.
Interviewees’ social position towards him or her is critical. The distance between
the student and the teacher decides about how much the student will be taught.
Therefore, since being taught on as deepest level as possible is the great desire of
the interviewees, they will aim for getting closer to the community’s center,
growing deeper in the community itself and empowering their kung fu identity.
To get closer, and especially in the case of learning in Hong Kong, there are
obstacles to bridge: culture, language…etc. I observed that the interviewees often
had to lose something from their own identity to merge better with the group. In
one of the recent mental toughness phenomenological study, a young football
player was observed and interviewed while he transferred to an older and more
advanced training division. The rough collective ideology of no pain no gain was
at first foreign to him, but he eventually adopted it and merged with the group,
stating at the end that he believed it was necessary (Tibbert et al., 2015). This is
another mechanism of creating the new identity, group identity, describing the
loss of something from their own to become more like the others. Amos (1993)
stated that the success of a martial artist is articulated by the quality of
relationship the practitioner had with the master. The master, on the other hand, is
the protector of the kung fu knowledge, which is his capital and maybe even a
source of livelihood. No wonder that the master would only share it with those,
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who are close. And to be close, students need to integrate themselves into the
training community.
The training community was found to be primary source of motivation,
social facilitation, and teamwork in the case of individual sport (Evans et al.,
2013), which is in congruence with what was said before, but also novel for the
sport psychology field. Also, Griffith (2013) stated that learning opportunities are
conditioned by the bonds with important players in the martial arts field. Getting
closer to the master by sacrificing something from the self is a novel and
significant finding. It is in a congruence to what Amos (1993) described, but
without reason known to me the literature does not explore this fact any further
after his study.
With the help of psychological collectivism, I support this and argue that it
is another reason for identifying psychological collectivism in traditional wushu:
collective facet of self can be activated more easily in the situation, when the
individual is in a group of people, of who he or she knows are collectivistic.
Under Control
I argue that hierarchical positioning in the martial arts community also
serves as a kind of control that the senior members have over juniors. In
psychological collectivism, the ability to understand hierarchy is necessary for
future solidarity in the group (Triandis, 2001). This may be understood as inner
control, and it appeared frequently in the interview. In comparison to an outer
control, it was not so common. Colin and Karl marked money as outer control,
meaning outer force that bound the practitioners. The inner control is even more
clear in Karl’s story, when his friend’s teacher died and since there were not
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agreements before his death, the student’s kung fu career ended in that particular
style, because no other master would interfere his existing community.
Sheridan (2008) showed an opposite picture, illustrating how kung fu may
differ from other sports. He experienced Brazilian jiu jitsu teacher to teach on a
face-to-face level, not being untouchable. He said that the training “is a
discussion, it’s an open forum” (p. 86).
However, in kung fu it is not an open forum. A typical example of control,
and a very strong one, is a bai si ceremony. Some schools in Hong Kong still keep
this tradition, and some schools in Europe are happy to continue in it as well. It is
not clear, whether they have the same understanding of the bond. However, it may
not be so important to really understand the original nature of the ceremony, more
crucial is what is the interpretation of the foreign ritual (Žižek, 2003); it may be
perceived by the foreigners as something isolated from Confucianism, but
nevertheless even stronger. However, Lars and Monica demonstrated two
different points of view on this: Lars is aware of the control he would be put
under, and proudly claims he has no bai si in any of the styles he practices. He is
stepping away from it. In the modern world, the young man still understands the
seriousness of the traditional ceremony and does not want to take the risk.
On the other hand, Monica voluntary went through bai si ceremony twice,
so for the second time she could understand more and experience it “with
emotions”. She is proud to be official member of the kung family. The members’
control may be perceived negatively by the Hong Kong people, since there is a
strong notion of the brotherhood community, as remaining from the not-toodistant past. Amos (1993) explored the often-attributed criminality to the kung fu
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schools, however he said that those, in Hong Kong and Chinese Guangzhou, who
are not involved in such activities outnumber those who are. But he also noted on
the inner control inside the kung fu community: during his fieldwork, he
encountered newcomers not being involved into a unicorn dance celebration of
the school. After they came back to train, they were accused of irresponsibility
and warned to be involved more in the group activities, otherwise it may
negatively influence their learning opportunities. They did not come back the next
time.
Insiders and Outsiders
The natural facet of the group membership is a kind of elitism. During the
analysis, I found a track of the difference between being an insider or outsider,
and it is something that many of the interviewees talked about. There is a strong
notion of those who made the crucial step to live in Hong Kong or China, stayed
for a longer period of time, learned the language or put all their energy and effort
into serious learning, to see others as outsiders. Outsiders do not understand
Chinese culture, the language (or do not try) and this lack projects them as not
being serious enough in their learning. This was also documented in the case of
capoeira and Brazil by Griffith (2016): those who come and practice with various
groups, aka tourists, are perceived as outsiders in comparison to those, who come
as members of some of the existing branch of the lineage. Those are insiders with
some existing credentials. Same was described by Frank in the case of Chinese tai
ji (2006).
An example of this is when a guest comes to visit the kung fu school, he or
she would usually get an applaud for the kung fu skills, no matter the quality. This
creates a fake confidence, based not on the skill, but on the fact, that one is a
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guest. Teachers, especially in Hong Kong and China, would not lose their face
and politeness in front of the guest, who nevertheless bring their kung fu and their
name to the world. On the other hand, staying would put the practitioner in the
role of an insider, who no longer needs to be praised. This is further discussed in
the below section about “seriousness”.
This issue can be also perceived from the other side: seeing themselves as
insiders give additional credit to the interviewees and authorized their
membership in the group. I argue that this is one side of the group membership
mechanism, even though, it may grow into something rather harmful.
Furthermore, it is also one of the aspect of collectivistic thinking: membership in
an in-group is long or even life-long and its members express common
interdependence and solidarity, which is not the same towards the out-group.
There is a significant difference in between these two groups (Hofstede &
Hofstede, 2005).
Seriousness
This may be, besides exploring the community of martial arts and its
structure, the most important finding of this research. Being serious is understood
by my interviewees almost as a synonym to be able to become high quality
practitioner. This seriousness is connected with pain and enduring this pain and
other obstacles. It is a symbol of payment, but this payment is not made in money.
It is made in blood, sweat, tears and sacrifice of something from self. Being
serious is about voluntary choosing the most difficult way and surviving it; it is
what defines the “really serious” practitioners, immersed in the physical and
cultural aspects of kung fu, from those, who understand kung fu rather as a hobby.
Also, the more serious the student is, the more serious attention from the teacher
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he or she gets. Griffith (2016) came to a similar conclusion. Foreigners training
capoeira in Brazil devote more than six hours per week into the practice and keep
going even when training alone. This investment of time and money shows to
community clearly, that capoeira is much more than just a hobby for them. It
shows desire, internalized motives and long-term focus in the face of personal life,
which are aspects with which help Jones (2002) defined mental toughness and it
may be one of the way how to look at “seriousness”. It should be noted, that
martial artists, in both cases of kung fu and capoeira, invest their time and pain
into something that most possibly would not result into a career. This is similar to
marathon runners, who also adjust their lifestyles greatly to the running, and their
serious running behavior in its amount is no longer possible to define as a
recreational exercise (Blair, LaMonte & Nichaman, 2004).
To demonstrate this seriousness, it was necessary for the interviewees to
endure some kind of pain. But not only physical pain: it is also mental
perseverance, difficult learning environment purposely set by the masters,
becoming a beginner again after a decade of training, or simply a frustration and
deprivation. Again, Jones (2002) referred to pushing boundaries in pain, both
emotional and physical. Interviewee Martin called this “learning moment”,
whereas Greg called this “hell”. A serious practitioner would actively seek this
kind of tough learning, because he or she understands its importance. It was noted
by all interviewees, that it is necessary to go through this and it represents a
certain type of “payment”. Even if the school was commercial and accepted fees,
which was not the case for all of them, money was not the thing that could buy
kung fu. It is the time and pain put into the training that can carve a gemstone out
of a student. In fact, many interviewees criticized those, who spent money on
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certification and too fast learning, which in their eyes did not validated these
teachers as “real” teachers, because they simply did not go through this painful
learning process. Greg noted that a photo with his sifu is a certification itself,
because it means that he “survived”. In different study (Griffith, 2016), being rich
but knowing how to play berimbau, a traditional musical instrument of capoeira,
would most certainly result in showing the door to who would attempt to play
together with the authorized ones. The diving into the field, knowledge of style,
social structures, culture, rules and rituals validates the members, not their money.
Also, Griffith noted, that foreigners in USA are mentally prepared, that when
training in Brazil they will be tested, humiliated and possibly injured. She herself
was beaten up by her teacher in Brazil while doing her study, on her first day and
in front of the eyes of the group. Griffith said, it can be as well understood as the
teacher paying her respect by actually giving her his time. She said: “The longsuffering apprentice is a common theme in personal narratives of martial arts
training. (p. 125)”. And Sheridan (2008) in his reflections mentioned a Swede,
who was willing to do this payment: He won the interest of the trainers not by his
skills, he in fact lacked them, but by his serious perseverance: “Blue had won
them over by nearly killing himself training, by show of his heart (p. 32)”.
Perseverance and commitment were highly valued both in the mentioned literature
and in the case of my interviewees, and they are core for mentally tough
practitioner (Clough et al, 2002; Middleton et al. 2004a). I argue, that
“seriousness” is in fact a topic of mental toughness.
To be carved into a gemstone, meaning being put under proper training, the
interviewees mentioned series of thoughts and moments, which I started to call a
“consent for torture”. Since they all believed that this torture – learning moments
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– are necessary, they first needed to show their teachers they are interested and
willing to go through it. And this was done in two ways: demonstrating one’s
“seriousness”, as mentioned before, or staying long enough with the teacher in
Hong Kong or mainland China. This stay was crucial, because it allowed them to
switch their social status from outsiders (guests) to insiders, so they could be
treated with less caution. Please see the above discussion on “insiders and
outsiders”. Becoming an insider not only let them to see these two groups of
people, but it also sent a clear message to their masters, that they are willing to go
through “hell”, as interviewee Greg would say. And following this link, surviving
“hell”, or “being serious enough”, results in again dividing people. Not only
serious students would get closer to the master, but also students who perceived
themselves as survivors would feel strong connection with other survivors. It is
important to note here, that even we now talk about mainly training under a sifu in
Asia, interviewees, who are teachers themselves, use the same approach in
Europe: they test their students to see their level of seriousness and do not make
their learning too comfortable. Sheridan (2008) felt a strong connection among the
fighters of a coming fight in the stadium, as opposite to them having anything in
common with fans sitting in the rows. The “survival” of the training and making it
to the stadium to actually compete, created a unique ground for the connection
among these fighters. Green (2011) belived that, in the case of MMA fighters,
tough training conditions with each other will create a bond similar to an army
brotherhood and is rare to find outside this social field.
In making one step further in the interpretation, “seriousness” may be
understood as actually one part of the collective identity, its projection. Through
being serious is this collective identity or group membership expressed. The
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participants show how they suffered pain, rejection or frustrating teaching styles,
but they do it with a pride, because it marks them as “survivors”, therefore
“insiders” and validate their firm place inside the martial arts social field. Their
collective identity became part of their personal identity, affecting for example
their choice to move to Asia or what people they keep close to themselves, and
how they perceive themselves. Griffith (2016) noted that her study’s participants
sacrificed their time and money and chose to become part of the community,
“because they think it reflects who they are at the core of their being” (p.76).
Similar with my interviewees, they demonstrated their seriousness to show their
identity as a martial artist, which was validated by the community.
Polletta and Jasper (2001) explained that collective identity may become
part of the personal identity and become its expression. Sheridan (2008) described
how jiu-jitsu of one serious practitioner became critical to his identity,
surrounding him everywhere, making him think about it when awake, and dream
about it when asleep. Besides his restless effort, this seriousness and total
immersion into the practice validated him as a practitioner, a serious practitioner,
and his position in the field.
In 1993, Amos noted the new sport interest groups teaching kung fu in
Hong Kong. He said, that these groups with its instrumental orientation lacked the
strong connection among their members, which was in this case rather superficial.
Amos used this example to show the different setting with a traditional school,
which is as well the case of what my respondents described. The degree of
psychological collectivism is probably greatly influenced by the level of
acceptance in the community. Triandis (1995) supported my hypothesis, claiming
that various degree of collectivism depends on the one’s location in the social
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hierarchy. I argue that community and therefore themes connected with the
community are the most important explorations of this study, followed by this
“seriousness”. However, it can be seen that even being serious in fact serves as a
commodity in negotiating one’s position in the kung fu community and the
distance from the group’s center – the master.
Time and Release the Inner Animal
Describing their center in terms of animal-like was typical for the
interviewees of this study. The animal, without any closer specification of what
kind of animal should it be, represents the core of their human being. They
concurrently spoke about deep instincts, which they can “feel” or “touch” in the
state of being an animal. Kung fu is their tool to become closer to this state of
being an animal, to being closer to the core of their human being. This is not
surprising, the metaphor of an animal was already used before by for example
Sheridan (2008), who put himself through various combat sports training and
wrote about his experience. He as well felt like comparing his coach to an animal.
This may be because the act of fighting itself is deeply rooted and old instinct,
something what both humans and animals have in common, and that is what the
interviewees felt: getting close to their inner core. Another reason may be that the
motion pattern supports the idea of turning into an animal: Bowman (2017) noted
that even though in karate the principle is graspable, the motion pattern of kung fu
is different. “You are tiger. Then you are eagle. Then you are leopard. … The
techniques and movement principles and ingenious.” (p. 88). On the other hand,
the animal-like motion pattern being the reason for the urge to become an animal
psychologically is not the case for Sheridan, who used an example of Muay Thai.
In any case, becoming an animal is not the main concern of the case of this study,
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but the control over it.
What is novel here is how kung fu serves as a safe environment to explore one’s
animal and that the main concept is not a representation of an inner strength. The
main concern of the interviewees, in which connection they talked about their
inner animal, is not the fact that they perceive it as a source of their mental power,
but that they learned to balance their states of mind with a “switch”. This switch is
the ability to balance two sides: being persuasive and aggressive, and being soft,
kind, and emphatic. Sheridan (2008) also described he got to known two sides of
his coach. His coach was on one hand kind and graceful person, but Sheridan was
fascinated by his “fighting side” (p. 18). He compared him to a leopard, turning
into a serious fighter with cold eyes, ready to attack. This is what interviewee
Martin named, the ability to switch in between these two and especially the power
and confidence coming from the knowledge of being able to do it. Martin
described himself in a dangerous situation where he did not fight, but he believed
that his strength was felt by the other side and therefore the danger ceased. This
concept of switch between a fearless coldblooded warrior and calm and kind
cultivated person is an unexpected finding of this research. I believe that there is a
direct link between the ability to balance these two states of mind and mental
strength, especially confidence.
Finally, Martin directly addressed his kung fu training as a safe environment
where he is able to explore and release his animal. Outside of the wall of the gym,
society may not be positive towards this kind of mental aggression but being
timed by the space and rules of the kung fu schools, it is a different story. Weiser,
Kutz, Kutz and Weiser (1995) compared psychotherapies to martial arts and one
of their point was acknowledging of a martial arts school as a special space,
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separated from the world outside and ordinary life. Exactly as Martin noted, they
marked the martial arts school as a space were aggression is controlled and from
which both people unable to time their aggression or on the other hand shy
people, who have trouble finding their own aggression, benefit. Interviewee Lars
appeared to be Martin’s opposite: he used to get easily into fights and through this
switch, he learned how to time his animal. Martin is a calm and easygoing person,
and when he invited his parents to see his kung fu exams, they were shocked to
see the wild energy in his eyes and how he changed, before going back to normal
after the test was over. This suggest that kung fu was the tool for them to find and
time their inner animal, as they call it, and gave them confidence through the
knowledge they are able to “switch” anytime.
Setting Direction in Life
Interviewees were very creative in coming with abstractive terms to
describe what impact kung fu has on their lives, outside of the practice itself.
Lighthouse, solid rock, direction... They believed that they were given a direction
in their life, like a track. This track indirectly influences what they do: important
decisions, place to live, their social circles… Monica expressed her gratitude in
how kung fu brought her boyfriend away from troubles and gave him some
direction to follow. Keeping away from trouble was often mentioned side effect of
training, becoming a “straight arrow”, focusing on the set goals while having no
time on people outside of the training circle, who may be harmful, on drugs or
simply unhealthy lifestyle. Griffith (2016) conducted an ethnographical research
about capoeira, Brazilian martial arts, and noted on some of her participants
wanted to get more from the life, more that was offered from the society. They
emerged themselves fully into the practice, which often brought them to Brazil
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and served as a similar direction guidance as kung fu for my interviewees. The
life outside practice, in their 9-5 jobs, appeared to them like a lie, despite they
were highly educated people with good careers. But without capoeira, it was not
enough.
Martin was the one who did not go far to use any of the colorful
expressions. He described kung fu as a solid rock; when everything in his life falls
apart, it is still there, holding on. For him, the repeated schedule of his training,
meeting his teacher every time on the same place and at the same time, being able
to rely that nothing will change on this experience, gave him a strong comfortable
feeling. And not only this: the structure inside a kung fu class, with its hierarchical
orders and rules made him feel comfortable. Weiser et al. (1995) noted that
exercises that keep repeating may feel organized, as opposed to the chaotic world
outside.
Being Round and Soft
One of the curiosity of me as a researcher was how kung fu training did
change the interviewees? But the answer was far from expected. Barbara said,
kung fu did not change her directly, but rather how she reacts on the impulses
from the outside. In short, this can be called the ability to adapt. Of course,
interviewees used different words to talk about it: become more round, become
softer. This adaption is indeed in terms of being more tolerant. It was explicitly
said: “you don’t have to address everything anymore”. In mental toughness
theory, one facet of it is the ability to remain psychological control even if
situation changes, and the ability to control one own’s emotions (Sheared et al.,
2009). Here, the interviewees demonstrated they stay calm, even if they face
challenge, as it is not so easy to bring them out of balance any more. They said to
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react to the outer stimuli in a soft way, adapting to the situation. This means they
became skilled in controlling their mental and emotional state, as result of the
training. The cause is uncertain, perhaps it may be difficult training together with
the environment, which forced them to create certain distance from it and start to
react in a softer way. Another potential reason may be the animal’s switch
mentioned earlier, which may allow them to balance their state of mind.
Time: Answer to Many Questions
Without any preconception planning, time emerged often in the interviews
as being a critical topic. Its appearance in the analysis is thus purely data driven
and inductive. Nevertheless, its presence underline and illustrate the nature of
kung fu, through the eyes of the interviewees and how does it differ from other
activities and sports. After reading this topic’s section in the previous findings
chapter, the reader should not consider kung fu being only a hobby for these
people. First thing which must be noted, is that there is a very special perception
of time. When speaking about the length of the practice, it is often in terms of
dozens of years. It seems that with kung fu, practitioners develop very long-term
kind of thinking about their training. As I noted earlier, during my quantitative
data collection, where the age was limited, I encountered several times negative or
even angry reaction on such limitation: the respondents assumed I do not
understand this long horizon of kung fu practice. What is even more remarkable is
my oldest interviewee’s reaction on his own age. He simply does not feel his age
is accurate, and it made him sad that his young mindset and healthy body does not
match this rising number. Amos (1993) noted that traditionally old kung fu
masters were considered to be the best boxers, but modern aged Hong Kong, that
time in the 1980s, slowly took over the concept coming from the West, that men
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older than 35 years old are behind the zenith already, which is unlike how age is
seen by kung fu practitioners. It may be possible, that the way of perceiving own
age and length or stage of life would change with kung fu practice as well as its
perceived training length does. However, it would be beneficial to explore this
with an additional study.
Chinese traditional martial arts possess no belt ranking system. What is
more, the practitioner never even stops being a student: being trapped inside a
kung fu community, connected with both teachers and classmates, there is no
endpoint in learning. This may be very frustrating, especially for Europeans, as
the interviewees think. They noted, that belt systems marking a progress is
important for the foreigners, to feel they make some objectified progress.
However, in traditional wushu it is not that case, there are no progression marks.
The fact that even an aged master never quits learning is something that according
to the interviewees identifies remarkable martial artists. During the interviews,
stories of aged masters who kept on learning appeared regularly. Together with
the no-mark-of-progress, I argue this is a demonstration of a perseverance and
never resting energy which is needed in the practice. An ability to constantly
focus and think positively is one of the aspects of mental toughness, and despite
that this topic was not provoked by mental toughness being a theoretical
framework of this study, it can help to understand this issue. Middleton defined
mental toughness, among others, as the ability to keep mental self-concept,
perseverance, and self-efficacy (Middleton et al., 2004a). Furthermore, Sheard’s
constancy, in mental toughness theory, represent willingness to take responsibility
for the training and its goals into one own’s hands and remain focused (Sheard et
al., 2009). I argue that the issue of ideally long-term, even life-long practice and
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lack of objective measurements of improvement create unique pressure specific
for the traditional wushu, that the practitioners are forced to deal with. These are
co-existing with other already known sources of stress, much alike to other sports,
such as competitions or sparring sessions. On this note, to demonstrate this unique
pressure, Sheridan (2008) compared Thai boxing career, that is too long, to being
in prison: one needs to give up what is best in him and face a big pressure.
Sheridan clearly did not see life-long training (on a high intensity) as something
beneficial, unlike interviewees of my study. Of course, it depends also on the
intensity of the training, and with this link we could again come back to the topic
of “seriousness”.
Finally, connected with time is the mentioned giving up on goals and just
enjoying the flow of training. It was interesting to hear Barbara when she noted
that she has no goal, she just wants to go deeper in the learning, but cannot really
define what is the ultimate goal of hers. Perhaps, this is also connected with the
lack of ranking system, so the practitioners are difficult to set any specific goal
without the help of a belt. Greg even noted that he started learning more quickly
and in fact finally improved, when he gave up on improving and striving for
becoming a teacher. His teacher’s ultimate advice was: “You try too hard”.
Another time Greg talked about an exercise of holding a stance, which is very
painful and needs a strong will. He did not however highlight the pain or the will,
but the fact that he did not have any clock counting down the time, but only an
incense stick, burning slowly down. Greg could only see the little light in a dark
room, but unsure of how much time is left. I interpret this story as Greg’s another
manifestation of the principle of giving up on the goal, in this case giving up on
the time, just keep holding and enjoying the flow.
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In the sport psychology, motivation is traditionally explained by ego or task
orientation, aka performance and mastery orientation (Nicholls,1984). There are
discussions which orientation is more effective, however above findings do not fit
into this hypothesis. It was even suggested that high task with high ego orientation
may be the best answer (Fox, Goudas, Biddle, Duda, & Armstrong, 1994, Xiang,
McBride, Bruene, & Liu, 2007), but still my interviewees keep going for decades
of years in a very hard training and demanding environment, and they possess no
objectified goal. However, they are in a similar situation with (marathon) runners:
they possess high commitment to train, show only low win orientation and high
goal orientation (Acevedo, Dzewaltowski, Gill & Noble, 1992). More recently,
recreational marathon runners were found to score rather on intrinsic orientation
and task orientation (Zach, Xia, Zeev, Arnon, Choresh & Tenenbaum, 2015).
Recreational runners also need to go through a very demanding training and
sacrifice significant amount of time, despite the fact they are not able to run
professionally. Similar to traditional wushu, the age does not play a role in
recreational runners. This may be an interesting and fruitful crossover of these
two sports for a future research on motivation.
Fluid Layer of Kung Fu: Adjust and Refill its Meaning
The last part of the findings explored the theme of bridging: bridging gaps
in communication and bridging cultures in teaching kung fu. Interviewees learned
how to interpret facial expression and body language to communicate with their
teachers, when they faced a language gap. There was a strong link about shared
body in the interviewees, when the body is used as a communication tool. This is
a good resource for some existing streams of the research, such as embodiment,
however, it is not focus of this study. Griffith (2016) noted that even lack of the
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local language makes the experience less for the foreigners, it does not exclude
them from the practice, and sometimes the language is not all about being verbal.
What is nevertheless important to note is that one interviewee (Barbara) said that
the closer she would be to the master, the better chance she had he would teach
her through his body. That is referring again to the above “how close you get” and
illustrate how strong this narrative is. Frank (2006) also suggested that distance in
identities can be bridge by a martial art practice, where all the focus is on the
body.
Since some of the interviewees are more grounded in the Chinese culture:
they live in China, speak Chinese etc., and some of them are connected
significantly less with China but much more with their European community, I
was interested if Chinese kung fu can be transferred to different place in the
world. Because one of the main underpinning of my thesis’s hypothesis, that
modern and traditional wushu are different in content but also values, I aimed to
explored whether these values of kung fu are transferable too. Interestingly, from
the interviews it can be understood that values present in kung fu are not
necessary Chinese, but rather described as “right way” of behavior and living. We
are talking about values such as respect to the mates and authority, solidarity,
respect to ancestors, taking care for the group etc. Even though the interviewees
saw a link between kung fu and China, they did not perceive the values inside it as
being (only) Chinese. There is a rigid layer of universally good behavior,
something that Vlachos (2015) called a “Gentle Warrior” (p. 43).
And there is also a local layer, connected with China, because, of course
kung fu soaked with the feeling of China, even though for those who never visited
Asia it is rather their exotic interpretation of Asia. This local layer is also
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modified by the practitioners. For example, in Hong Kong, according to Amos
(1993) and my interviewees, Chinese traditional martial arts are connected with a
lower social layer or even criminal brotherhoods. However, Korean taekwondo
does not have the same issue: it is a martial art perceived as pure sport. Chinese
kung fu in Europe probably does not involve brotherhoods in the mind of
common people, on this example I illustrate that local layer of the sport is
changing. Brownell (2008) said, that after the arrival of the new physical
education to China from Germany and Japan, traditional martial arts were said to
be feudal and outdated. Physical education was, on the other modern a promoted
national strength. Brownell said that imported cultural values in sport, coming
from Germany and Japan, were emptied and refilled with Chinese values, as they
reached China, and she used for this a metaphor of a bottle, which was turn upside
down and refilled again. My interviewee Greg used the metaphor of penguins and
oranges; the penguins cannot be feed with oranges, their nutriment needs to adapt
to their spices. He also mentioned a crushing step that is used in one style. He
said, in the village of origin, the wooden floor was built on pillars coming from
water. Later, when people started to practice this style outside of this place,
including foreigners, they took over the steps as well, but because they practice on
a hard surface, it hurts their joints. Greg wanted to point out, that one layer of
kung fu needs to adapt to the local environment. Colin noted that Europe is
Europe and China is China, but that is ok. Kung fu in Europe, while still
maintaining some same layers as kung fu in China, would adapt to the local
culture. There was a congruent reply when I asked: What is the cause of an
effective transfer of kung fu values into European environment? Interviewees
said, because they are teachers and they will teach their students in that way. It is
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clear, that the role of a teacher is very crucial. According to Frank, it all depends
on how students are led by the master and on common pre-conceptions (2006).
However, practitioners adjust Chinese traditional martial arts, exactly like
Brownell’s bottle, filling it up with their interpretations (Columbus & Rice, 1991).
Payne (1981) found that foreigner practitioners like to use terms from Asian
languages, which are distant to them. And Frank (2016) noted that foreigner
students of tai ji saw their teacher as “knight-errant” and illustrated the way
interpretations are created: “While I am not arguing that Teacher Zhang sees
himself as a “knight-errant”, his foreign students may reproduce the image of their
Orientalistic gaze” (p. 6).
To conclude, I argue that traditional wushu, even though connected with
Chinese culture, possess universal values of a “Gentle Warrior” (Vlachos, 2015,
p. 43) and is constructed partially by a fluid local layer, which adapts to the
environment: it can be brotherhood in China, or sophisticated exotic wise art in
Europe. In that case, it is possible to transfer the values and the structure of the
community (with the teacher playing a crucial role), because the practitioners
themselves participate significantly on its meaning; they empty and refill the
bottle of kung fu.
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Discussion of Study 2 (Quantitative)
Mental Toughness and Time in Training, Competition Experience
and Perceived Level of Skill
Mental toughness was introduced as a multidimensional concept, being
created out of various numbers of components. An important milestone was
Gucciardi’s work (Gucciardi et al., 2015), who suggested that mental toughness is
in fact unidimensional. In this research, components were shown to overlap with
each other. However, in this study, mental toughness, being tested with Sport
Mental Toughness Questionnaire (Sheard et al., 2009) loaded clearly on three
components: Control, Constancy and Confidence. The scale had to be modified
due to crossloadings and low loadings, but after omitting 4 items, the result
reported initial theory of multidimensionality of mental toughness.
In the Structural Equation Modeling model, it was assumed that time spent
in training (duration in years) will predict mental toughness. Also, the same was
supposed for the number of joined competitions on international level. Mental
toughness is so far mostly measured among elite athletes and thus competitions
present a critical part of understanding what mental toughness is. Competitions
are supposed to create the pressure and stress that mentally tough person faces.
However, in this study, neither years in training nor competitions resulted in a
significant path towards the mental toughness (latent) variable (precisely direct
effects of 0 on p = 0.869 for traditional wushu, and 0.102 on p = 0.673 for modern
wushu. For competitions: 0.008 total effect on p = 0.16 for traditional wushu, and
-0.038 on p = 0.856 for modern wushu).
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This shakes to-date understanding of mental toughness. Firstly, mental
toughness is usually preserved as evolving with experience. Both variables used in
this study, time in training and number of competitions, can be seen as
representatives of “experience”. For example, Chen and Cheesman (2013), who
studied MMA fighters, suggested that mental toughness develops with the level of
sport career. Bull et al. (2005) emphasized the role of environment in developing
mental toughness. But since there is no significant path between mental toughness
and time, it suggests that mental toughness is not evolved over the time with
experience.
Second, competition sport creates base in researching mental toughness
(Bhardwaj, Singh, & Rathee, 2014; Bull, Shambrook, James & Brooks, 2005;
Jones, 2002; Kuan & Roy, 2007; Sheard, Golby & van Wersch, 2009).
However, there is no significant path of mental toughness with number of
international competitions. Crust et al. (2014) conducted a phenomenological
research with non-elite athletes and found relative constancy in terms of mental
toughness in non-elite and elite athletes, as opposite to the above mentioned
MMA research (Chen & Cheesman, 2013), but in congruence with this study’s
findings. The findings suggested, that competing did not have effect on mental
toughness, thus is not developed with them. This assumption can be made, with
the prompt of future confirmation, because even though SEM does not result in
causal relationships, it can predict such (Schumacker & Lomax, 2010).
However, there is one variable that makes a big difference and that is level
(direct effect 0.175 on p = 0.003 for traditional wushu and 0.336 on p = 0.019 for
modern wushu). In Chinese martial arts, among modern and traditional wushu,
there is no existing objective and standardized ranking system, unlike to for
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example belt system in karate. For that reason, participants were asked how they
perceived their own skill level, ranging from beginner, advanced to instructor.
This perceived level resulted in a significant path with mental toughness. This a
novel finding and will need future exploration. However, this is the proposed
meaning: time and experience make no difference in mental toughness, but
perceived level does; it is rather important how one see themselves than what are
the objective ratings (competitions score, experience in years). If the martial arts
practitioners identify themselves as advanced students, they posses higher level of
mental toughness. This is strongly connected with “seriousness” found in the
qualitative study (Study 1). In fact, uncovering this topic in the foregoing
qualitative study gave impulse to include this variable in the SEM model. The
connection across the two studies, qualitative and quantitative, in the terms of
“level” and “seriousness” will be further discussed in the following discussion
chapter (Synthesis Discussion).
Psychological Collectivism: Non-Cultural Variable
and Not Developed Through Time
Collectivism and Individualism were previously culture values, coming
from the work of Hofstede (Hofstede & Hofstede, 2005). However, later doubts
about predictability of the level of collectivism or individualism by the culture an
individual is based in resulted into the split in two research streams. In some
literature, they are called micro and macro approach, focusing either on culture or
personality level of collectivism/individualism (Kim, Triandis, Kagitcibasi, Choi
& Yoon, 1994). Psychological collectivism is a theory, which would be marked as
“micro”, since it believes that degree of collectivism in an individual is not
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predicted by culture, however it may be influenced by it (Hui and Triandis, 1986;
Hui, Triandis &Yee, 1991; Jackson, Colquitt, Wesson & Zapata-Phelan, 2006).
A correlation test was conducted to confirm that psychological collectivism
is not a cultural value. To test this, respondents were asked to count number of
days spent training in China or Hong Kong; this item served as a control culture
factor.
Results supported the theory and disproved correlation between the culture
and psychological collectivism (r = -0.107, n = 277 and p = .076). However, it
needs to be noted that another significant fact coming from this study is that
psychological collectivism is not connected with perceived level of skill or with
time spent in training. This means, its degree does not change with time.
Therefore, this suggests that psychological collectivism is not evolved with time.
Triandis (2001) emphasized that situation (context), in which is one present, is
crucial in being rather collectivistic or individualistic. According to the findings of
this study, the situation perhaps is the main factor, however the degree if potential
collectivism in an individual seems to be already existing. Triandis also
highlighted that one can be both collectivistic or individualistic; in the same range
one possesses the ability to behave in both ways, depending on the situation.
These findings in some sense support his theory, only making it more precise by
suggestion that even though situation may be crucial, psychological collectivism
is not developed.
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The Connection Between Psychological Collectivism
and Mental Toughness
The path between psychological collectivism and mental toughness in
traditional wushu group scored significantly on a p value < 0.05 in terms of
regression weight. However, the direct and total effect was only marginal (p =
0.093). The first limitation may improve with a bigger sample size (one group was
111 and the other one was 166 respondents). However, since this is the first
research connection mental toughness with psychological collectivism, and not
only in the field of martial arts, even such result should be noted as significant,
with caution. The second fact is that this path was marginally significant for the
traditional wushu practitioners, but not for modern wushu practitioners.
One of the theoretical bases for this study is the difference between modern
and traditional wushu, as explained in great detail in the literature review chapter.
This result supported hypothesized connection between mental toughness and
psychological collectivism (even though only with marginal p = 0.093), but also
the hypothesized difference in results for traditional and modern wushu. However,
since the p value is loose, this needs to be noted with caution and supported or
disproved with future studies.
The assumed connection of mental toughness and psychological
collectivism was based on mainly two research areas: First, collectivism was
already connected with mental toughness (Anshell, Williams & Hodge, 1997; Cox
& Liu, 1993; Gucciardi, Zhang, Ponnusamy & Stenling, 2016; Zheng, Smith &
Adegbola, 2004), however only in terms of cultural level of collectivism.
Psychological collectivism was not yet tested. Second, traditional martial arts
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possess values and training environment positively connected with psychological
collectivism. I found collectivistic tendencies in Czech wushu teachers (Partikova,
2014) during my master’s degree research. Strong influence of the members
inside an in-group is typical for traditional martial arts (Daniels & Thornton,
1992; Green, 2011; Lantz 2002), while these groups encourage their members to
highly cooperate (Layton et al., 1993). Members are connected with each other by
hierarchical relationships (Vlachos, 2015). Well-being is positively influenced
through such family-like relationships (Croom, 2014; Twemlow & Sacco, 1998).
Harmison (2011) argued that mental toughness should be understood as a socialcognitive construct, which is complex. A future study is need to confirm whether
a strong community feeling of membership and group identity is one of the
sources of mental toughness.
Traditional Versus Modern Wushu
In general, different psycho-social outcomes of modern and traditional
martial arts are being explored since 1980s (Najafi, 2003; Richman & Rehberg,
1986; Trulson, 1986). However, that is not the case for Chinese martial arts;
nevertheless, these two disciplines, modern and traditional wushu cannot more
distinct. Modern wushu is performance-based sport, with competition goals and
isolated from sanda, its full-contact fighting event. On the other hand, traditional
wushu (kung fu) is self-defense based, and competing is not common for most of
its practitioners, but it is possible, and forms (taolu) are supposed to be taught
together with the usage of the techniques (IWUF, n.d.).
The sample size was divided into two groups, traditional wushu
practitioners (n = 166) and modern wushu practitioners (n = 111). The differences
in their results are shown in their regression weights, path analysis and multigroup
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analysis. The most obvious result is in the path connecting psychological
collectivism with mental toughness. It was hypothesized that traditional wushu
practitioners would use their group identity as one of the sources for mental
toughness. Regression weight of this path for traditional wushu reached β = 0.257
(p = 0.024), direct effect reached 0.149 on p = 0.093. However, the path in
modern wushu group was not significant. Perhaps traditional wushu practitioners
experienced that their community membership gave them strong mental support,
which is reflected in the results. Modern wushu on the other hand, does not shown
similar results. These findings add to the exploration of diversity of modern and
traditional wushu.
Perceived level skill is a crucial variable in the model, however there are
also differences among the two groups. In traditional wushu group, there is
significant direct effect with Confidence and Constancy, two out of three facets of
mental toughness. However, in modern wushu group, all three facets of mental
toughness resulted in a significant path with level. The absence of Control’s path
in the traditional wushu group may be explained as it is above; the ability to
rebuild control under pressure perhaps is more connected with a sporting
environment that is competing.
Last, but not least, the multi group comparison shown differences in the
groups in the model on path’s level. In terms of the higher order of the variables,
which means besides focusing on the single items loading on their first order
latent variables, Reliance was pinpoint by this analysis. With a z-score of 2.307
and estimates of 0.669 for traditional wushu and 1.340 for modern wushu, this is a
significant result on the p level < 0.001. In this case, modern wushu scored a
higher result, than traditional wushu. Reliance is one of the facet of psychological
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collectivism and describes collective responsibility and being comfortable with
relying on other members of the group. A possible explanation of this may be the
hierarchical structure inside traditional wushu communities, where the roles and
responsibilities are given, on the other hand modern wushu groups may be more
democratic and rely on help of each other, without this help being already a debt
or a social duty.

Synthesis Discussion of Study 1 and 2
This section will discuss connecting points of the qualitative and
quantitative study. It is not a summary of the previous two discussion sections,
and so some important findings, which however only apply on study 1 or study 2
and not their synthesis, are missing in the following paragraphs. The aim of this
thesis is to explore traditional wushu, with the help of modern wushu. The two
studies, study 1 and 2, are the tools to look at the same phenomena from two
different perspectives. The studies are not based on each other, but they are
sequential and complete each other in methods and points of view. The findings of
each of the studies are meaningful on its own, and they also put together a
complete image, which is described in this section.
In the quantitative model, perceived level of skill was a significant variable,
that surprisingly behaved in the way that I expected years spent in training or
competition career would behave. The SEM model suggested a prediction of this
variable causing positive effect on mental toughness. I argue, that there is a link
between this perceived skill level and seriousness, which was found in the
qualitative study. Seriousness serves as commodity in negotiating social position
in the in-group, which can be effectively explained with the help of psychological
collectivism theory, as it was shown above. Seriousness in its core meaning
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represents endurance, positive thinking and pushing forward even when facing
emotional and physical pain. This can be, on the other hand, explained with the
help of mental toughness theory, even when not using the terms typical in the
literature, but those, that emerged from the data. In the SEM model, the skill level
is not objectively measured, because in traditional wushu there is no standardized
method of measuring progress, such as belt ranking. For that reason, this variable
does not represent the accurate skill level of the respondents, but rather the way
they see themselves. I argue that it can interpreted also as the degree of their
seriousness: if they conclude themselves as being advanced students or
instructors, their level of immersion in the field is greater, and that is also one of
the description of seriousness. Immersion in the training for example described
Griffith (2016): her respondents invested time and money, “because they think it
reflects who they are at the core of their being” (p.76). This can be also seen as an
environment that Bull et al. (2005) connected significantly with the development
of mental toughness.
This is a significant contribution to the discussion about mental toughness
being developed or inherited, resulting in accepting both inherited and developed
mental toughness (Connaughton & Hanton, 2009; Horsburgh, Shermer, Veselka
& Vernon, 2009). In my study, years spent in training (duration) did not resulted
into a significant path with mental toughness. Neither did number of joined
international competitions. This is a very surprising finding. Chen and Cheesman
(2013) found that the higher competition level in MMA, the higher mental
toughness. But it should be noted, it is not about years spent competing, but about
the degree of training. Bhardwaj, Singh and Rathee (2014) also discovered
connection between mental toughness and advancement. Perceived level of skill
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was the key element in the model. I suggest that mental toughness, in its limitation
that can be developed, is not developed with time or competition experience, but
with the way that one perceive self. Let me explain this on an example: An
individual, who is immersed deeply in the practice, sees himself or herself as a
serious practitioner, advanced, based on the great effort and mental energy he or
she puts into it. The collective identity created in the training group became part
of his or her own personal identity and its expression. It would be necessary to
further examine the connection between seriousness and perceived level of skill,
and their effect on mental toughness.
It was found in the qualitative study, that seriousness also divides people or
pull them together. Those, who “survived” the tough training environment would
naturally feel connection with other “survivors”. This social group would be
supportive and homogeneous in its level of seriousness. Is it possible that this
social background may be one of the sources for higher levels of mental
toughness? Evans et al. (2012) noted that teammates in the individual sports are
the source of motivation. This social field may be also understood in the terms of
an environment, which was radically noted by Bull et al. (2005) as being very
important in developing mental toughness. Bull wrote mainly about environment
and factors, when children grow up and are turning into athletes, and this study is
focus on adults. On the other hand, in most of the mental toughness theories, the
target are athletes with a very limited length of career. This is not the case in
traditional wushu: The career can expand over the life. Therefore, I suggest Bull’s
hypotheses could be applied even on adults in this case.
Finally, a clear crossover of the both studies was the exploration of
psychological collectivism (and its connection to mental toughness) in traditional
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wushu. In the qualitative study, several themes described the hierarchical structure
of kung fu community, the importance of positioning closer to its center or the
inner control found in the training groups. In the SEM model, there was a
connection between psychological collectivism and mental toughness (even
though the path was significant only on p = .01 and regression weight on p = .05)
in the traditional wushu group only and not in the modern wushu group. What
may be the cause? I suggest the following reasons: according to Amos (1993)
kung fu groups were structured in a very collectivistic way, in which members
help each other in their livelihood, and this structure remained until nowadays.
During the process of training, one loses social status gained outside, and creates a
new social and collective identity. Traditional wushu comes together not with the
competitions values, like modern wushu does, but with values that are perceived
to be collectivistic and Chinese. It is not important, whether they are really
understood in a correct way, but rather this interpretation of them that for example
motivates people in Europe to honor their ancestors’ altar. On the same note,
Frank (2006) said that tai ji in the USA was “more Chinese” than in China. The
interpretation is emphasized (Columbus & Rice, 1991) and as Bowman (2016)
noted, people who get involved into traditional martial arts training would like to
feel and be part of its exotic wisdom. We empty and refill again some of the
values, so they fit our expectations and interpretations of a “Gentle Warrior”
character (Vlachos, 2015, p. 43) of China. Frank (2006) said about himself and
one of his respondents: “This teacher and I shared a fantasy of finding the little
old Chinese man who would fulfill our respective conceptions of the ultimate
Chinese person – a romanticization, we both knew, but one to which long-time
practitioners were inextricably beholden.” (p. 240). Finally, it was noted before
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that fighting contact makes difference in bringing people closer together (Green,
2011). However, in an additional analysis of the study 2, no correlation was found
between fighting experience and psychological collectivism (and neither mental
toughness). Interestingly, in the SEM model, modern wushu practitioner scored
higher on reliance, as shown in the multigroup comparison. To explain this, I
suggest traditional wushu people do not rely on their teammates because their
social community is not equal: sometimes solidarity is not conditioned by the will
to help, but by the subordinate positioning in the hierarchy. In that case, the
findings of the SEM model could be explained with the help of the emerging
theme of control. However, this is a hypothesis for future testing.
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Implications
Wushu is, at the time of 2018, still aiming for the status of Olympic sport.
However, only in the case of modern wushu. The definitions and differences
between modern and traditional wushu are lacking in the official literature, media
and even sometimes among practitioners. This study aimed to explore traditional
wushu and also its differences to modern wushu. The finding will hopefully add to
the official body of knowledge about what is modern/traditional wushu and what
are their applicants in the daily life.
This research focused on collectivism and mental toughness in Chinese
traditional martial arts. Both topics, psychological collectivism and mental
toughness, are novel in this sport field. In terms of mental toughness, the next step
would be naturally to elaborate existing findings of the limited numbers of studies
and create a training program for developing mental toughness through and for
martial arts. It is argued, that martial arts are unique environment for mental
toughness, because of its various aspects of stress: competing with opponents,
physical pain or performances, but also body to body contact, fighting, violence,
long-term training etc. (Chen & Cheesman, 2013; Minnix, 2010; Mînjină, 2014).
For that reason, such mental skills training program would be beneficial for both
public, who can use martial arts training to improve their daily life, such as in
daily communication, relationships with authorities or in structured communities,
fighting obstacles…etc. It would be beneficial also for those who are already
practitioners, since they deal with the stressors listed above.
One of the implications coming from this study is mental skills training that
would however not focus on the competitive level of participant, but on the way
that they perceive themselves: on what level they see themselves now and in the
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future. Suggested by this research, I argue that in fact the way how we think about
selves and perceive selves is crucial in mental skills training.
In this study, connection between mental toughness and psychological
collectivism was explored and found on the p level < 0.01. Even though this still
needs to be confirmed by future researches, and perhaps in other sport fields as
well, it is already a significant news. The implication of this is the importance on
social structure in the (individual sport) and how does it influence mental state of
the individual. Taken this into application, there are existing psychosocial
therapies that use martial arts as a therapy tool. Not only martial arts therapies
could use the ideas of psychological collectivism and help their clients in their
daily lives. Some of the interviewees literally described their martial arts
experiences as being therapeutic. Not only this, they also described how martial
arts reconstructed their identity, when they started as beginners in the training
group, and how this collective identity affected their personal identity. I believe
these may be significant information for social and psychological therapies and its
further research.
And finally, in the qualitative study, the difference between insiders and
outsiders as well as control over group members were described. The application
of this knowledge may be beneficial in the team functioning and organizational
psychology, in the question of abusing athletes or members and accessing when
the power of the authority is too big. Definitely, since it is rooted in the specific
social structure of kung fu, the control system described offers unique view on the
coaching style, which perhaps differs greatly from typical sport coaching.
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Limitations
To summarize some limitations of this study, the first one is its focus on
Europeans only. European practitioners were the targeted population of this
research, and this was accomplished by asking for their nationality as stated in
their passport. The country of residence had to be in Europe as well, the only
exception was a current stay in China or Hong Kong. To be able to conduct the
research, it was important to have a specific target population. However, it also
means there is no comparison with Chinese (or other) practitioners in this thesis.
Similarly, the literature review in this work is done purely with sources
written in English. Unfortunately, literature written in Chinese was not included,
since the author cannot read in Chinese.
Next limitation is for sure the number of survey respondents (N = 277).
Unfortunately, even with a four-month field work, 111 practitioners of modern
wushu was the maximum that was gained. It turned out that the number of adult
practitioners in modern wushu is not very high and it is very difficult to reach
them. Unlikely traditional wushu, modern wushu clubs are not nested in a higher
order social structures, which makes the recruitment easier, even though they are
possibly members of national and international wushu bodies. However, from
these official institutions it was only the list of countries members that I could
obtain. On the other hand, I believe that at least 70% or more of the modern
wushu adult population in Europe joined this research; in the most recent
European Championship in modern wushu 2018, there were totally 43 adult
competitors in the optional Nanquan, Changquan and Taijiquan events (Wushu
Competitions, n. d.). The number of respondents is not as big as it was hoped, but
probably it reflects well the current state in Europe.
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Another point is the gender balance, which was neither reached nor aimed
for. However, for sure it would have positive impact on the findings, when the
reader knows that the genders are represented equally. In reality, in the world of
martial arts women are usually less represented than men, which is also shown on
the results of this study. Out of 277 respondents, 85 were female, and out of 8
interviewees, 2 were female.
Finally, there is a limitation rather in terms of methods and planning, and
that is that the Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis (IPA) is a very timeconsuming method of analysis qualitative data. It is estimated that the analysis
took around 5 months to finish. Together with a very demanding recruitment and
two fieldworks (1 month in China and 4 months in Europe), this study was very
time consuming, although rewarding. Therefore, I indicate this as a limitation for
the awareness of other students and researchers, who would like to conduct a
similar study.
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Future Research Directions
Due to the time limitation and study orientation on traditional wushu,
modern wushu was not explored in the qualitative part of this research. It would
be however not only beneficial, but also novel to explore what modern wushu
means for its practitioners, and their point of view on traditional wushu as well.
Moreover, this would add to the very limited literature body on the definition of
modern and traditional wushu.
Similarly, I highlight that alike study design could bring interesting findings
in the field of combat sports, such as MMA (mixed martial arts). Researchers
ague, that combat sports create specific environment with strong relationships
among training partners (Green, 2011). Combat sports are connected but still a
different sport field, in compare with traditional martial arts, and its further
exploration and comparison may bring unexpected topics. Not only in terms on
mental toughness, but also in psychological collectivism, which as well remains
so far unresearched.
This research is focused on Chinese martial arts, however among European
practitioners. Comparing the findings to Chinese practitioners would definitely be
a logical step. However, in this case I note that such study, with the comparison as
the aim, should involve cultural psychologist. Some meanings, which are worked
with in this study, such as “unbottling” values in kung fu as not being specifically
Chinese may not be valid for Chinese population.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION
The aim of this research is to explore traditional wushu in the target
population of European practitioners. To do that, specific mixed methods design
is adopted, using interpretative phenomenological analysis and structure equation
modelling. The specific research questions are stated for the qualitative study:
What is the experience of psychological collectivism in the context of traditional
wushu training? What does the described experience impact? For the quantitative
study, the research questions is: What is the relationship between practicing
traditional and modern wushu to psychological collectivism and mental
toughness?
Firstly, this study aims to add to the definition of traditional and modern
wushu. In this sense, is disproves that modern and traditional wushu are same.
This is crucial not only for the awareness of public and athletes, but mainly for the
official institutions, such as International Wushu Federation. In this study there
are different results for modern and traditional wushu groups, mainly in how they
scored on reliance and on the connection between mental toughness and
psychological collectivism. This states differences in these two disciplines, which
is important for future applications such as therapeutic use, but it does in no sense
state that modern or traditional wushu is better than the other one.
Exploring psychological collectivism in traditional wushu, this research
uncovers several themes that described the experience with self-orientation and its
impacts, and thus answers the research question. In the qualitative part of this
study, most importantly the group identity is described, as well as what does it
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mean to be a member of the training community. Furthermore, it is crucial to
obtain such position in the group, which is as closer to its center as possible; this
enables the practitioners to learn more and on a deeper level. Their seriousness in
learning serves as a commodity in the process of being accepted closer. Next, this
study describes control over the members. This may be as well an explanation for
what is found in the quantitative part of the research: modern wushu practitioners
scored higher on reliance, one of the dimensions of psychological collectivism,
than traditional wushu. It might be caused by the hierarchy and control in
traditional wushu, where solidarity may be sometimes in fact provoked by this
system of control. Moreover, the quantitative study enables to test the relationship
of psychological collectivism and years spent in training. In the result, this was
not the case. Therefore, psychological collectivism is not developed with years of
training.
This study also disproves that there is no connection between psychological
collectivism and mental toughness in traditional wushu. In modern wushu,
however, no connection was confirmed. In traditional wushu, the relationship is
shown but only marginal, and it needs to be confirmed with future study and a
bigger sample size. However, this is the first study to research psychological
collectivism and also the first one to do so in the field of martial arts.
Psychological collectivism represent collectivism on personality, not society
level (Kim, Triandis, Kagitcibasi, Choi & Yoon, 1994). It emphasizes situation as
a key factor in collectivistic and individualistic behavior (Kim, Triandis,
Kagitcibasi, Choi & Yoon, 1994; Triandis, 2001). With a correlation test this
research confirms that there is no relationship between psychological collectivism
and cultural background of the respondents’ wushu teacher.
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Finally, mental toughness is confirmed with this study to be
multidimensional. This model of mental toughness consists of three facets:
constancy, control and confidence. Furthermore, this study does not confirm that
years of practice and competition experience influence mental toughness. This is a
key finding. On the other hand, perceived level of skill does. Moreover, I note that
this quantitative variable, perceived skill level, is connected with the topic found
in the qualitative study, seriousness. Seriousness serves as a commodity to gain
better position in the community. Practitioners, who are serious, undergo more
demanding training. Those, who “survive”, are close to the teachers and each
other, creating an in-group of survivors. This environment may be crucial for
developing mental toughness, thus this may be the explanation of the relationships
between perceived skill level and mental toughness.
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APPENDIX
Appendix A1: Questionnaires
Demographic Questionnaire
General information
Please fill in:
1.I identify my gender

as_______________
2.My age is ____________
3.My nationality is ____________
Wushu style related information
Please tick the following where applicable:
4.I practice (at

present):

Modern wushu (taolu)
Including modern Nanquan,
Changquan and Taijiquan.

Traditional wushu

Both

Including traditional Shaolin, Wudang,
Emei, Nanquan (southern styles),
Taijiquan, Xingyiquan and Baguazhang

5.I

practice_________________ (name of style; if you practice more
of them, list them all or the one that you identify yourself most with)
In case you stated that you practice TRADITIONAL WUSHU,
please tick the following where applicable:
6.

I know my style’s lineage, history or origin.
In my trainings, fighting practice and/or
practice of applications is included.
In my trainings, practice of forms (sets) is
included.
In my trainings, any breathing exercises,
meditation, philosophy or (in my opinion)
spiritual development are included.
Training and competitions related information
Please fill in:
7.I

have been practicing for________ years. (When usual week
consists of minimum 2 training sessions of minimum 60 min per session.)
8.I have spent __________ days of training in China
(including Hong Kong) in my life.
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9.I

have joined __________ (write number) national competitions in
modern/traditional wushu.
10. I have joined __________ (write number) international competitions
in modern/traditional wushu.
Please tick the following where applicable:
I identify my skill level as
(in case of more styles, use the one you identify yourself most with)
beginner
advanced
instructor/teacher
student
student
12. My teacher’s nationality is
European
Asian
Other
11.
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For the statements listed below please circle the number which best represents
your opinion about you in the context of wushu, training and the wushu groups to
which you currently belong, and have belonged to in the past (such as your club or
wushu school).

Sports Mental Toughness Questionnaire
1.

I interpret potential threats as positive opportunities
1

2

Not At All True

2.

1

2

2

2

2

2

3

4

Very True

I am committed to completing the tasks I have to do
1

2

Not At All True

3

4

Very True

I take responsibility for setting myself challenging targets
1

2

Not At All True

3

4

Very True

I give up in difficult situations
1

2

Not At All True

3

4

Very True

I get distracted easily and lose my concentration
1

2

Not At All True

3

4

Very True

I worry about performing poorly
1

2

Not At All True

12.

4

I can regain my composure if I have momentarily lost it
1

11.

3

Very True

Not At All True

10.

4

Under pressure, I am able to make decisions with
confidence and commitment
1

9.

3

Very True

Not At All True

8.

4

I have what it takes to perform well while under pressure
1

7.

3

Very True

Not At All True

6.

4

I have qualities that set me apart from other competitors
1

5.

3

Very True

Not At All True

4.

4

I have an unshakeable confidence in my ability
Not At All True

3.

3

Very True

3

4

Very True

I am overcome by self-doubt
1
Not At All True
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2

3

4

Very True

13.

I get anxious by events I did not expect or cannot control
1

2

Not At All True

14.

3

4

Very True

I get angry and frustrated when things do not go my way
1

2

Not At All True

3

4

Very True

Psychological Collectivism Questionnaire
1. I preferred to work in those groups rather than working alone.
1

2

3

Strongly
Disagree

4

5

Strongly
Agree

2. Working in those groups was better than working alone.
1

2

3

Strongly
Disagree

4

5

Strongly
Agree

3. I wanted to work with those groups as opposed to working alone.
1

2

3

Strongly
Disagree

4

5

Strongly
Agree

4. I felt comfortable counting on group members to do their part.
1

2

3

Strongly
Disagree

4

5

Strongly
Agree

5. I was not bothered by the need to rely on group members.
1

2

3

Strongly
Disagree

4

5

Strongly
Agree

6. I felt comfortable trusting group members to handle their tasks.
1

2

3

Strongly
Disagree

4

5

Strongly
Agree

7. The health of those groups was important to me.
1
Strongly
Disagree
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2

3

4
Strongly
Agree

5

8. I cared about the well-being of those groups.
1

2

3

Strongly
Disagree

4

5

Strongly
Agree

9. I was concerned about the needs of those groups
1

2

3

Strongly
Disagree

4

5

Strongly
Agree

10. I followed the norms of those groups.
1

2

3

Strongly
Disagree

4

5

Strongly
Agree

11. I followed the procedures used by those groups.
1

2

3

Strongly
Disagree

4

5

Strongly
Agree

12. I accepted the rules of those groups
1

2

3

Strongly
Disagree

4

5

Strongly
Agree

13. I cared more about the goals of those groups than my own goals.
1

2

3

Strongly
Disagree

4

5

Strongly
Agree

14. I emphasized the goals of those groups more than my individual goals.
1

2

3

Strongly
Disagree

4

5

Strongly
Agree

15. Group goals were more important to me than my personal goals.
1
Strongly
Disagree
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2

3

4
Strongly
Agree

5

Appendix A2: Study information sheet
HONG KONG BAPTIST UNIVERSITY
STUDY INFORMATION SHEET
Psychological Collectivism and Mental Toughness in Traditional Wushu
You are invited to participate in a research study. The purpose of this study is to investigate
psychological collectivism and mental toughness in traditional and modern wushu among young
adult Europeans.
INFORMATION
You are invited to join either the first or the second part of the study. If you join the first
part, you will be individually interviewed. The interview session will take approximately 1-2
hours. Your name will not appear on any material. You will be asked about your experience with
martial arts and the martial arts community. There will be less than 10 participants in this study.
The interview will be taped and the audio file will be used for the research purpose only. The
researcher and eventually student helpers will be the only people who will work with the audio file
to transcript it into a written form. In case you would like to withdraw from the research, you will
be given the audio file. Otherwise, the audio file will be destroyed (deleted) five years after
finishing the study, at the latest. If you join the second part of the study, you will be asked to fill in
three questionnaires. Your name will not appear on any material. Filling in the questionnaires
should take around 15 minutes. The aimed number of participants is 500.
RISKS
There are no risks expected, but in case you feel uncomfortable with the
interview/questionnaires you can leave the research any time.
BENEFITS
You will contribute to the definition and exploring outcomes of traditional and modern
wushu. The results will help not only to understand the differences in these two kinds of Chinese
martial arts and their different content, but also may be used further in other areas such as
therapies, social work, sport couching or education. If you would like to learn more about the
results, please fill in your email contact below.
CONFIDENTIALITY
Identifiers will be used instead of your name. The list of identifiers together with the audio
files will be destroyed 5 years after the completion of the study. Unfortunately, in case you fill in
the questionnaire on the internet your confidentiality cannot be guaranteed, because the data are
online.
CONTACT
If you have questions at any time about the study or the procedures, you may contact the
researcher, Veronika Partikova, at PE Department, 9 th Floor of AAB Building, Baptist University
Road Campus, Hong Kong Baptist University, Hong Kong, and +852 66424081. If you feel that
you have not been treated according to the descriptions in this form, or your rights as a participant
in this research have been violated during the course of this project, you may contact the
Committee on the Use of Human and Animal Subjects in Teaching and Research by email at
hasc@hkbu.edu.hk or by mail to Graduate School, Hong Kong Baptist University, Kowloon Tong,
Hong Kong.
Subject's initials
__________
PARTICIPATION
Your participation in this study is voluntary; you may decline to participate without
penalty. If you decide to participate, you may withdraw from the study at any time without penalty
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and without loss of benefits to which you are otherwise entitled. If you withdraw from the study
before data collection is completed your data will be returned to you or destroyed.
CONSENT
I have read and understand the above information. I have received a copy of this form. I
agree to participate in this study and I agree with the audio recording (if applicable)
Signature of the Subject __________________________________________Date ____________
Signature of the Project team member ________________________________Date 20. 2. 2017
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Appendix A3: Photos from the IPA Analysis

Figure A1. Initial coding.

Figure A2. Codes on the right side and emerging themes on the left side.
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Figure A3. An example of a hierarchical pattern.

Figure A4. Clustering themes.
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Figure A5. An emerging final list for one interviewee.
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Appendix A4: List of Themes from the IPA Analysis

Figure A6: Final list of themes, interviewee Colin.

Figure A7: Final list of themes, interviewee Karl.
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Figure A8: Final list of themes, interviewee Frank.

Figure A9: Final list of themes, interviewee Martin.
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Figure A10: Final list of themes, interviewee Lars.

Figure A11: Final list of themes, interviewee Monica.
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Figure A12: Final list of themes, interviewee Barbara.

Figure A13: Final list of themes, interviewee Greg.
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